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INTRODUCTION 
This annotated bibliography is the result of a literature 
survey conducted for the National Aeronautics and Space 
Admi.nistration, Lewis Research Center (NASA/LeRe) under Project 
8680, Application of Advanced Signal Processing Concepts (ASPC) to 
Future Satellite Communications Systems. 
The objective of ~he ASPC project is to assess the application 
and performance of on-board processing techniques and technology to 
communications satellites which will serve a wide range of users 
during the 1980-2000 period. As part of this study a survey of the 
technical literature covering on-board satellite processing and 
related areas was made and published as WP-21962 in October 1978. 
Additions to the list were made during the course of the ASPC study. 
This document is the complete bibliography. 
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Abramson, N., Packt't Switching With SateUltes, National Computer 
Conference, 197~ i)p:695-70I~~---~-------- ----
Technological advantages of a packet switching system are 
explained and operational advantages of a public packet switched 
service are described. 
Abramson, N., ~_~cket Switching witJ:l_Sa~~llite~, AD-761 544, 
University of Hawaii, NTIS, March 1973. 
The beginning of the 1970's witnessed the establislunent of new 
forms of computer-communication networks, with clear advantages over 
the voice oriented point-to-point, channel switched networks of the 
1960's. This paper describes some of the most important properties 
of these new networks, packet switching, bilateral broadcasting and 
burst random access capabilities. The advent of easily available, 
inexpensive satellite communications gives added importance to these 
properties and promises added capabilities for computer-
communications in the future. In this paper we provide a 
theoretical framework from which we can derive the capacity, delay 
and average power of these new forms of communication. Finally, we 
describe how these forms of communication might be employed in some 
of the planned U.S. domestic satellite systems to provide a public 
packet switched service. 
Abramson, N., Satellite Packet Broadcasting to Very Smal~Earth 
Stations, TN 38-75, Defense Communications Engineering Center, 
September 1975. 
This report analyzes the throughput of an ALOHA channel when 
compared to a conventional satellite point-to-point channel of the 
same average power. Results show tha\: the limit of large numbers of 
small earth stations, the ALOHA throughput reaches 100% of the 
point-to-point capacity. 
Abramson, N., Satellite Trends and Defense Communications, TN 20-76, 
Defense Communications Engineering Center, June 1976. 
This report examines some of the long term trends in the 
economics of satellite communications networks and how these trends 
are reflected in the architecture of these networks. These trends 
are examined using data obtained from the INTELSAT series of 
commercial communications satellites and their effects on military 
satellite networks are also indicated. 
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Acampora, A. S., Reliability Considerations fo~.Multiple-Spot-Beam 
Communication Satellites, The Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 
56, No.4, April 1977, pp. 575-596. 
Reliability considerations associated with multip1e-spot-b~am 
satellite systems are explored. If each coverage area is serviccj 
by a single transponder, then loss of transponders due to failure 
eliminates all service to the areas covered by those transponders. 
Thus, failures are quite costly compared to a system employing 
global coverage with multiple transponders, where a limited number 
of transponder failures results in a slight increase in the traffic 
demand upon the survivors. Since the total orbital weight of a 
satellite is fixed, any redundant hardware deployed to improve 
reliability reduces the number of active transponders that can be 
supported and a highly efficient redundancy strategy must be 
employed. Passive standby redundancy with complete spare 
interconnectivity is studied and appropriate reliability formulas 
are derived. Finally, a specific satellite concept dominated by 
final power amplifier failures is studied in detail in this paper. 
Acampora, A. S., and Davis, B. R., Efficient Utilization of 
Satellite Transponders Via Time-Division Multibeam Scanning, The 
Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 57, No. ~, October 1978, pp. 
2901-2914. 
The space segment of a satellite system is proposed wherein a 
fixed number of identical transponders are shared among a larger 
number of spot beam regions, thereby establishing full coverage and 
full inconnectivity. The service is matched to the nonuniform 
traffic requirements exhibited among the various spot beam regions; 
reliability can be optimized since all transponders are identical 
and each transponder is utilized with an efficiency of 100%. A 
mathematical proof is presented which shows that the traffic can 
always be assigned on a nonconflicting basis and an effective 
assignment technique is described. 
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Acampora, A. S., ilnd Gilmore, R. P., I\I~alo~Lyi~_{~rb~J?~-':2_C!i!1jLf2! 
H~gh SJ.l~£~IIE&~tal S~~t_('J li~e ChaIlI1('!s, IEEE TransactioIls on 
C·)nulHmications, Octnht'r 1978, Volume CGH-26, No. 10, pp. 1463-1470. 
Analog means for implementing til(' Viterbi dt'coding algori thm at 
high data rates are presented. Onp approach employs sample-and-hold 
circuits and voltage adders 1.0 store and updatt' the path mf'trics 
based upon maximum likel i hood dl'C i~i!~!!s. Expprj mental resul ts 
obtained from a breadboard rt'alization ot such a dN'oder art' 
reported. An al ternilte approach t'mp loying tapped dt'lay 1 i nes to 
storf' the analog channel waveform is also described. Analytical 
results pertaining to e~ch Implementation are presented. 
Acampora, A. S., and Langnt'th, R. E., ~a_~~!)_<:!1~LJ!ro~~~~~)!}{t ~!!._~ __ tI}j"h 
e.Eeed Bllrs_t Nodem~_f2E~~'i,!y'1)j_~t::.?_\Vi tdH.'d TQt.~._§)~.~tem, presented at 
the Fourth International DS(' Conference, 23-25 October 1978, pp. 
131-138. 
In this paper, designs for the transmit and receive signal 
processing r~quired to implement high-speed burst modems at each 
ground stat10n are presented. The main concern is to obtain designs 
which can be implemented with a minimum of high-speed (EU) devices 
so as to reduce design and hardware co~~s. A major consideration in 
the modem operation is to accurately synchronize it to a reference 
frame-marker broadcast by a master earth station. 
Adlerstein, S., Fiber-Optic Telecom Pushi~Ahead in Digital 
Transmission, Electronic Design 25, 6 December 1978, pp. 25-26. 
The future of fiber-optics looks very bright primarily because 
of the decreasing cost of fiber optics and the improving reliability 
and performance of digital optical-fiber transmissions. 
Adlerstein, S., Tele and Data ~omm Advance with Digital Break-
Throughs, Electronic Design 1, 4 January 1979, pp. 120-126. 
This paper recognizes that new hardware, software architectures 
and modulation techniques are going to come together in 1979 to help 
sntisfy the personal demands pushing data-communications systems: 
more capacity and higher quality channels for less money. 
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Aein, J. N., and Kosovych, O. S. > ~atellite Capacity Allocation, 
Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol, 65, No.3, Narch 1977, pp. 332 - 342. 
Several allocation strategies are investigated for sharing the 
satellite capaci ty among user communi ties requiring circuit-switched 
or store-and-forward (message switched) communication service. 
Teletraffic and queueing models are used to obtain analytical 
results by which the a1 1 ,.;.;..ttion strategies are compared. It is 
shown that the capacity rc.~ui..:,;?d t" UjoV"t'de a specific grade of 
service is strongly dellt'>ndt~11't u~m the particular allocation 
strategy chosen. Therefore, au"allocations strategy can be selected 
~hich requires less capacity and hence provides more efficient 
utilization of the satellite capacity for a specified gradp of 
service. 
Akima, H. Nodulation Studies for Direct Satellite Communication of 
Voice Signals, OTR-76-108, PB 263 888, U. S. Department of Commerce, 
Office of Telecommunications, December 1976. 
A study has been made on modulation aspects of direct 
communication of a voice signal from a satellite to individual homes 
for purposes of natural-disaster warning. A reasonable voice 
quality required at the final destination has been determined, and 
required radio frequency signal power at the receiver input has been 
estimated. Based on this result and the available UHF signal power 
measurement result, the system margin in the power budget has been 
discussed for certain system parameter values. The system margin 
depends on several factors and the results of this study should be 
useful for such a discussion. Potential use of an existing home 
radio and television receiver as a part of the system under 
consideration ha~ been discussed. One result of this study 
indicates that the possibility ot such a use is very remote. 
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Amoroso, Frank, On lht' Efficit'nt 11:w of Voice-ChaIlIwl Ban(l\Jitith in 
n.1Ll Tr'lnslllission, n:f:E Trall~;.ll'tinns \Hl ClltlUminil'at(lHl T('dlIl,)il)gy; 
\,,1. COM-IS, No, 5, Oct0h~r 19b7, pp. bbQ-b79. 
Al tl'rnativps to single sidehand lIlodulat ion art' sought for the 
most l'fficient USt' of tlw vlJiCt'-h<tud l'llil II np I in data transmission. 
Unul'r a certaiu critt'rioll on optimum d.lta PUISl'S, the direct u~w of 
the passband is dS ('fficit'ut as tht., l'ouvl'ntiona1 HSt' of single 
sidl'band \-,'hich l'OnVt'rts tht' ilV.ti labl(' passband into an appan.'ut low 
pass chaIlIwl. \.Jith tilE' simulLHlPollS pral'lit'al constraints of 
IHstort i onl('s8 transmi sHioa, st ri ct passband I inn t ation, ,'ud a 
spectrum free of discont imli tit's, tilt' principll's l)f pulse-shaping 
used at 10\-,'pass art> also appl icabll' fot' a passband. A. class of 
bandpass pulses is li£'riv(,(j I,hich adlit>vl'S, in additiou, a first 
onkr immunity to timing jitter i1. til£' rt'n>iv(,l" dock, an Important 
propE:'rty for multi It'vel PAN system~. Extt'nsion t() passband is 
discussed for duobinary transmission. 
Arnold, H. W., A!l_~:f!_tl.'Jl·ntJ)igitdl ~at.~Di~~1'~C}1!liquf?_i.0E_Serving 
User~~~Qij:f~r:iQE..<':ap~~~it_il'~, presPllted at the lee t 77, June 12-15, 
1977, pp. 116-120. 
This paper considers proh1ems of efficiency in ti~e-division 
communications satellite systems s('rving 11s('rs with differing total 
capacity needs A traffic model is used to illustrate the disparity 
in user sizes expected in large multi-user systems. Present time 
division systems are shown to usp time and bandwidth inefficiently 
under these conditions. A method is prop0sed for improving this 
efficiency through division at the s2tel1ite of the traffic from 
higher-capacity users into smaller pqual-capacity subchannels. 
After switching in the satellite, these sllbchannels are recor.lbined 
for transmission to the higher-capacity users and sent unchanged to 
users of lower capacity. T~is technique allows full time occupancy 
of all channels, minimizing bandwidth and power requirements. 
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Balde>rstoll, J. N., ~I!~l.q£)y i\c('.~·:;s Te)~I>I1.~).nYfo!<lr~~At1.~.~!:.~_~i·;l.!l 
S.~!-~)~ite . .2Yst£.~, Casp 33003, Ht>port No. 6811, Austral ian Post 
Office Research Laboratories, June 1973. 
Multiple access telephony is a service intermpdiale between 
high capacity trunk te 1 ('phony and single ch,lIlnel rt'mote l-iuhscrilH'rs 
telephony which Can t'xtt'nd the coverage and flexihility oi a 
conununi cat ions satellit(, system. This paper discussps mul tipl{' 
access systems and techniques, drawing on previous studies by 
ovelseas organizations as well as calculations based on parameters 
which might apply to an Australibn system. Topics covl'red include 
descriptions of possible multiplexing modulation, and multiple 
access methods, channel capacities for a number of systems, 
interference and network control considerations and relative costs. 
It is concluded that, depending on factors outside the scope of the 
paper, the most desirable systt'ln coul\~ be conventional Fmf/Hi/FDHA, 
a TDHA system or singlE' channd per carrier FN or peN. 
Palds, J. W., and Arney, Daniel I., ~eY~.f1~~J?_~rri~E~G.Q.nce..£ts will 
~mpact LSI~ Bas~'d~12~.§}~s..., EDN, 20 September 1978, pp. 119-126. 
This article details the effort based on a proposal Ly Sperry 
Univac to market a square format similar to the chip carrier. Some 
of the project's pertinent background and an update OIl the newest Ie 
packaging schemes are discussed. 
Barnla, J. D., and Zitzmann, F. H., Digi~~J C()!!!I!I...un:!:cati~ns Sat_ellite 
System of SBS, EASCON '77, 26-28 September 1977, pp7-2A/9. 
Satellite business systems will implement a domesti~ satellite 
system that will provide private-line switched networks for 
integrated voice, data and image services. The SBS system will 
employ all digital transmission in the 12 and 14 GHz bands. Each 
network will have dedicated full-period capacity for integrated 
services and on-demand (per call) satellite capacity for high-speed 
digital services. The system features five and seven meter antennas 
located on customer premises, demand assignment (DA) , time-division 
mUltiple-access (TDMA) and two in-orbit satellites designed for 
space shuttle launching. 
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Bedrosian, Edward, ~j>~str':l_rr.LC0I!ser_y~tion by Efficient ChaE~el 
Utilization, IEEE Communications Society Magazine, March 1977, pp. 
20-27. . 
The growth of the communication industry has resulted in ever-
increasing demands on the radio spectrum. This, in turn, has 
spurred the exploitation of previously unused frequency bands and 
the development of technqiues for making better use of those already 
available. In this paper, spectral utilization is examined using 
the information-theory techniques of Shannon. The power bandwidth 
tradeoff for the ideal channel is established and the performance of 
practical analog and d~gital modulation techniques is compared with 
this ideal. It is shown that well-designed systems tend to operate 
near the "knee" of the power-bandwidth tradeoff curve for the ideal 
channel and that they are frequently within 10 dB or less of the 
performance of the ideal. 
Beirman, Howard, Qptical Conununications: .Seasoned Systems 
Complement and Compete witp Microwave Methods, Microwaves, November 
1978, pp. 69-75. 
A staff-written report surveys advances in sources, fibers and 
applications and discovers some of the similarities between optical 
and microwave transmission systems. In the last decade, microwave 
and millimeter wave communication systems have reached plateaus and 
have become widely accepted. 
Belew, W. W., et al., The Public Health Service - Communications 
Technology Satellite System Evaluation Plan, MTR-7463, The MITRE 
Corporation, December 1976. 
This report presents the System Evaluation Plan for the Public 
Health Service Communications Technology Satellite progr<:m. The 
Lester Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications engaged 
the METREK Division of the MITRE Corporation to develop this plan to 
evaluate the application of broadband communications systems for the 
dissemination of biomedical information. The emphasis of this 
system evaluation is to be on a comparison of broadband systems with 
other systems as a means of communication for purposes of health 
education and research dissemination, both for use in 
experimentation and as possible operational delivery systems. 
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Bpuplit'tto , !)., Bq~llt'ri, E. \ aUlI Uatt,Hd, i-; r l'''d"I:.1.'lHt' 111' 
Nlllt ilt'Yt' I Ba~t'hand IhglLli ~~'~;tt'IllS iu ,j NtH:! iIll'ar Euvironlllt'Ht, IEEE 
Transactions 011 COllullunil,ltitIllS, Ol'tobf'r ltl7h, pp. Ilt)b-117f). 
A gond Ilt'.11 llf t'ftlllt h.!h ht't'U ~Pt·llt. ill tht, p.i:,t it'W yt'.!n;, to 
d{'\'i~H' IlulIlt'rir,d ,11gol"itlum; fill' "\',illlatltig tilt' ppl'fnml.Jlh'(· lit 
digital CllllUlIUIlh',lthlll sysh'llIs \lVt'r nuisy lillt',lr dhllln('l~;, Lt'., in 
tllP IH'PS{'Ilt'P 01 iHtt'r-~Yl1lhlll illtt'rft'rt'!H't' all., Hoi!;€'. This papt'I' 
pr£'st'nt~ .I11lt'thnd ftl}' l'llmputing tht' t'l'!'lll' prohahility of multilt'vpl 
hal:H'band digiLd mn.lui-It lull ~y~tt'm!'i dh'll tht' dl'lIlI1t'l IS nonl ill(>,ll' 
.... i i t h melllll ry . 
Bpnedt,tto, S., t't ,d., Pl'l'forlnal!(t' Pn'liictilJIl flH'l)i~iLd Satl'llitl' 
Lillk~ - ,A \'ultt'rra Scrips ApJlrll.ich, pn';>E~Iltp~i .It tIlt> 'Fourtli··· . 
Internat il'll,d DSC L(1nit'n'n('I', ~~J-2~) (ld,)/lt'r 1978, pp. 73-RO. 
Tht' aim llf' this P'}IH'l' i:-; to pn'~t)Ilt ilil .1Ilalytil'dl tn'dtlllt'ut for 
tllt' study of digital satellit(' l't)mmuilication syst{'ms operating OVt'r 
a nonlinp.lr dldIlIH'l. 'I'ht' prft'cts ('If il llonliIlt'ar ilmplifipr lllcatl'ti 
in tIll' H.itt'llite ,Irt' i.,nsidt'j'('d in ('omhinatillll with thost' ()f 
transmitting ,1Ild rpct'iving filtt'l'~; Inl'ated ill tIlt' t'drth stations. 
In addition, hoth upli.nk dud dmmlink 11OiSt' in£> takt'll illto aC'l'Olll1t. 
The method propost'd hel't' is hast'd on .I Voltt'rra st'ries 
rl'presentation of tht' (lvt't'all chaun('l. This tt'\.'hniq\l(' is a:lplit',1 to 
th(' prediction of the per iOrmaIll'P of a ('ohen'ut PSK channt'l t and 
some numerical t'x.lmplt'~ art' ~orkpd out. 
Berger, H. L., and I'oza, H. n.; l:!l'!!"ill:·t{'F~z.!til)Ilof High-Ratt' QPS~ 
~!!a~Ilnel_wit}l_Adapt)yt' Ell'lali,?a_ti0I!, IEEE Transactions on Al'l'OSpac(> 
and Electronic SystpOlS, Vol. AES-14, No.1, Jallu,lry 1978, pp. 1!;1-
157. 
A cOlllputer simulation model capahle of prpdicting the 
performance of a high-data-rate t'nd-to-end commhuication system with 
adaptive equalization is deHcrihed in this paper. The model is llst'd 
to C'hara~terize Lhe behavior of NASA's propost'd tracking and data 
relay satellite system (TDRSS), while accounting for signal 
distortIon effects due to operational conditions and the required 
hardware components necesHary to fulfill mIssion objectives. 
Sped fically, the pt'rformaml' of tIlt' TDHSS high-data-rate I ink (300 
Nbps) is defined, h~th with and without adaptive t'qllalization. 
Berry, L. A., ~u1.~o~<~_grieo~~t.~.9.}l.~t~~_!-!!~~. 0l_~.~c_~.t:I;lITl_ ~<f.E£i{)l!£:Y, 
Symposium Record, International Symposium on Electromagnetic 
C(lmpatibility, 13-15 July 1976. 
There is no generally-accepted definition of spectrum 
efficiency or a mpasure of spectrum efficiency. The CCIR has called 
for Juch a definition. Several definitions have been proposed for 
special cases, with more or less specificity. These have taken one 
of two general forms. The first is called the output/input measure 
and the other is the ideal/input ratio. The purpose of this paper 
is to, argue that the output/input measure is preferable, primarily 
because it is more meaningful and easier to justlfy to non-
specialists (non-engineers, non-spectrum managers). It is also 
easier to compute than the ideal/input ratio, and givP,H the same 
relative answer. 
Berry, 1. A., Probabilisti£.. Tradeoffs for Efficient &~~trum l.Jse 
with a 'CB' Example, PB-266669, Off. of Telecommun., U. S. Dept. of 
Commerce, April, 1977. 
The aggregate statistical performance of communications systems 
in congested radio environments is analyzed as a function of the 
distribution of equipment in frequency and in space, the technical 
characteristics of the equipment, and the environmental effects on 
transmission loss and noise. All these parameters are assumed to be 
known (but not necessarily normal) statistical distributions and the 
complex interactions between them are expressed as joint and 
conditional probabilities. A computer program IHhich implements the 
Jnalysis is applied to a study of the Class D Citizen's Band 
service. The concepts of courtesy distance and operational range 
are defined for CB, and the quantitative increase in operational 
range from increased courtesy is computed. Courteous operation can 
double the average operational range in highly congested areas, but 
has little effect in lightly used channels. Curves showing channel 
capacity as a function of the congestion and courtesy are provided. 
The increase in operational range with good adjacent channel 
rejection by the receiver is shown for communicating on channels 
adjacent to heavily used channels. 
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Bit'dl'l'llldn, L., dud Omura, .1. K., Tht' l\l(lIpULlt l.lla1 ~'llt-llft H.ltt' till' 
~onliIlt'ar ISl nhlllU('\S, Pn'hl'ntt'll ,.t ttlt' NTC ''17,1)-7 DC'lt'mlll'r 1977, 
pp 36.5/7. . . 
Tht> l'l'mpULllioual ,'l1t'·.ltt Lltt' tllr ,I IWIllillt'ar hm«11imitt'd 
channE'l is tif'ri\'l'll. Tht' !ll'ui ilwar b.lIllil1mitt'.1 ,haIllll'l is ahhuml'll 
to l:lllfh'r fr')m t\,p ludt'['t·udt'llt Ih)i~H' ~iolln't'1) a:·; it O('l'ur:-; in 
salt'llitt, t'omnlUuit'.ltillIl links. EXP"I'~'lji()IlS fur tht' lompulatioual 
cut-off ratf'S dl't' dt'rivp.l fill' mt'IlJl)rylt'~:s ,!Illi maximulIl likplihood 
rt'c£'ivl>rs. Buttt oi th,' rpl't'iVI>l'~~ .In' dS~11llnt',l ttl illlplt'mE'nt 
infill:l('ly soft dt'risiun ru)£'s. 
Bllb.lk, E. T., ,lilt! \:lab.iIlg(l, H. G., Nl\TO Ph.lst' III Sat.t'L!i.l:.l:..}!~~siJ~!l, 
Eascon • 77, :!.tl-::~~ St'ptt'Ullwt' l<Jn, pplS-:.!A/B. 
The NATO Pha'w III C,lnUIlUnit'atillns satellitt' is a Ilt'\,'-geIlt'ration 
design dpv ... lopl,tl tn ~atr~fy uniqllt' NXrO rt'lIllin'llH'nts. A geIlE.'i·al 
oVt'rvif'w is prt'sentt,d ttl highlight th(' saU'llitE' systE'nJ dpsign 
featUrE's and their l't'LltillIlship to filH'cific NATO requin'nlt'nt.s. 
F,')llowing this gt'llC'ral l;ystl'm ,j tid ail t'd de:.;cripti OIl of l',H'h 
satell i tl' sUl!SYStl'lIl ,1Ild t t'chni ,',II pl'rfOl'llhIIlCl' (hal'dctt'ri sti cs of 
s£'lected lomponeut:; within t'ddl subsystl'ms an' given. The 
devplopment, qlldlificat ion ;iIld <H'l'eptam't' tt'~)t programs .11'(' 
dpscribpd, showing t1w SCOpE' and St'qllt'Iln' of tt'st activitit's. 
Following the inplant t,'st St'qlwIlCP is d dpsc'ription of il launch 
trajectory and on-orbit test program, In conclusion, selected on-
orbit 1('st paramt'tf'rs ,In' prest'ntt'd for hoth till' NATO IllA and lIlB 
spacecraft. 
Bohacek, P. K., 'I~IH'. I~!IElenwutatiOl_~nf C~LS ill _tl1l'...}~~1.-l.systt~I~, 
Presented at thE.' Nrc '78, ]-6 Dt>l'emher 1978, pilfJer 31.1. 
This paper describes tIll' introducti.:m ot Common Channel 
Interoffice Signaling (eelS) into thp Di1'pct Distance Dialing cnUD) 
network. It. cuvprs the plillosophy of the introduction of eels and 
describes the major changes that were made to various toll switching 
systems, The penetration of eGIS has begun thf' evolution of the 
network to the Stored Program Controlled network which will make 
many new features and ~H'rvil'es possibl •. '. 
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Bouttiaux, B., et al., Ul!r2 High §.£~c::~Gomponents forMicr~~~ye 
~o~ulator.l!, 7th European Hicrowave Conference (MICROWAVE '77), 5-8 
September 1977. 
The study of conductance variation is carried out in the first 
part of this work. First, an analytical approach is given to bring 
out the main physical mechanisms which occur in the active layer of 
the semiconducting structure: velocity/field effects, space charge 
effects, microwave injection and transit-time effects. A computer 
simulation is used to obtain the conductance evolution versus the 
bias voltage and to study the transient response of the component. 
Then, some theoretical predictions and experimental results arc 
compared. In the second part of this work, experimental 
realizations of a microwave modulator have been carried out with 
silicon N+ N N+ components and the validity of the theory and the 
shortness of switching times are shown. 
Bordelon, D. L., On Signal Design_by the Ro Criterion for Non-White 
~a\lssian Noise Channels, Presented at the NTC '77, December 5-7, 
1977 . 
The use of the Ro criterion for modulation system design is 
investigated for channels with non-white Gaussian noise. A signal 
space representation of the waveform channel is developed, and the 
cut-off rate Ro for vector channels with additive non-white Gaussian 
noise and unquantized demodulation is derived. When the signal 
input to the channel is a continuous random vector, maximization of 
Ro with constrained average signal energy leads to water-filling 
interpretation of optimal energy distribution in signal space. 
Bostian. C. W., et al., The VPI & SU ATS-6 20 GHz Depolarization 
Experiment, NAS 5-21984, September 1975. 
This report describes a depolarization experiment using the 20 
GHz downlink from the satellite ATS-6. Its contents include: (1) an 
operational summary of the experiment, (2) a description of the 
equipment used with emphasis on improvements made in the ATS-5 
signal processing receiver, (3) data on depolarization and 
attenuation in one snow storm and two rain storms at 45 degrees 
elevation, (4) data on low angle propagation, (5) conclusions about 
depolarization on satellite paths, and (6) recommendations for the 
depolarization portion of the eTS experiment. 
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Hr.l111iIlIgt'l', P. E., /(l- ~(l l;n:~ Ctlllllllllll ll'.1 1 \(111 ~.ltl·11Il'.' ~y~lt'mH Dt':;ign, 
prt':i('lttt'd .It tht' ICt' "1;, ,IUlIt' if>':, P1!B. 
Tit i S P.IIlt'l h.n; ('xl'.llltit'd t ht' i:i Slit':; .lIld sys 1 ('Ill dl':; i ~Il i 1Il!,,1 d S (l J 
s.lll'lllll' l'(\I\I\1\\IHI\'.lt 1\111:-> (lPl'1'.lt j(ll! .It ,lOj.lll GlI;~. An'.ts Id prilllP 
ll',ldt'oi !:; h,IVI' be'l'll llil'!!l i! It'd, .1Ilt! pl'(lp.I),~,ll illll/fn'qlll'llcy Ihlmin.ltt'd 
.ISpt'd:; III typIl.!1 ;;y:;!t'lIl .lnhitt't'lUl'l'I; .In' \'(In~;idl'l'l'd. Thos,' 
cOlln'pt S 1111':; t ,IPp II v,lll I t' t 1I ~;'I t I' 11 ill' ,"llllllllIll i c,ll i 011 ~ys t ('Ill:, \\'11 i l"h 
llpl'r.lll' .It 01 .I1HI\'t' ~ll:.'l) {aL~ .llt' dt'sl'l'lbl'd. 
HI'id\\'C'II •. 1. P .•• 1Ilt! Hidlt'\,. 1., A 1'1l'lll\lll\,\l'~' Ill'slgn II! .1 TllHA 
Sysll'lIl !(I;' FLEETSAT, Tt'.hni(,J/ Ntlll' lq,'H·<~. LlIll'ldn L.lhlll'.lloI'Y, 
~J. I . T.. 1.' N.ll'dl l'l h . 
A lypical UBF 1·.ELr~AT lh.llllWl IS 1'.lp.lhIl' (It supporllng IlaLI 
r.llI's j'\ t'XCe'SS tI! ,'II 1;.111':;. SilH't' lIIl' d.ll'l 1',111' \It typical hl'YllIHI 
111H' 1)1 sight N.J\·Y (Ollllllllnll'.lt illllS is :?4 kbps, tIll' dal,l 11'011\ sl'v('ral 
IISt'1'S (',1111.1 ht' IIIl1lt ipl"Xt'd 1111 .1 singll' FI.EETS:\T chanllt'l. TIlt' 1 illll' 
divisll)11 lIlull i plt'Xillg :il'ht'IIH' dt'SlTihl'd ill lhis Iloll' would dl'!'ivt' 
.llhlut tl~) S 11ll.ll 1 ,1I\t·\III~ •• ', .', khps ('I n'u its 1 rom t hI' III Ill' ~:) kHz 
dl,IIlllt'is itll'.1 n'pn'St'IlLllI\'t' 1II1xtlln' l)j ships, airtTait, 
suhm.ll'iIll'S •• 1Ilt! sillln' ~;t.llil'llS. Till' .Ivail-ddl' l'ln'uits \~lHdd lit' 
s h.ll'('d ,llIltlllg .I 1ll11llt LlI'gt'l l"ltl I (l! us I' l'S hy dl 'lIl.lIld .1 s:.;i gIlIllI'1l t. Till' 
Systl'lIl tit i 1 i.~l'~ .1 Vt'lllr.\1 l'IHlll'\llll'l' tll .tlltll',llt' ~all'll itt' 
rt'St1lIl'l'l'S, .Idlit'ving LIpid l'in'lIit dssiglllllt'llls and pn
'
t'llIptinlls \\'jll1 
l'l'ialivl'ly high t'lll\'lt'IH'Y. Also tll':ilTihl'd is a pl't'lilllillary 
.I1'l'ililt'I'lut't' till' Ilt'I,' t'l\lIiplIlt'nl \"ltidl "'tlilld int,'I'Lll'I' with l'xisting 
Navy t'qlllplIll'llt .11111 w,'III.1 1'1'1'111 1'111 dl'lIlillld .lssiglllllt'ul .llld tillll' Ilivisitlli 
111111 tip il'x i ng IUlld i IIIlS . 
Ht'lHm, K. E .•. lllt! Ny:;pl. 1'. 1',. Early Upt'I"ll iOIl.1! EXpt'l'it'lll't' \I'ith a 
Nl'w TIlNA Syndll'llll 1 ;~.I 1 j \Ill Sys t t'lIl Through I~TS. eRe Tl'l'hn i l'a 1 N(lt t' h~~'. 
lktll\lt'l' 191(1. 
A ulliqul' TI1NA (,(Il\l'ppl is dt'Sl'l'ihl'd. Tltl' illlpll'1ll1'nt.ltil1n of till' 
t'tllll't'pt ,IS .Ill l'XPl'l'iillt'lllal p'Il'kagl' on tht' Cl'IIlIllUnic.ltiollS Tl'l'hnnlogy 
S.llt'llitt' leTS) is hrit,tly ,liSI'ussI'd. Early opt'l'.ltil'nal I'Xpt'l'il'lll'l' 
.It IF alll) HF is P l't's t'll 1 t'11. l~l'n t 1"11 i:~l'd h )111 \'11 1'0Il i za t i llll .l1ld l'ilng i ng 
is dt'llhllll-i t 1"1 t I'd .I Ii I t',U; i b 1 t'. Tt's 1 I-i ill't' 011- gIl i ng illld t Itt' 1 i !lill 
l'('HUitH wi II Ilt' l't'pllrtt'd ill tht' 1 itt'r.ltlll'l'. 
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Euie, J. L., ~~I_Im£!_~m~!!.~a~.!.<;>!!, Final Report, AFAL-TR-77-261, TRW 
Defense and Space Systems, December 1977. 
This program emphasizes practical hardware objectives in LSI 
form for implementing digital filtf'rs as a general class of 
applications and the FFT algorithm as a specific application. Three 
LSI chip designs were completed, the SPAV for signal processing 
arithmetic unit, the SPDL for signal proc~ssing delay line and the 
SPAC for signal processing address control. The most comprehensive 
design, the SPAV, went through two design iterations and the final 
version has achieved a high degree of acceptance for general filter 
processing applications. Twenty-five chips each of the SPAV and 
SPAC designs were delivered. Fifty units of the SPDL were delivered 
as well as hardware samples of work in progress from time to time. 
Insofar as practical, universal designs were sought and believed 
achieved, particularly in the SPAV. Based on comparative studies of 
these implementations and SSI/MSI/LSI alternatdves, a large saving 
in board space, power and interconnections results from using these 
generic type LSI chips developed by this program. 
Burtt, J. E., et a1., Technology Requirements for gpmml.:!:.nica t~.?n 
Satellites in the 1980's Final Report, NAS2-7073, September 1973. 
This report defines the key technology requirements for meeting 
the forecasted demands for communication satellite services in the 
1985 to 1995 time frame. Evaluation is made of needs for services 
and technical and functional requirements for providing services. 
The future growth capabilities of the terrestrial telephone network, 
cable television and satellite networks are forecast. The impact of 
spacecraft technology and booster perforiliance and costs upon 
communication satellite costs are analyzed. Systems analysis 
techniques are used tn determine functional requirements and the 
sensitivities of technology improvements for reducing the costs of 
meeting requirements. Recommended development plans and funding 
levels are presented as well as the possible cost saving for 
communications satellitl:!s in the post 1985 era. 
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Caldecott, R., t:!!ll~HU!H't. i cHI TPM4 '!'~'Ch:r:~~~~!).,,:_X!E}~1 .. :!,.~ch!!ical 
ReE~t, RADC-TR-76'·225, August 1976. 
This report presents a background discussion and general 
overview of the dN;i gn of prototype equipment fabricated to 
demonstrate the feasibility of TDMA systems. Problems and options 
associated with the dt!sign of the equipment consisting of prototype 
TDHA modems ilnd a satellitE.> simulator which employs an adaptive 
null-steering ilrray (ANSA) are presented in varying degrees of 
detail. Also, pot~lllial applications are identified and discussed 
briefly. As a rebul t. of the work performed during this contract it 
has been possth le to definitely establish that TDMA and ANSA 
techniques are practi ('<1 1 means for improving the efficiency and 
c8!?ability of satellite relay communications systems. 
Campanella, S. J., AStial) F., and Berman, A., On-Board Regenerative 
Repeater, ICC '77, June 12-15, 1977. 
... ; e., 
This paper addresses the use of regenerative repeaters 
implemented as part of the satellite transponder system. This 
configuration is shown to significantly enhance the satellite 
performance in terms of the energy-per-bit-to-noise ratios required 
on both the up- and downlinks; consequently, it will reduce the 
amount of power needed in the earth station and satellite to achieve 
a given link performance goal. 
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Capetanakis, J. I., The Multiple Access Broadcast Channel: Proto~ol 
~~.<L~acity Considerations, Ph.D. Thesis, HIT, August 1977. 
The multi-accessing of a broadcast communication channel by 
independent sources is considered. Present accessing techniques 
suffer from long message delays, low throughput and/or congestion 
instabilities. The objective of this research, therefore~ is to 
develop and analyze high speed, high throughput, stable, multi-
accessing algoritruns. Contention resolving tree algorithms are 
introduced, and they are analyzed for specific probabilistic source 
models. It is shown that these algorithms are stable (in that all 
moments of delay exist) and are optimal in certain sense. 
Furthermore, they have a maximum throughput of .430 packets/slot and 
have good delay properties. It is also shown that under heavy 
traffic, the optimally controlled tree algorithm adaptively changes 
to the conventional TDMA protocol. Our work is directly applicable 
to packet switching broadcast networks, in which packets might 
contain data from such sources as computer, teletype terminals and 
vocoders. However, our results may also ar~~Y to more general 
systems, in which a central facility is lccessible by a number of 
independent users. If the number of usr.rs that can be serviced 
simultaneously is less than the number ~hat can demand service, the 
techniques developed here can be used ~o ~esolve the resulting 
contentions. 
Castagne t , R., et al., Subnanosecond Operation of a Microstrip 
Optoelectric Switch, Presented at the 7th European Microwave 
Conference (Microwave -77), 5-8 '~('ptember 1977, page 522. 
Experimental results and a theoretical model concerning 
optoelectric switches are reported. These devices mainly consist of 
a microstrip line, deposited on a high resistivity semiconductor. 
The upper layer generates an electron hole plasma of high density 
near the semiconductor surface allowing the signal transmission 
across the gap. 
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Caughli n, J. B., et a 1., fi!c,l!.i! l'~rhll~ tplt'stoE .. Gi.aabitls_l?! .. s;Ltal 
Comll,!unic~t.ion __ ~s!g_llls, 7th European Nicrowave Conference (MICROWAVE 
'77), 5-8 September 1977. 
This paper describes how monolithically integrated transistor 
pairs are used as hybrid circuit components to produce Gbit/s 
performance in digital commuuications equipment. The transistor 
technology results in d peak fT of 5GHz and includes gold beam-leads 
for easy circuit assembly. When used as current mode switches the 
pairs exhibit propagatiuIl delays and edge times of 350 ps. The 
circuit technique is demonstrated in a number of l<ey functions for 
regenerative repeaters and terminal/lest equipment. These include 
clock extraction (phase detector), data regeneration (decision flip-
flop), and multiplexing, all performing at 1 Gbit/s. The multiplex 
is used to serialize four lower speed data streams generated from a 
commercially available logic family and it is concluded thut a new 
Gbit/s logic family may be unnecessary for this application. 
Chakraborty, n., et al., Dj.~.!:~L_Mo~delll_ pesisn for Nonlinear 
Satellite Channels, Presented at the 4th International nsc 
Confe~ence, 23-25 October 1978, pp. 123-130. 
This paper addresses the elements affecting the degradations 
associated with high-speed 4 phase PSK signals transmitted throl1gh a 
band limited nonlinear satellitt' environment with more than one 
nonlinear element in tandem. Optimization of modem design in a 
nonlinear environmt>nt includes the following strategies: selection 
of an optimum modulation format (e.g., QPSK, OQPSK and HSK) for a 
given band limited constraint selection of a channel filter 
combination for the optimum modulation format, sensitivity of 
synchronization loops in a norll inear environment, optimization of 
the power-bandwidth tradeoff and operating points of the nonlinear 
elements for a given class of satellite link, and finally a 
feasibility study of adaptive equalization in a nonlinear 
environment. 
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Christopher, J. and Greenspan, D., RCA Satcom CommuI}-ication ~~!-_em~, 
RCA Gonnn. Inc., EASCON '77, 26-28 September 1977, pp7-4A/5. 
RCA American Communications has introduced a number of 
innovative domestic satellite communication services inrreasing 
versatility and bring down the cost of long-haul message and 
broadcast transmission facilities. This was made possible to a 
great extent by a number of forward-looking system design descisions 
which included the first conunercially-funded development of an 
advanced launch vehicle and the first launch of a 24-transponder 
frequency reuse satellite. This paper summarizes the current mix of 
RCA Satcom Communication services and systems and discusses some of 
the highlights of the spacecraft and launch vehicle. 
Ciesluk, W. J., Ad~nced_ Satellite gepeater Techniques ~r Ne.ts 
ComErisin.L.!?ifferen~~.rminal Classes, ~lTP-132, The ~IITRE 
Corporation, September 1971. 
This paper considers advanced satellite repeater techniques and 
evaluates their suitability for achieving net control in an 
interference environment, intentional or otherwise. Techniques such 
as channelization, steerable narrowbeam antennas and satellite borne 
signal processing are examined for both SHF and UHF frequency 
alternatives. The results quantify the trade-offs which can be made 
in defining advanced communication satellite systems and are 
extensive enough for evaluation of a large class of satellite 
co~nunication links. 
~9mmon Channel Inte.roffice Signaling, The Bell System Technical 
Journal, Vol. 57, No.2, February 1978, pp. 221-478. 
This issue of the Bell System Technical Journal is devoted to 
Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CClS). This is a new 
interoffice signaling system which was introduced into the Bell 
System's Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) toll network. It represents 
a major step forward in signaling systems by providing high speed 
data links between processors of stored-program-controlled switching 
offices to carry signaling independent of the communication paths 
used by customers. As CClS implementation proceeds it will have an 
expanding and significant impact on DDD network system performance 
due to improved speed of signaling and provision of signals to 
provide a multitude of new network and customer services_ 
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Computer Sciences Corporation, Mobile Terminal Access to the 
Advanced Comma~~-C~.r:!g~L~As£hitec~~raT~Te§_t Bp(r-FlnaTReiiOrt:, NOOO-
39-75-C-0289, May 1976. 
The purpose of this report is to define the means for 
incorporating a mobile terminal into the Advanced Command-Control 
Architectural Test Bed (herein referred to as the C2 Test Bed) using 
the existing capabilities of the Naval Telecommunications System 
(NTS) and ARPANET. 
Computer Science Corporation, Satellite Communications Reference 
Data Handbook, DCA 100-72-C-OO~befense Communications Agency, Jury 1972-.--
This document provides a general survey of the background and 
present status of the satellite communications field in general and 
of Defense Satellite Communications Systems (DSCS) in particular. 
The main body of the report provides general and technical data on 
the major subsystems of a satellite communications network. The 
orbital characteristics of the spacecraft and the performan~e 
characteristics of the satellite transponder are explained. The 
characteristics of earth terminal receivers and transmitters are 
also covered. An explanation of the basic principles of multiplex, 
modulation, coding and multiple access techniques is provided and 
applied to satellite communications. The basic parameters and 
essential formulas for understanding the analysis and engineering of 
satellite links and system follows. A series of appendices provides 
reference data directly relating to the DSCS. This includes 
descriptions of DSCS Phase I and II satellites, of various DSCS 
earth terminals Con hard and under development) and a description of 
the past, present and proposed phases of the DSCS. Also provided is 
data on future trends in the satellite communications field and 
numerous nornographs and tables that are helpful in analyzing 
satellite communications engineering problems. 
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Cook, C. E., :r..i~~ar. F~I,,~_!Anal Formats_.;~13ea.~on and Communica~!:ions 
Sy~tem!l., IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems I AES-
Ie, No.4, July 1974, pp. 471-478. 
This paper examines the capabilities of the class of linear FM 
spread-spectrum signals within the context of potential 
communications systems usage in order to establish some performance 
criteria and bounds that permi.t comparison with other spread 
spectrum formats. A systematic basis is provided for parameter 
selection for this class of signals by examining the interaction 
among the frequency-modulation indices, time-bandwidth product, and 
cross-talk criteria that determine the number of effective linear FM 
signals (or channels) that can be used within the constraints of a 
bounded time frequency region. A general expression is derived 
relating N, the number of useful signals, R2, a cross-talk 
parameter, ToWa, the mean time-bandwidth product and umax, and 
umin, the maximum and minimum FM rates of the signal set. Canonic 
signal processor stru~tures are described for ensembles of linear FM 
signalrl that have either constant duration or constant bandwidth. 
It is then shown that the signal modulation format can be modified 
in accordan~e with classical paired-echo theory to expand the 
utility of t~is class of signals in both synchronous and 
nonsynchronous operations to yield the equivalent of time-division 
and code multiplexing. Possible application for this signal format 
is discussed. 
Cooperman, R., and Dobyns, T., A Distribution Control Unit for 
Satellite Switched Communications, presented at the International 
Telemetering Conference, October 10-12, 1972, pp. 26-31. 
The next generation of conwercial communications satellites 
strongly indicate the desirability of using highly directive 
multibearll antennas to increase channel capacity. This antenna 
configuration allows multiple access via space division and 
frequency sharing through the isolation inherent in the directive 
multi-beam antenna. Coupling this technique with a satellite-borne 
programmable communications distribution subsystem results in a 
highly efficient system. 
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Coughlin, J. B., Ci£cuit Techniques for ~abitjs Digital 
Communication System~, Presented at the 7th European m crowave 
Conference, (MICROWAVE-77), 5-8 September 1977, pp. 532-536. 
This paper describes how monolithically integrated transistor 
pairs are used as hybrid circuit components to produce Gbit/s 
performance in digital communications equipment. The transistor 
technology results in a peak fT of 5 GHz and includes gold beam-
leads for easy circuit assembly. When used as current mode switches 
the pairs exhibit propagation delays and edge times of 350 ps. The 
circuit technique is demonstrated in a number of key functions for 
regenerative repeaters and terminal/test equipment. These include 
clock extraction (phase detector), data regeneration (decision flip-
flop), and multiplexing, all performing at 1 Gbit/s. The 
multiplexer is used to serialize four lower speed data streams 
generated from a commercially available logic family and it is 
concluded that a new Gbit/s logic family may be unnecessary for this 
application. 
Crane, Robert K., Prediction of the Effects of Rain on Satellite 
Communication Systems, Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 65, No.3, 
March 1977, pp. 456-474. 
The major propagation effects for satellite communication 
systems operating above 4 GHz are caused by rain. With the possible 
exceptions of depolarization and multiple scattering at frequencies 
above 20 GHz these effects may be calculated if the distribution of 
rain intensity is known in both time and space. The major effects -
attenuation and interference - require information about path and 
volume averaged rain intensities. Current prediction models are not 
capable of adequately estimating the statistical distributions of 
path and volume averaged values. Radar observations could provide 
the required data. The best information currently available for 
modeling these distributions are statistical cell or storm models 
deriveu from radar observations. 
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Cuccia, C. L., ~9l'l1l}\1!2~£'lt~ons_ S<lt,~l~i~e __ !t:'S~I~[lO)_~gte§.~nf.:~~£J:<lElY 
·[w~n~y-_Fit:~~-_Century - A Projection into the Post Intelsat-V Era, 
J AF-77~34, -'Fonf AeroSpa('(~ 'atld""CommurLIcatioils-Co rp()raii,)n,--- .-
Intpraational Astronautical Federation, Sept. 25 - Oct. 1, 1977. 
This paper discusses a multiple beam antenna satellite system 
us'ing baseballd switehing and demodulations and remodulation 
tecbnologies which will make these satellite eoncepts possible in 
the time scale. It presents eandidate designs for large multiple 
beam satellites ~hich can be assembled in space, and points up 
unique advantages of very large parabolic antennas in multiple-beam, 
multiple-horn systems which achieve required beam EIRP by use of 
gain achieved by use of large antenna structures, rather than the 
development of on-board high transmitter power as originally pointed 
out by Norgan and Podraczky of Comsat. The dt'signs of these high 
capacity satellites are evolved from current projections of both 
international and domestic traffic and communication systems and 
include critical aspects of spectrum conservation. 
Cuccia, C. L., ~lodern Transponder Tec~nology for Baseli!~e Designs of 
Data Processing and Switchin~ Communication Satellites, IAF-76-190, 
Aeronutronic-Ford, IAF, Oct 10-16, 1976. 
Heavy route communication satellites for the 1980's will employ 
spot-beam downlinks to key communications switching centers and will 
process and route information transmitted uplink onboard the 
satellite to the antennas for transmission to various destinations. 
Such a ~;atellite will function as a "switch board in the sky" and 
will primarily use time-multiplexed signal techniques such as TmtA 
in combination with switch transponders or switched beams to perform 
the routine functions. Nany concepts have been developed during the 
last decade for ways that a SS-TDMA satellite can be SWitched, 
including onboard translation, onboard regeneration and store and 
forward modes of operation. This paper will review the types of SS-
TD.~A switching satellite systems proposed and the new component 
technologies which can now make these satellites technologically 
possible. 
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When considering the cost of implementing a cOllununication 
satellite system employing thousands of user terminals, it makes 
sense to look at configurations where the user terminal is extremely 
simple, low cost and eRsy to operate, even at the expense of making 
the sate-Uite ,~ore ccmplicatf>d. Predicted advances in technology 
make possible the realization of practical satellite df>signs where 
data is demodulated, processed and retransmitted to ground. The 
impact of this new satellite technology on packet communication 
systems is discussed. 
Deal, Joseph H., §tuj}r~oLI~E.ct~!2na!.J3·t'quir~..!.n,.e~nts fOL.~~~EE. 
~~signeti SHy' Tm1P~Nodem~, DAAB 07-74-C-0204, Communit'ations 
Satellite Corporation, May 1975. 
The objective of this paper is to establish the operational 
requirements and to perform a system trade-off analysis to determine 
the characteristics of a demand-assigned SHf time-division multiple-
access (TmfA) modem. This introduction presents a statement of the 
problem, a discussion of the method of approach and an outline of 
the organization of the report. 
Deal, Joseph, et aI., A Demand Assi8!J.ment: Time Divis.ion NultiEle 
~ccess~~ for ll~J._-!:..~1Y..1.acticaJ A]plication, presented at the 
ICC '77 June 12-15, 1977. 
Demand-assignment time-division multiple-access (DA-TDNA) 
offers distin~t advantages in terms of traffic capacity and network 
flexihlit) ;J1at make it a prime candidate for application to 
tactical fili :.itary communications. In particular, a single-channel-
per-burst (SCPB) DA-TDMA system is compatible with both the tactical 
communications requirements and the tactical satellite 
communications systems. This paper describes the capacity 
modulation and coding schemes, frame and burst formats, data 
buffering timing and control, and synchronization methods of a 
candidate DA-TDMA system. 
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Dehdrt, W. D., A~i~~~_qC()_n('~'p!-s .fo~~at.eJJiL~_G0!ll!!I~Ei~at~~n~ 
SYstems, llapt'r no. 70-491, presented at the AIM :~rd CSS Conference, 
Alh::il 6-8', 1970. 
This paper examines system concepts made possible by the use of 
digital techniques in crmmunications satellites. The question posed 
is, "What are the satt'dite communications needs of the future and 
what should the techn~cal features of future satellite systems be in 
order to meet these m'eds'lll The approach employed to answering this 
question is to postulate a generalized system requirements model 
assumed valid for the 1975 through 1980 time frame and examine 
certain advanced concepts against these requirementr. Advanced 
concepts are defined technically in terms of the amount of change 
introduced to a system and the effects of these changes. Time 
division multiple access, narrow steerable beam antennas and 
satellite-to-satellite communications are assumed to be established 
technology, as a result of presently scheduled R&D. The paper 
concludes with suggested guidelines for technology denelopment that 
will improve satellite communications. 
DeRosa, J. K., Control in a Demodulating Satellg.e with FDHA Uplinks 
and TOM Downlinks, Lincoln Laboratory, Draft 1, 25 April 1977. 
This paper discusses some general control aspects associated 
with a proposed GPSCS (General Purpose Satellite Communications 
System) architecture. The system is characterized by the following 
properties: About 100 FDMA UHF uplinks; SHF to ijHl' crossbanding; 
frequency hopped uplinks; on-board dehopping, nulling and 
demodulation; and a few TOM downlinks. The control aspects to be 
highlighted deal with Satellite Control, Communications Cont.rol and 
Network Control. 
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DeRosa, J. K., Pack£!t Swit~h~JLin".~,?_~ocE's!)ing_§.l!E_~l)it~, IEEE 
Proceedings, Vol:-i;6-, No.1, January 1978, pp. 100-102. 
This brief note represents a simple but significant change in 
the thinking that is ap~lied to satellite packet switching. It 
demonstrates that in a processing satellite there is no fundamental 
limitation to the efficiency and throughput of packet switching 
syst~ms. With a minimal impact on spacecraft weight and power, 
throughput is increased by providing more capacity on the uplink 
than on the downlink. Efficiency is increased because the power-
intensive downlink is more fully utilized. A slotted ALOHA example 
is given to show how the performance can be made to go from that of 
conventional slotted ALOHA to that of a TDM system. Several 
possible variations and far-reaching implications are indicated. 
DeRosa, J. K., A Digi~~1. Processing Satellite for Widely 
Disseminated Telecommunications, Proceedings First International 
TelecommunIcations Exposition, Atlanta, Georgia, 9-15 October 1977. 
This paper discusses some future possibilities in 
telecommunications systems with a large number of small, inexpensive 
terminals and a digital processing satellite. The logic for the 
choice of system architecture is carefully outlined with attention 
focused on the features of on-board digital processing. 
Consider~tion is given to circuit, packet and beam switching with a 
satellite-based micro-computer shown as the central communications 
control element. Technical detailn are minimized although recent 
results in bandwidth-efficient modUlation and packet switching 
through a processing satellite are indicated. 
Despain, A. M., Fourier Transform Computers Using CORDIC Iterations, 
IEEE Transactions on Computers, Vol. C-23, No. 10, October 1974, pp. 
993-100l. 
The CORDIC iteration is applied to several Fourier transform 
algorithms. The number of operations is found as a function of 
transform method and radix representation. Using these 
representations, several hardware configurations are examined for 
cost, speed and complexjty tradeoffs. A new especially attractive 
FFT computer architecture is presented as an example of the utility 
of this technique. Compensated and modified CORDIC algorithms are 
also developed. 
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Dicks, J. L., p'~sign Op~ions for Future Communications Satellites, 
presented at the International Telemtering Conference, October 10-
12, 1972, pp. 880-894. 
In this paper, the INTELSAT global system of communications 
satellites network is examined with a view to determining those 
technical factors that impact on the design options of 
communications satellites of the future. The fact; ,~, and trends 
expected to i~fluence future satellite designs and configurations 
are discusst..d. 
Dicks, J. L., and Brown, M. P., Jr., Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (FDMA) for Satellite Communicatio~stem~, Eascon 74, pp. 
167-178. 
Many methods of mUltiple access have been proposed for 
satellite communications. However, the primary mode found in 
existi;ig systems such as INTELSAT, TELESAT, DCSC and Molniya/Orbita 
is FDMA. This paper discusses the basic engineering fundamentals of 
FD~~, its attributes and problems and specific examples of its 
application. Both multichannel and single-channel-per-carrier 
(SCPC) systems are described. Comments on future trends are also 
provided. 
Dicks, J. L., et a!., Systems Planning, INTELSAT IV Communications 
Systems, Comsat Technical Review, Vol. 2, No.2, Fall 1972. 
This section describes the considerations that led to the 
choice of many of the characters which were introduced into the 
satellite specification. 
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niF~l(lSO, n. F., 1'l"ill'htlllall, W. H., and \villi.IIIlS, A. E., Adalltiv(l 
I\l},ll'iziltioll Control foI' H,ltt'llitt' Fl'('(lut'nl'Y Ht'ust' Hystt'lIIS, Cllmsal 
'1'('('hnil',11 Ht'vit'W, Vol. (l(), No. :.!, Fall IIl1h, pp. :,!!U-S:L 
This papt'l' dt'Sl'riht's Ilt't\\'orks for tht' ad,lpt iv(' l't'Sll)t'at ion of polari;'>;,lti~lIl lH'tho~on,llity. Tht'st' IH'tworks may IH' uSt'd to minimi;.>;(' 
tIlt' lIlutu,ll int('t'It'l't'Ill't' of a du,ll-po1.ll'izt'd sat('llit(' CO/llmullil'ittillns 
) ink Opt'1'ilt in~ in tl\(' pn's('ul't' of il dt'po1.It'i7.in~ llIt'diulIl. For:l 
Pt'opt'rly dt'si~Ill'd systt'/ll, lilt' li/llp-varying dt'lWlarizat ion du(' to il 
V<ll'it'ty of SOUl'l't'S may Ilt'l't'ssitatt' adolptivt' nt.t\I'lll'k l'outrol. As 
dt'SITiht'd lH'rl'iIl, tht' l'ln'uits to .H'cI'mplish this Ohjt'l'liv(' an' 
hast'li \Hl tht' assumption th.lt tIll' t'1'rllr voltagt's for .ldaptiVt' control 
.In' dt'l'ivt'd 1 t'lllll nill'l'llIl'halld pi lIlt signills providt'd \~ithin tht' 
coml11unications Spl'l'trulll. In gt'Ilt'ral, four contl'lll pal';)llll'tl'rs at'p 
l't''luirt'd tll ildllPVt' orthogonality l'lll'1'pt'tion, hut whpl1 di1ft'l'l'lltial 
.lttt'liUilt inu m.1Y ht' IH'glt'l'tt'ti, .1 sUhopt lmal l'ol1t1"l11 systt'/ll t'mploying 
tWll ('(lutrll) P,lt\ll11l'tt't's I('ads to ,I simplt' and attral'livt> solUlion. 
D iII, G. })., ClllllP,l ri SOli ., { C i rcu it Call Call,lei t y 0 f Dt'lIliind 
Assignlllt'nt and Pl't',lssignlllt'llt 0pt'l'atilln, CONHAT Tt'chni('al H('vit'w, 1,.'.2, No. I, Hpl'jng, ]972.. 
A mlldl'l (11 tht' tl',lffil' hilndling (l{ lll\~'-dt'nsity tt'I('-
l'llllllllunicatioll tl'\lIlks is dt'Vt'l11IWd. This lllodt'l is uSt'd to dt'I'iVt, tht' 
l't'latiVt' iIllPI'llVl'IIlt'llt to ht' gailit'd Oil tht' tt'lTNitrial ,Il'('PSS circlIits 
,llld in tilt' satt'l) itt' t l'anspondt'I'S by using fully vilriahIt' 
dl'stination dt'millld-assignt'd circuits to St'!'Vil'l' tilt' low-dt'nsity 
links. Tltt' At1.lI1ti(' t1t't'an rt'gillil t1',lffil' for tht' l't'l'(1I1d qUoil'tt'l' of 
1 <) 7] is Ilst'd to t'valua t l' t ht' modt'I. 
Di ) 1, (;. n., TDNA! tilt' Ht il t t'-ll f -tlW-Al't, Eill'l'OI1 1'17, 2()-:.!8 St'pt ('Illlwl' 1977, PP.JI-5A/9, 
Slnl't' its iuitial dt'vt'Ioplllt'nt, signifil'ilut atlvanct's havl' ht'('u 
Illadt' in tht' stiltt'-of-tllt'-al't of tilllt'-divisinll multiplt' ,\l'l't'Sf; 
tTDNA), pl'imal'ily in lilt' an'ils llf al'quisitillll .Jlld synchronization, 
modulation transmissioll link t'IH'(Hiing, hast'hand pnH'('ssing and 
impl{,lIlt'!ltatioIl tt'l'hniqut's. Tht'st' advalll't'S havt' n'sldtt'd ill an 
illlprov('d ('apabil ity as we'll as 10wt'1' ill1pl(,IIll'lltation l'OStS. 
COIlS t"lU{'lltly, TDNA is IlllW ht'ing illlplt'Illt'lltt'd in llpt'1'alillllill 
l'llll1mllllicatiOIlS satt'11 itt' systt'lll. This papl'r SUII1I1lill'i:-:('S lll{' stalt'-
of-tlH'-art of sl'll'l'tt'd TDNA subsystt'm dt'vt'lllPIlI('IltS. 
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Dill, G. D., dnd Ali, Z. ~l., A.pl.llication ~)f)·ranslllul_til.ll('x('rs at 
Salpllite Earth Stations, Prpspntpd at tht' 4th Intrrnational DSC 
Confprpnl'P, 23-25 Ortohrr 1978, pp. 225-230. 
Intt'rt'onnN't ion ht'twt't>11 digl ta I and ana log t t>It'l'olllmunica ti OilS 
sYfitt'mS can Ill' lll'coll1pl isht'd at hast'band by using tilt' standard D-3 or 
CEPT rhaIllH'l hanks. TIlt' t'ollV('rsion at tilt' voict' frt'qlwlH'Y It'vt'l has 
st'vpral advantagt's; l'.g., chamwl dropping, adding, or rt'ord('ring, 
companding, l'halllwi intt'1'pol<1t ion, and chanl1Pl tt>st and ('al ihralion 
l'an IH' 1wrforllwd ('as i 1 y . Hmvt'vl'l', COt1V('rs i on lo ha st'hand is not 
al\~ays cost t'fft'l'tiv('. In many l'<l!H'S, il di1'N't individual dWllIwl 
analog-to-digital convl'rsion of a multiplt' channt'l transmission 
c,lrrit'r is (\t'si1'ahl<>. Tht't'pfot"t', emlSAT Lalloratorit's has init iatpd 
a projPct and succpssfully dt'vt'lopt'd a lransmultip1rxt'r which 
dirt·ctly l'onvt'rts lwtWt't'll a 60-challIH'1 fn'qllt'ncy-division-
multiplt'xpd sup<>rgrollp and 60 individual 8-hit peM, timt'-division-
IJlllitiplp)wd dlannt'ls. This p8pt'1' dt'sl'rillt's tiw dt'sign and 
appli~ations of th~ COMSAT lransmultiplrxer. 
Dill, G. D., Tsuji, Y. and Nuratani, T., APlliilc.tion of SS-TDNA in a 
Channelized Satel1itt', IEEE International Conf0re~ct' on 
COllllllllllil'alioll 1(J76, 1)P. 51-1 - 51-5 
International telpl'o~lIuni('ation satt'llite systt'lIls have 
experit'nl't'd a rapid growth ovt'r lhe past 10 years and arr expectt'd 
to continut' to grow al a rapid rate over the nt'xt 10 yt'ars. To 
fulfill thpil: fulUrt' 111:'eds, new modulation nnd multiple-aC'('('ss 
techniques art' bt'ing considt'rt'd to meet the projected channel 
fequirpments bt'yond )QS6. fhe use of a nt'w more efficient 
modillation and multiplp-acC'Pss method has bet'n suggestt'd. This 
popt'1' presents <l hypothplical case for the introduction of SS-TDMA 
into the INTELSAT Atlantic region. The time of introduction, 
suggt'stt'd transponder loading, and SS-TDMA switch sequt'nccs, as well 
as lht' number of channel s requiring conv{'rsion to TmlA and tht' 
number of TDHA terminals n'quir£'d p«:>r year, art' indil'att~d. 
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Dill, G. D., et al., Simulated SS-rDHA System Test Results, Pl't'~t'ntt'd .ll tilt' 4th lntt'rnational n.sc COl\ft'l't'lH't', :!3-:.!!) lktl)bt'r 1\)78. pp. 175-179. 
A simu1.1tt'd SS-TmIA systt'lIl tt'st \."as l'ont!Ul'tt'd via s.ltt'lli tt' tn 
t'valuatt' tht' synl'ht'\\llizatiOll ill'curacy that l'ould tw adlit'vt'd. This 
tt'sl, \~hil'h uSt'd t'Xisting hal'd\~art'l l'oniil'llWd that SS-TDNA ('an lit' 
l't'liahly and t'ff"il'it'lltly Opt'l~tt'J in futurt' satelIitr llt'tworks. 
This papt'!" dt'slTibt'H till' systt'lll l'onfignralioll llst'd and tht' 
lWl'flH'l\lalll't' adlit'\'t'd. 
l1intl'lm.lnn, F., .mll HUl'kt'l', F" Alhdysis of an XPD EVt'nt at 30 Gill. 
MeJsurt'd with ArB-b, Prol'l't'dings of IEEE, Vol. b5, No. 3, Har~h 
1977, pp. 477-479. 
}\)\I'l'l" It'Vt'\ and phasr difft'1't'fH't' (If t\~l) lillt'<lrly pobrL~L'd 
\>',l\llt'd <lnd UllWilntt'd, 30 llHz signals tr,lIlsmiltt'd hy ATS-{\ during its 
EUl'l'pl'an l',lmpilign .n't' lIlP,lSlll'l'd. T!lt' .malY!-iis of il l'ross-polnr 
dilll'l'imill.ltioll (XPD) t'Vl'nl rt'vt'als tht' possibility of improving XPJ) 
bv ,1 s i I11p 1 t' l'l't;1 t ion 0 f tllt' fl't'd SY:H t'lll. Tht' P l'ol't'du t'l' ,IPP 1 it'd 
l'ou1d lw sl'\t-ad.lplivl' wllPn' lilt' phasl' diffl'l"l'lll't' bt't\\'t't'll hoth 
l'Ol11poIlt'nts l'ouid St>l'Vt' as tht' variahlt' l'ritt'rioll. 
IHnwiddy, S, E., A Siml)ll' TDNA Systt'1Il for Satt'llitt, lbta 
COllllllunicatillllS Nt't",ol'ks, EUl'lllWan SP,H'P Agl'IlCY, Noon\wijk, ll~)llalhl, pp, 378-384. 
A silllpip T])NA HYlllt'lll is propnsl'd for llSt' in dIgital d'lta 
Ilt't\,'or-i<1l \~hil'!l \,'lHlld IlSt' a mlll'h l{lngl'l' limp fl'.lllll' than that rt'qui\'l'd 
ror a digital tt'lt'phony I1t'twork. This <l110\\'s.1 long guard tilllt' 
lwtwl't'll (',!l'th st.ltion translllissilHlS, wllich simplifit's cOtlsidl't'ahly 
tht' ill'qulsilion .1Iltl synchronization l'quipllll'nt in tht' TDNA tt'rl11ina\s, 
TmlA l'll,lb\t's thl' \It'twnrk to coutain chatllll'ls of' difft'rt'llt. and t'Vl'n 
variabl t ' l'apal'itit's <lnd al~H) l'Habit's groups of U!-it'rs to opt'ratl' 
l'ltlwr indl'pl'lltil'Iltly or to shan' t'oll\!I\unil'atiOllll eapadty. TDHA thus 
providt's t/w maximum fll'xihility for allocating lwtwork capacity. 
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Dobson, D, P., and Ring, A. E., An LSI Co~trollprfor Satellite 
Swi t~l,l~.d~Tl)~~, Hawlwr Siddf:>ley DYnrunTcs--l.inlft'ed,· Stt>vc'll;ge , ~l('k. , 
1 CJ7 tl, pp. 56 -70. 
Satelii te-swHcia'd time division mul tiple 3CCt~SS (SSTDNA) is a 
high effidt>nt'y technique Hkt'ly to lw exploited soon in 
communications sat(>llitf's. Besides needing spt'cial equipment at tht" 
(,Brth stations, two major units are required in the satellite to 
complete the systt'm, namely, a microwave s\l'itching matrix (NSH) and 
a distribution ('outrol uni t (DCU). The HSN ('oonects any on!' upl ink 
to anyone downlink in a "tl' Iephone t'xchan~:w" arrangement and t11(' 
Dell, which ('an bt' programlllt'd from tilt' ground, controls tll<' swildling 
of the MSM connection patterns in real time. The ncu also provides 
the maslt'r dock for the l'omplelt' SSTDNA system. This paper 
describ{'s an implf'mpntat ion of a DCU using t'uslom large scalE.' 
integration (LSI), which pmploys only four chips (two each of two 
types) for the entire logi~ to control an 8 x 8 MSM. This offers 
considerablE.' advantagE's in terms of mass, powE'r consumption and 
reliability. Some of the benefits and problems of the LSI 
implementation are also discussed. 
Dostis, 1. I et al., I!!.:"~O!bg~1s~t:i!11LoL. C~~~~[~i.~<;!~ion~_~~~.tell~~~(>s, 
Comsat Technical Review, Vol. 7, No.1, Spring 1977, pp. 197-226. 
This paper describes the le('hniques that have been developed 
and applied by the Communications Satellite Corporation to in-orbit 
testing of communi('ations satellites. As the spacecraft complexity 
has increased over the years, the scC'pe of till' in-orbit tests has 
expanded significantly Bnd the presE.'ut in-orbit test techniques have 
evolved from relatively simple evaluations to sophisticated 
measurements of satellite performance. The increased test 
requirements for the recent INTELSAT IV-A and CONSTAR spacecraft, 
with lheir complex antenna and transponder configurations, have led, 
in an effort to ~inilllize satellite test time, to the development of 
the semi-automated test setup described in this paper. The specific 
measurements described are flux density for saturation, spacecraft, 
EIRP, antenna patterns, beam isolation, gain transfer 
characteristics, gain-to-noise temperature ratio, receiver local 
oscillator frequencies, traveling wave tube tUrn-on transients, in-
band and out-band frequency response and cross polarization. 
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Douville, R. J., A 12 GHz Low Cost Earth TE'rmlnal for Direct TV 
~_t~~~~tion from Broadca.st~Satel}It(~s;-IEEt-Tiansactions-·onHicrowave 
Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-25, No. 12, December 1977, pp. 1000-
1008. 
A low-cost 12-GHz receiver for TV reception from high-power 
broadcast satellites is described. System designs using 0.6 and 
1.2m parabolic dishes with high-efficiency Cassegrain and prime-
focus feed configurations have been studied. The front end consists 
of an ~nc image enhanced muxer, 1.2 GHz low-noi se amplifier and a 
Gunn diode LO. The signal is then fed to an indoor unit which has 
been designed using both surface acoustic \vBVe (SAW) and lumped 
element 70 ~lliz bandpass filtE'rs and demodula.tors. Audio and video 
receiver outputs are fed directly to the baseband circuitry of a 
standard receiver. 
Drouilhet, P. R. Jr., and Bernstein, S. L., TATS - A ~andspread 
Modulation~Demodulation System for Multiple Access Tactical 
Satellite Communicatio!,!, EASCON '69 Record, pp. 126-132. 
TATS, a modulation-demodulation system for mUltiple access 
tactical stellite communication, is described. The modem utilizes 
coded MFSK message modulation and frequency-hopping for frequency 
diversity. The performance of the modem has been analyzed and 
measured in an extensive laboratory and field test program. 
Multiple access performance over channels disturbed by Gaussian 
noise, multipath propagation and RFI is discussed. It was found 
that interference to a TATS link caused by a large number of other 
users is approximately equivalent to that caused by Gaussian noise 
of the &ame power. 
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Eckhart, V.G., et. a1., ~ FlexiEle TD~~em for lq5y50Mbit/s~ 
FTD-HT-23-1564-72, Foreign Technology Division, AFSC, 24 Nov. 1976. 
A TDMA system with a capacity of 100/50 Mbit/s developed in 
Germany is presented. With 25 accesses to the satellite transponder 
and 8 bit PCM encoding of speech samples the system provides for 
about 1350 speech channels (100 ~fbit/s version) or for about 600 
speech channels (50 ~lliit/s version). The system allows for 
direction variable speech circuits and channel capacity per earth 
station can be adopted automatically on a demand assigned basis. 
The establislunent of fairwire circuits required and the necessary 
switching function are performed in the time domain. The 100 Mbit/s 
version is provided for the experimental German-French communication 
satellite Symphonie. The 50 Mbit/s version is provided for a field 
trial with Intelsat III satellites using its television channel. 
Eavens, H. W., Technical Background of the AT&T Domestic Satellite 
Pro~osal, Paper No. 68-411~ Bell Telephone Laboratories, AIAA C.S.S. 
Conference, April 8-10, 1968. 
Communication satellite systems must meet simultaneously 
several sets of diverse requirements. Their capacity must be 
appropriate to their era, neither so small as to be trivial nor so 
large as to be unsalable. They must conserve the frequency spectrum 
and the stationary orbit, yet compete with a well established 
terrestrial network. They may pioneer new frequency bands, but the 
risk of poor performance must be minimized. This paper describes 
and demonstrates how these factors were addressed in a communication 
satellite system designed in 1966. 
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Edelson, B. I., ~~~~.~1}.-!~e_f0!lll1!-l!nicati,?_Il~T~c!~15)l()8Y, The Journal of 
Astronautical Sciences, Vol. 24, No.3, July - Septemher 1976, pp. 
193-219. 
The historical basis for today's communications satellite 
systems is reviewpd briefly to show how tt'chnology has devt'lopt~d in 
the global systt'm. Traffic demands have required an ever increasing 
investment in spaN' and ground equipment. This has been accompanied 
by substantial reduction (over 70%) in the charges for international 
telecollullunications ('in'uits. ThrPC' generat ions of earth stations 
are discussed and the form of futUre stations is explored. 
Experiments being ('ondu('ted today give a preview of future satellite 
tt'lecommunications. In particular, higher frequencies, frequency 
reuse, spot beams and digital and time-division techniques are 
discussed as important emerging communications methods. In the 
spacecraft area improved methods of generating and storing 
electrical power and t'lectric propulsion are examined. New service 
offerings (maritime, remote printing, disaster services and digital 
and unattended highly reliable earth terminals) are reviewed. 
Future applications include direct satellite to us~r services, data 
collection and intersystt'm satellite links. 
Edelson, B. 1., and Pollach, L., Satellite Communications, Sdence, 
Vol. 195, No. 4283, 18 tlarch 1977:-Pp.lT25-':33-:---~~--·--~ 
This paper describes the advances in electronic technology 
which have contributed to growtil in satellite communicat~ons. 
Eng, K. Y., and Hecht, N., ?wit_c~J:l!.l!Ei£i9..£.1WTA R~d~~9ancy on 
Communication Satellites, Presented at the NTC '78, 3-6 December 
1978, paper 40.5.-----
In this paper, various aspects of implementing switch matrices 
for TWTA redundancy have been studied. The spacecraft design 
constraints and reliability considerations often determine the 
primary configuration for which a switch network has to be designed. 
The specifics of designing a switch network have been studied using 
elementary graph theory. Some interesting rules have also been 
stated, but the general problem for a minimUJll solution remains 
unsolved. 
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Evans, R. 0., fSl~uter Technology Trends an:d ApElicaUons- Brjefing 
9.~~_ts I presented at the Executive Seminar on the Impact of Current 
Tn'nds in Computer/Communications Technology, 30 January 1978. 
This document contains a set of briefing charts dealing with 
trends in computer technology. 
Feinler, E., and Duste!, J., ARPANET Protocol Handbook, NIC-714-Rev-
2, January 1978. 
The ARPANET Protocol Handbook is a ~ollection of documents that 
describe the protocols currently in use on the ARPANET Computer 
Network as of January 1978. Protocols are the rules of 
communication between processes on the network. The protocols in 
use on the ARPANET form a tree structure. The basic protocol is the 
IMP-to-Host protocol. Directly under that is the Host-to"~ost 
protocol. Spreading out beneath, but still closely related are the 
process level protocols: TENLET File Transfer Remote Job Entry, and 
Graphics. Interspersed along the way are a few small protocols such 
as the Initial Connection Protocol, and the definition of the 
standard character set. 
Fletcher, J. G., Serial Communication Pr~tocol Simplifies Data 
Transmision and Verification, Computer Design, July 1978, pp. 77-86. 
A simple, easily-implemented protocol has been designed to 
detect and correct noise-induced errors in a bit-serial link, and to 
hold transmissions at a rate acceptable to the receiver. 
Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation, INTELSAT V and Beyond, 
January 1978 
INTELSAT V, the most complex communications satellite built for 
the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization 
(INTELSAT), provides almost three times as much communication 
capability as its predecessor. Now that the design has matured, 
most of the risk element has been eliminated and the impact of new 
technologies can be more fully appreciated, it is time to look into 
the future and see what additional capabilities can be incorporated 
with minimal effort. 
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Freking, R. F., ~nhanced Signaling for New Customer Services and 
Network Features, Presented at the NTC '78, 3-6 December 1978, paper 
no. 31. 2. -
The method of routing telephone signaling messages over the 
Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS) network involves the use 
of label numbers. Label numbers are pre-assigned on specific pairs 
of signaling links thereby defining paths through the network 
corresponding to voice telephone trunks. Direct signaling is 
intended to provide a more flexible method of counting messages over 
the CCIS network. A direct signaling message could be injected 
anywhere in the CCIS network and be routed properly to its intended 
destination. The signaling paths for direct signaling messages are 
not restricted to specifically preassigned signaling link pairs, or 
link complements, as is the case with messages which contain label 
numbers. 
Frenkel, G., et al., TDMA Network Control Study, Computer Science 
Corporation, August 1973. 
This report presents the results of an effort devoted to the 
development of network control techniques for a TDMA Tactical 
Satellite Communications System. The study is subdivided into two 
major phases. Phase I is devoted to the development of the network 
control system and the associated computer program required for its 
implemf~ntation. Real time operation of the network control system 
is possible if an experimental TDMA modem developed in a parallel 
effort is interfaced to an HP2116C computer to form the network 
control terminal. In addition to an overview of the software 
features, flowcharts and detailed functional descriptions of each 
block are generated in this phase. In this phase it was not 
possible to achieve total demand access to the system resources 
because of restrictions imposed by the existing modem design and 
limited memory size of the available computer. However, a l:.otal 
demand access capability could be realized by incorporating 
relative}y simple change& to the modem and by expanding the memory 
size of the RADC HP 2116C computer. 
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Frenkel, G., and Kell, P., !DH[\, SATf.9~l S..1~.te.!!!...~!~1'!J:ion, RADC-TR-
77-354, F30602-76-C-0247, Computer Science Corporation, November 
1977. 
This document is the final report on "TDtlA SATCON System 
Simulation". A series of efforts initiated by RADC since 1968 has 
resulted in concepts, hardware, and supporting software which 
represent an effective technolugical base required for the 
implementation of a TDtlA system. 
TmlA is an effE'ctive method of significantly increasing 
satellite channel capacity and improving satellite system 
flexibility. As a result, there is increasing worldwide interest 
and a stepped-up hardware development pace in TDHA. This paper 
discusses the principles of TD~lA, its advantages, disadvantages, and 
operating modes. Also presented are typical link equations for 
satellite TD~1A transmission. 
Gaenssmantel, H., TDMA Synchrenization for .Future Nultitran~onder 
Satellite Communication, presented at European Conference on 
Electrutechnics, EUROCON '74 Digp.st, 22-26 April 1974 (Netherlands), 
pp. Cll-3/2. 
This paper discusses the advantages of frame synchronous TDMA 
and the compensation of interpath delay differences, with a new 
initial acquisition procedure for satellite switching. 
Gallager, R. G., A Simple Derivation of the Coding Theorem and Some 
Applications, IEEE Transaction on Information Theory, January 1965. 
Upper bounds are derived on the probability of error that can 
be achieved by using block codes on general-time-discrete memoryless 
channels. Both amplitude-discrete and amplitude-continuous channels 
are treated, both with and without input constraints. The major 
advantages of the present approach are the simplicity of the 
derivations and the relative simplicity of the results; on the other 
hand, the exponential behavior of the bounds with block length is 
the best known for all transmission rates between 0 and capacity. 
The results are applied to a number of special channels, including 
the binary symmetric channel and the additive Gaussian noise 
channel. 
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Gardner, F. N, Cilrri~r an~l q~c,k~yn('hronizati~n}or J:DMfX Di_sjt_al 
C0J1!l11}Ulirations, Europe,1Il SP,H't~ Agt'Ill'Y, TN-169, Deccmhf.>r 1976. 
This docllnl<'ut rl'ports OIl studit's performt'd for ESTEC on methods 
and problpms of carrit'r ilnd dlH,'k synchronization in a TmfA digital 
('onmlUuications link. It is part of.l much largt'r sl'rips of studit's 
that art' prE'liminary to a European tdt'C'omlllUllications satellite 
systt'm. 
Ghosh, S., ~Ot~(', GQnvt'rsi{)n_TN'l,lIli<lUt'~ for pia~tal Iran~n~~~_sions, 
Com~ut('r DE'sign, August 1978, pp. 103-111. 
SystE'ms using delta modulation tpl'hiqut's are lH't'omillg popular. 
Two design approucht's for rOllvt'rting dt'lta modulation to pulsE' codE' 
modulation, standard format for digital transmission nl'tworks, ('an 
bt' implpmf.>ntpd with ('urrf.>ntly available digital tpchnology. 
Gut in, V. S., t\, ~!~tho,d, oJ:}.~~~t£a!l,s!ni t~.i!!& §~~~l;;_.~~th_C~}l:,vers iOI! . of 
~l!l'. 'l',Y.E£_2J ~_llll_t_iPJt.:,~_iIlg 9l!-:~~anl tll~:Sil~~e}~!~~:, Tt'lt"('ommunication 
Radio EngJ.md, Vol. 31-32, No.1, January 1977, pp. b3-67. 
This paper proposes a lllvthod of retransmitting signals 
involving conversion of the type of multiplexing on-board the 
satellite, notably by dlanging from fr('quency mult.ipl('x in the 
earth-satellite communication Sl'CtiOIl to time-division mUltiplex in 
the sat('llite-earth section. The proposed method combines the 
ddvdutages of time-division multiplex dnd frequency mUltiplex and 
make" it possible to eliminalp some of their ~hortcomings. The 
noist' immunity of this method i s compal"(~d \vith that of the ordinary 
methods of frequency and time-division multiplexing. 
Harrington, E. A., KL~~r. aIlIi_I~I~~~r:-'l..!-_~(LQE!:i("s~_}'_~~~~_l:_iM~_~!.l 
S~_itchiE~' Presented at NTC '78, 5-6 Decemb{>r 1978, paper 47.4. 
Significant advances in fiber and integrated optics technology 
have been made in industrial and DoD research laboratories during 
the past few years. The main impact to dale has been in the realm 
of the transmission plant. However, it is expected that fiber and 
integrated optics will soon be entering the switch plant. This 
paper addresses the problem of phasing fiber and integrated optics 
into the existing 8\.;i tching/transmission plant. The impact of fiber 
and integrated optics on switching network architecture is assessed 
and various optical switching system configurations are examined in 
terms of their present and future cost effectiveness. 
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Harrington, J. V. I C9,'!1m~r:l:~~L,~a tE:!ll iI:e J:0Illl!'~niE't~i2,~,g!:()Sf£.~~~"and 
Pros].>ects, Papt'r no. 77-349, PresE>nt.ed at thE> AIAA 13th Annual 
Nt'''ting, 12 January 1977. 
This paper lists and expounds on some of the many goals set 
for the 1980 l s hy the communications satellite community. 
lIa rri s Corpo 1'a t ion, l)~y~.toJ?!U~'!!~.E_t,~()~!_~_~~!-.~.teJ'r.~_I!~p2.Et.a~1e 
Sate!!Jt:~C()~ll~~!Ei3~i_2.~~ .. _:Lermi}1aJ, 15 ~lar('h 1974. 
This report d~scribes the development by radiation of X-Band 
solid-statt> frequency l'onve1't£'rs as part of a transportable' terminal 
for use with the military DSCS-II communications satellit.e. This 
('quipment was developed ulull'r contract. with th(~ U.S. Army Sat('llite 
Communications Agency. The converters are fully self-C'ontained in 
two 3 1/2 inch rack-mounting drawers. They provide the capability 
for translating a signal anywhere in the 7.25-7.75 GHz receive band 
down to 70 ~1Hz and, similarly, of translating a 70 MHz signal up to 
the 7.9-8.4 GHz trdnsmit hand. Hybrid microwave intregrated circuit 
(HHIC) techniques were employed extensively in the terminal 
converters to Bid in minimizing size and weight and in enhancing 
reproducibility. The actual construction is a blend of microstrip 
and striplin€' distributed circuits and miniaturized lumped-element 
dn'uits. 
Hata IN., et al., ~ Nt:w Direct. Re..flenerative Repeater for PCH-PSK 
Hicro\<lave Svstem, OKI Electric Industry Co., LTD., Research 
Laboratory:' 70-CP-297-Cml, pp. 21/41 - 21/48 
A new regenerative repeater for microwave PCH-PSK system is 
discussed. The repeater regenerates the received signal only in the 
carrier stage withou.t a detection or a base-band regeneration, and 
so the configuration of the repeater can be greatly simplified and 
become compact with lower power consumption and higher reliability. 
The principal function of the direct regenerative reppater is 
realized by a new parametric amplifier having a phasp regenarativ~ 
effect. In the paper the phase regenerator construe'ted with a &Jhase 
coherent parametric amplifier using variable condur-tant:t' dim~<.'s, 
such as the Esaki diode and the Schotty bar~;er diode i~ analyzed 
and the characteristics are experimentally examined. The new 
parametric amplifier and the new repeater system for millimeter'wave 
communication are also discussed. 
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Haya se) J. Y., Time ~ivi"§ .t~. }!~~!~AE~ e _ A~c:.e~~ SJ!?~.L_~~£~~~~~l}.tii ~.~o~, 
E(;ON-0229-F, Nation;}l Technical Information Service, 1 December 
1970. 
This report describes an experimental computer-controlled TDNA 
system which has been developed by IBN. The in-band TDNA system is 
based on a concept in which a reference slation generates the TDNA 
frame marks and disseminates them through the satellite to all 
participating earth terminals. The experiment also demonstrates the 
feasibility of controlling the TDNA process with a computer in a 
more general sense; the advantages gained by pp)"'forming computer 
control of digital communication processes has been demonstrated. 
Hecht, H. Collected_~~pt'rs o~ Fal!1!.:-:T~~"r..'!I.l!: . .§~c~craf~_~omp,:!.!:!"..E 
1:echn~.~) F04"/01-71-C-Dl72, The Aerospaee Corporation, 28 March 
1972. 
This report includes nine technical papers which were presented 
at a meeting on Fault-Tolerant Spacecraft Computers in January 1972 
at the ~erospace Corporation. These papers provide a general view 
of current problems and progress in the application of fault-
tolerance techniques to spacecraft computers. The following broad 
areas are discussed: reliability experience; fault-tolerance 
techniques; requirements; and fault-tolerant architectures. 
Hegge'>tad, H. M., Analysis of UHF MILSATC_OM Architecture 
Alternatives, Volume 1: ._G_~ler::.~.§y_stem Consideration, Technical 
Note 1976-41, Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T., Vol. I, 26 October 1976. 
The present state of the art in UHF MILSATCOM offers the systen 
designer a considerahle ~ange of performance in capabilities and of 
ways to achieve them. The purpose of this note is to enumerate the 
available design options and to evaluate their interactions with 
systems cost, weight and performance objectives. The latter 
c3tegory includep- data rates, nwnber of users, match to terminal 
charact.eristics.hodulation and multiple access requirements, and AJ. 
The design options analyzed include modulation techniques, demand 
assignment, antenna types, spread spectrum, jammer nulling, and on-
board processing. Systematic procedures are discussed for 
determining the best possible match between system design and 
requirements. An appendix presents analytic comparison of the 
performance of various satellite transponder design optiuns. Thesp. 
system architecture design procedures are applied to specific 
NILSATCOM examples in Volume II. 
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Heimerdinger, W. L., and Hein, W. Y., L~t'aph_TEe0t:'_etic Approac:h to 
fa~)"!"~ol~~~~.£()~putin.£J'illeL Re.E2.~!:, F'44620-75-C-0053, AFSC, 
S(ptpmber 12, 1977. 
This report documents the activities in the second year of a 
two year investigation of a graph theoretic approach to fault 
tolerance for the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. This is 
part of a continuing effort also sponsored by the Office of Naval 
Research and by Honeywell, Inc., to develop a verified approach to 
the analysin of fault tolerant digital systems based on graph 
theory. Earlier efforts have examined existing graphical models and 
fo.md a number of them to be suitable for fault tolerance modeling. 
Two models, petri nets and logos, were found to be particularly 
suitable. A subsequent effort examined available results in petri 
net theor? for properties and relationships applicable to fault 
tolerance phenomenon. 
Herman, J. H., Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers Above 10 GHz for Space 
~pplications, Paper No. 76-294, Hughes Aircraft Company, presented 
at the AlAA/CASI 6th C.S.S. Conference, April 5-8 1976. 
\ variety of space traveling tubes and amplifiers have been 
developed and manufactured from 10 through 60 GHz. The tubes, which 
employ either a helix or coupled cavity slow-wave structure, provide 
output power of 1 to 100 W or more in some cases. High efficiency, 
lightweight power supplies have been provided with certain 
amplifiers. Phase and gain performance characteristics are 
presented which demonstrate applicability to communications systems. 
Prospects for future increases in power and efficiency offer 
expanding horizons to the system engineer. 
Herz, R., et al., Multiple Access to Communication Satellite in Time 
Multiplex - Present State and Future Development, FTD-HT-23-1565-72, 
Foreign Technology Division AFSC, 10 November 1972. 
Today speech circuits via communication satellites form an 
essential part of the tvorld-wide communications network; within this 
frame work the possibility of multiple access to satellites is of 
great importance. With FDMA used for the time being the capacity of 
the satellite transponders cannot be exploited in the most favorable 
way. Therefore, in recent years, different experimental systems 
using TDMA have been developed. Based on these experimental 
systeM.s, and their results the state of the art in this field is 
shown. 
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llq~hit'l 1.., Al'plll',11 HIll III Vt'l'lUI' Pr'Wt'IHl1Il8, Ct1mpUlt'I' nt'SI~n, Apri 1 
ttllH, pp, 1.11}-14(1. 
TIlt' Vt'd llr-Sl',ll ,II' Pl'lH't'SHt l l' I ,I uni itt't! SUpt'l'l'llIllPlit t'\' ~ysl t'm 
lh,lt h,IS Vt'l'y hi~h spt't'd C"IllPlIt.lllllll 1',IP,lhl 1I t it'H, 1"111 t'Xt'I'lIlt' I .• l) 
tIl 2lHl III 1 I I 11111 IIPt'I\ltlllIlS 1It'I' St'I'lllId 111 S,'H'nt It i l' .1Ilt! indusll'i.ll 
Vt'dlll' sq~ll.tl P\"'I'C'SSlIlX .lpplH'.ltlllns. t\n,lIysls oj ,!l~III'ithllls 
,ISS"l'1.ltt't! \~ith v,ll'itllls ,lpplll'.ltllll\S It'.his tIl Slll'l't'sslul 
i IIII' 1 t'llll'nLll i "I\S. 
llllh"l'Il, C. ll. I .II'" t'l ,11" Illlplll',ll inlls "I Ikm,lIIt! i\sSq;lIl1ll'lIt In\' 
;.'\1 t Ul't' ~,It t' III t t' l\llllIlllllI i 1"1 t I, 'll Sys I ('illS, F i Ihll Ht'P"1'l, P,llll A It II, CA: 
Sys t !'IlIS l\IH t 1'111. 1111'., .!tlnt' l<117. 
TIll' Ilhjtll't IV!'S ,11 this study .In' t l) tIl inVt'sl i~.\tt' tht' systt'l\l-
Wid!' illlplil',ltillllS lIt lIStll~ J)t'llI.lIld-Assiglllllt'nt Nultiplt'-:kl't'SH tnMIi\) 
It'chni'lut's \"Ilh CllIllIllUIl\l.'.lll"1l ~.Itt·llitt's t" :H'l'Vt' .1 diVt'J'st' 
1'llllllllUlltly lIt VIlicl' .llld <lat.1 l'IIllllllunic.ltllltl \lSt'rs, illld t~») III t'Xphll'tl 
t'xl ('IIH t 1lllS II.t t hI' l'U1Tt'I\t IlMli\ t t'I'1I11 i qUI's 1" H.lIlli"1Il Nu 1 lip 1 t' th'l't'sS 
{RNA) t"l'IlIliqllt'S \\'hll'h .II't' I>lIit.l\I\(, tIll' !I.ILI .lIld I',WIi.t'li;~t'd V"ll'l', 
TIlt' 111.1.1111' t'mph.lSis "I lht' Idudy IS t'Xplllt'illg syStt'IlI~I\'!l1t> ""St-
Pt'l'!tll'lIl,1I11't' II"hl!'lltlS III Ill'dt'l' tIl dt'tt'l'1Il11lt': tht' llI,lsl pl'l'lIIising IlMIA/R~fA tt'l'!t1liqUt'Si tht' 1lI.IXtilludt' ,d p,'l('nti.ll l'nst S.I\·lllgSi tilt' 
llplllll.ll s.ltt'jlil\'/tt\\'1't'slrial IllIX; .lIlt! .ll't',H; \'('qlliring IIIlll't' 
dt'l in ill VI' S llldy, 
lIilh"l'1l, li" H.lll,h'lIl ~lllltiplt' AI'V('Hf; S.ltt'llitt' 1\1 l'Iw t SldtdllJlg hy 
~t'lt'l'llv(' Ch.IIlllt'l l',lptUl't', l'1',n't't't!lnxs Fir:-:l Inlt')'lhll Inll.1i 
Cllnlt'l't'1l1't' "II Illlllnll.ll i,'1l Sl'lt'lI,'t' .Illd Systt'IllS, August lllltl, P.lt rIll', 
lil'('t'l't', 1'1' illtJ-,' U 
A 11t'\\' It'l'hniqlll' 1'.11 It'd "St'\('I'tlV(' l'iI.lIllwl 1'.ll'tlll't,1I IS Pl'!'St'lItt'd 
.1Ilt! .1Il.l1yzt'd Itll' lht· ('ttide'ltl r,lIl1h'lll .Il'l'('SS ,)1 p.ll'\wls ttl tht' 
1 i III it t·d rt'SIHIt'I'(' II t t Itt' tl',ItlSIll t t t (I I' 111'\\'(' r ,ll ;) l','IlUl\\ln it',l t i lin 
sa l (' 1) it t'. 'I'll<' t t'l'hll i lillt' lit i I L~('s ad i Vt' s.ll t' 11 i 1 t' l"'11 trIll, h.n; 1 ht' 
il1n"Hlll'llllc,t! gnl\ll\d 1 ('\,Il11n.lI strlll'llll't· "I Al.OHA syslt'llls hill, Ulllikt' 
ALl)lIA, h,ls sLlhl(', 1l11)llIIll't1t' thn)ughplll l'l1a1';ll't('!'islil'S, \~jlh ll)n'~, 
thl'llllghplIl 1 imil, 1111 \'('S(,l'V.lllllll dt'I.IYs, .1Ill! II" l"lIllhlllli:~t'd 
)'t't t"lIlslIIisSll1n dt'1.1Y. 
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Hines, N. E., Fundamental Limitations. in RF Switching and Phase 
§hifting Using Semiconductor Diodes, Proceedings of the IEEE, June 
1964, pp. 697-708. 
PW 
When semiconductor diodes are used as variable impedance 
switching elements in RF transmission networks, the maximum power 
and minimum attenuation depend upon the characteristics of the 
diodes and the function being performed. Equations and theorems are 
derived which define these limits for quantized RF control networks 
used in on-off switches, selection switches,and phase shift devices. 
The relationships are quite general and the limits are shown to 
apply to a wide variety of network configurations. It is shown that 
the maximum power of a switch i' proportional to the maximum RF 
current of the forward-biased diode and also to the maximum RF 
voltage when reverse-biased. The maximum power in phase shifters is 
a sinusoidal function of the phase change required. Minimum 
attenuation depends upon the switching function performed, the 
frequency of operation and a newly defined cutoff frequency which 
includes diode resistance in both forward-bias and reserve-bias 
states. 
Hnatek, E. R., Current Semiconductor Nemories, Computer Design, 
April 1978, pp. 115-126. 
Increasingly rapid improvements in density, storage and 
fabrication of semiconductor memories confront the designer with an 
ever-changing spectrum of prcducts and capabilities. A 
comprehensive overview of various technology options assures 
reliable, efficient and cost-effective memory implementations. 
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Hooten, P., and Huang R. Y., COllullunit'ation S'ltt'llit.t' Pro{'('Ssillg 
Rl'lwat.~rs, ttPrtH'(~()dings ~)f tIlt' IEEi·: tr , Vol. 51), Nt). 2, F<'buary 1<)71, 
pp. 238-2.51 
Two kinds of proc~ssinR rrpeatvrs whi~h may find application on 
rommunil'alion satt'llitt's in lil£' twar futun' ;11'1' dt'SlTilwd in this 
papt'1'. Th(' type 1 proct'ssing r('pvat~r is ahlt' to discriminatp 
against unauthorizt>d usprs, to conSPfVt' tht' caparity of thp r~pt'3t('r 
to ()Illy lhost' uSt'rs who poss('!;:-; a pn'dt'tt'l'mirwd Iwy. At til(> S<.1I1\(' 
limv, undt'sil't'd intt'rfl'l'pnc(' signals art' rvjvrtpd. It appt'ars that 
surh il t't'pt'all'l' is most IllWful in till' situation \\'ht>}'t' tlll'l'{' art' a 
lal'Rt' numbt'l' of small r('criving tt'rminals to optimizt' tht' satt'llitt' 
capacity \vith rt'Slwd to lhl'Hl' tl'rminal:-; and to simplify till' 
Pl'lH't'ssing oth('r\vi8l' lll't'dt'd .It thest' t{'1'Inina1:-;. Till' typl' ;; n'pt'atc'l' 
,lcts Sllll1t'\\'hat as a ":mitl'hho:ll'd in tllt' sky" in b('inR ,lhlt' to 1'outp 
signals translIlitlt'd through ()tw anlt'ntlil at llIH' fn'qllt'ncy ttl ilUlltht'r 
ant('nna at anotht'l' frt'qu~ncy \\'hprl' thl' dl'sirl'd routing may bl' 
l'hanged as a function of tinlt'. In this way, thc' saLt'llitt' capacity 
is ulilizpd fully in tht' fac~ of changing traffic dt'mands. Also, 
transmitting and receiving terminals are simplil'd. In both of lhpsr 
procpssinR rept'alers, c011lplexity is added for two reasons: to fully 
utilize thl' satellite capacity and t~ simplify lht' user ground 
terminals. 
Hov\,t'sten, E. V., and Van '1'1'(,(,s, H. 1.., Intl'rnational Broadcast 
Parkl'l Salf'11itt' Sl'I'vin's, P\'est'utl'd at tilt' 4th ~lntl'rilational nsc 
C'OIlf'l'l'l'IH'(',:l,J-25-lktoht'l' }tJ'18, pp. 1-7. 
A Ilt'W 111 Lt' )'Ilil t i 011 a 1 sat t' IIi t (' S l' rv i l'l' i S d t' sed Ilt' d will) S {' 
primary goal is to provid(' intt'1"lliltillllal l'tlmplltt'r l'OllllllUnil'ation. A 
rpprelH'utativ(' SYStl'11\ COlll't'pt to providl' tht' s('rvic<' is dist'lIsst'ti. 
Till' proposed syst('1II has two important ft'atUl'l's. It ('xploits tht' 
unique ability of satellites to providl' hroadcast and 1Il1l1tipip 
arcl'SS capabilitil's tlvt'r largp g00graphic arV3S by using a scheml' 
r0ferred to as a broadcast packet satellite chanllel. Se~ondly, it 
providps natural inlt'l'fan' IHlund.H'lt'S \~hil'h fadlitatp, from hoth a 
managempnt and tpl'hllical vil'wpoint, the provision of international 
cOllllllunications bet\\lt't'n t)tiwnl'iSl' incompatiblt' nt~tworks and/or 
Lt, rill j na 1 S • 
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lis it~h I W., ~.o(',! qn~L~~ t:£' !lJ,tE,? .c~wj ~~~~s ,~.!~ __ ,Hix~~t~leAi_.?_._~ay!<:~t 
S\d tched Nt'tworks, presented at tlw NTC '76, 29 Now'mber - 1 
Dt'l'(.'mbt'i.~" lQ76,· pp. 16.4/1-8. 
-
T!lis prot'{,'dun' is applit'd to a large network t'xamplt' to derive 
gt>[wral prop('rt ies and tradt~-offs of tht' opUmwn satt'llite s\~itched 
locutions. The author briefly presents the various options in 
packet switched satellite comnrunication. He then discusses the 
general topological design problrnn of large distributed data 
networks and indicates how the satellite switch location problem 
ties into the overall design problem. 
Huff, R. J., Nul~ ifu!lS't~.91!,_'l'I)~lech~~iq\!~~~:- ,X;,r:s.~,~nnual}i£l)_~,I'.t, AD 
778 437, National Technical Information Service, February 1974. 
Conet'pts and tcchniqllt'S nt'eded to incorporate a TDNA satellite 
communications capability into multifunction avionics systems are 
b~ing dt'veloped under a three year contract with the U.S. Air Force. 
Progress made during the first year of that contract is described in 
this report. The work has involved (1) the design and partial 
fabrication of prototype TDNA satellite communications modems, (2) 
the development of techniques and associated technological bases 
I11:'t'ded to instrullH:'nt an adaptiv('> null-stPpring array in \~hich a 
reference signal is derived from the data-carrying signal, and (3) 
the development of techniques for effectively utilizing capabilities 
which can be provided by the TDNA satellite communications suhsystem 
in performing satelli U, navigation and line-of-sight conununi cations 
functions. An overview of the results obtained to date is given and 
the tasks to be performed during the remainder of the contract are 
described. 
Concepts and techniques needed to instrument Tm1A saLellite 
conulluni cation systems containing a larger number of small, highly 
mobile terminals, e.g., aircraft, are being developed under a three 
year contract with the U.S. Air Force. Progress made during the 
second year of that contract is described in this report. The work 
has involved the development of prototype TmlA satellite 
communication modems and the evolution of techniques and associated 
technological bases needeJ to incorporate adaptive null-steering 
arrays in TmlA systems. An overview of the results obtained to date 
is given and the tasks to be performed during the remainder of the 
contract are described in this annual report. 
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Huff, R. J., Tm!~ __ ~l'~<-:t: __ C0!llillt.!.n~('a.!:!o_l!~_ S~~!:.~!!!~:. ___ ~_o.!1_(:eE~~ __ ~~c! 
fE.~_s.!:~(.'_a!. I~c_~_~iS~t>~, RADC-TR-71-255, }'30602-69-C-01l2, Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio, November 1971. 
In this report the result.s of investigations conducted over 
five years directed at the development of practical techniques for 
instrumenting TDHA systems are plal'ed in p('rspective. The rationale 
for selecting the particular TDNA concept developed, the advantages 
and limitations of th~' associated techniques, the design options 
available and potential concept applications are presented in 
varying degrees of detail. It is shown that, through the use of 
differential detection to demodulate the data-carrying pulses and 
sampled-data dt>lay-lock loops 1.0 accurately time the uplinks, a TDMA 
system which is efficient, effective, and flexible can be 
instrumented. Procedures for using the previously documented 
technological hase to design two hypothetical systems are 
illustrated. Satell i te process ing concepts which are compatible 
with Lhe ba~;il.· TDHA techniques devdoped are described. 
Huff, R. J., et a!., '~h~,J!~_~lr~!liz~tion_or T,i_m('_.p~v!.~_i.9.~.}lul,t:iEle 
~£c(:~s __ §~ tems on Anal¥!i_cal_.3:~ Exp_eri..l!1_e(l~~! St'l.t!Y, RADC-TR-69-72, 
F30602-67-C-0119, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, May 1969. 
A complete technology for synchronizing the transmissions in 
TDtlA systems is presented. Uplink synchronizers are described \~hich 
employ two coupled sampled data delay lock loops to provide the time 
base tracking functions. A sampled data delay lock loop is also 
used to provide downlink (bit) synchronization. An experimental 
synchronizer implemented to demonstrate concept feasibility and to 
check the accuracy of analytical results is described. The 
experimental results obtained by both bench and IDCSP satellite link 
testing are given. Based on these results, an assertion is made 
that the analytical results can be used with confidence in the 
design of operational TDHA systems. 
Huffman, D., ~~_~!:~ on MOS RONs, Computer Design, September 1977, 
pp. 95-104. 
Relatively overshadowed by the more popularized and 
reprogrammable RAt1s, PRONs and EPRONs, HOS RON developllwnts continue 
to show steady progress in improved performance, reliability and 
cost. 
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Huglws, C. D., ~t~_sul!s _of ~1~'a~.u,:{',!!ent~.~!a<it:~_oI~ an)~~E.~ri_I115'1!~~l.LI~i[!k 
Silllllltat in8 a .!8q Nbit{s Satfl!!!:~_ fh.anr!l'l, Pn'sentt'd at tiw 4th 
International DSC Conference, 23-25 October 1978, pp. 116-122. 
Tllt' expt'riment involvN} transmission of 180 ~lhit/s DPSK signals 
over an inclined radio path ~hich simulated an earth station 
satellite earth station loop. The operating frequencies were 14 GHz 
up-path and 11 GHz dmYIl-path. The results of static and long tprm 
propagation measurements madp ovpr the path are prespnted. 
Correlation hptween hit error rate and fading is demonstratpd on a 
statistical and real time basis. 
Inagaki, K., A_N~~ Tpcbni(ll~~' for Data Transmission via TmlA 
Sat~llt~~~i!~~t, prpspnted at dieN'l'C '77, Dt;ct'mber 5-7,1"977. 
In tht' satellilt' cOlluuunicatiolls syslt>ms, the TDHA system is 
expected to be widely introduced in the near future, Also, the 
demand of the high-speed data transmission services increases ypar 
by year. A high-speed data transmission via a TDNA link, which is 
vpry attractivp because of its low cost and high efficipncy, will 
require the interface between terrestrial and satellite links. 
Taking account of these circlmlstances, a new TDNA interface 
equipment with '\lhit'll the 56 kbps digital signal can be transmitted 
through one peN It'lephony channe 1 has been developed. 
Ito, Y., et al., ~l!<l~~~ __ of ~E~i_tc~~latr~~f_~)t.:_an~SITD~!A~~~~tem, 
Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 65, No.3, Narch 1977, pp. 411-419. 
Time slot scheduling problems for a satellite switched/time 
division multiple access (SS/TDNA) system are discussed and an 
algorithm called "Grt'edy Algorithm" is presented. This algorithm 
guarantees a most efficient utilization of a frame period with n(n-
1) (n is the number of beams) nwuber of switchings at most. Another 
problem discussed is the choice of the type of microwave switch 
matrlx to be put on board the satellite. A switch-matrix structure 
called re-arrangeable multistage matrix is shown to have high 
reliability and low-insertion-Ioss characteristics. Also, brief 
discussions are made on the experimental results of an engineering 
model SS/TDHA system. 
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I to, Y., and Kyogoku, ~1., ~~tp~~~O~,-.J?,2~Eq )~w(tc:hiI!.& s,¥~!-~Il! JlsJJ!.& 
Re'!E!i!!~~~~.~JLl!!~!:~,t'~a~!lf:~!VE.!l5:, lEE Internat ional Confert"nC't.~ on 
Satellite Communication Systems Technology, April 1975, pp. 227-232. 
This paper presents one possible configurations of MSM with 
higher reliable performance and the minimum insertion loss, using 
rearrangeable multi-stage (RN) network composed of PIN diodes and 
Microwave Integrated Circuit WIC). Experimental results of rut 
types 8x8 switching matrix, dt'signed for 3.95 GHz + 250 tmz, 
including error rate measurement, reliability Htudy and system 
recovery study for the element failure is also discussed. 
Iwadure, Y., ~~~~.1undal!~l!t~J_,C_oncf.'P!.~.9P. C_~Il:.n~~!!i~~~}on~~.2.tem 
l)~~si.s!~_yi!!~}:!E.9_l.:: _g().r!.~_rol, NEC Res{'arC'h & D~'velopment, No. 22, July 
1971. 
Even though it is expected that the most suiLable approach in 
practical application of error control to connunications systems is 
to treat it as one element in tht' entire conIDlllnication system 
design, error control has quite often been treated as an independent 
technique of other communication system de~ign considerations. In 
this papl'r, an emphasis is pla,-~ed on algebraic codes to investigate 
the effect of coding on the relation between modulation and coding, 
signal energy to noise ratio vs. probabilities of error and so 
forth. Some fundamental concepts on communication system design 
with error control are derived based on the analysis when coding is 
applied to bi-phase and poly-phase modulation systems. Futhermore, 
a simple revie'~ on the use ()f burst of error corrections is added. 
These fundamental concepts may not be applied directly in practical 
communication system design on account of the large variety of 
modulation and demodulation schemes and noise patterns, but is 
expected to be useful to serve as a guidt' line in the C'omp1irated 
practical system design. 
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Jager, }1'., and Dekker) C. B., :r~.!!!£!LfIequ,~,!!Sy}fodulation, a Novel 
~te_t.!tod to AchiS.~..Jl..p.£.ctrum.ES.9noml .. in!?~Trans_mission, IEEE 
Transactions on Conununications, Vol. COM-26, No.5, tray 1978, pp. 
534-542. 
This paper describes a new type of frequency modulation, called 
Tamed Frequency Nodulation (TFM) for digital transmission. The 
desired constraint of a ~onstant envelope signal is combined with a 
maximum of spectrum economy which is of great importance, 
particularly in radio channels. The out-of-band radiation is 
substantially less as compared with other known constant envelope 
nlodulation techniques. With synchronous detection, a penalty of 
only 1 dB in error performance is encountered as compared with four-
phase modulation. The idea behind TFN is the proper control of the 
frequency of the transmitter oscillator such that the phase of the 
modulated signal becomes a smooth function of time with correlative 
properties. Simple and flexible implementation schemes are 
described. 
Jain, P., et al., Detection of MPSK Signals Transmitted Through a 
Non-Linear Satellite Repeater, presented at the NTC '771 December 5-
7, 1977. 
Error probabilities and channel transition probabilities are 
derived and evaluated for the detection of MPSK signals transmitted 
through a band limited non-linear satellite communication channel. 
Two general formulas characterizing the effect of AN-AM and MI-P~l 
distortions exhibited in high power amplifiers such as travelling 
wave tubes (TWTs) are obtained. Numerical evaluation of the two 
approaches is carried out for BPSK, QPSK and B-ary signaling a~d a 
comparison is made in terms of the accuracy and speed of numerical 
computation. The theory is required in performing channel 
throughput (bits/sec/H2) and modulation/coding trade-off studies. 
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James, J. N., and McDonald, R. R., AForecast of 8pa~~_J::~chno~, 
N76-18005, NASA-SP-387 ~ January 1976- .-. -
In addressing the enormous task of encompassing a comprehensive 
forecast of space technology for the period 1980-2000, two major 
activities were undertaken by the participants. Exploratory 
forecasting was the first activity. It explored chains of 
conjecture in terms of what can or might happen and then sought to 
project technological parameters .::nd/or functional element 
capabilities into the future, starting from a base of accumulated 
knowledge in relevant areas. The second activity was the 
technological feasibility assessment of the various candidate 
missions and systems which were considered. This activity, which 
was objective oriented, had the character of normative forecasting. 
In conclusion, the forecasting data revealed that between now and 
the year 2000 a great number of advances will occur in technology 
applicable to sp~ce activities. These technological advances will 
bring about the feasibility of complex missiops and systems and can 
significantly reduce the cost of accomplishing any specific 
objective in space. 
Jarett, D., Meeting the Twi~ Challen~es of Demand and Conservation 
of Spectrum and Orbit Through Techn~, Eascon '77, 26-28 
September 1977, pp.25-1A/8. 
Most of the future demands for satellite communications can 
only be met by moving to higher frequency bands. The frequency 
bands at 30/20 GHz not only provide greater bandwidth but satellites 
operating in these bands can be spaced more closely. These 
advantages come at the price of providing increased rain margin. 
New concepts and technologies (including the use of high-speed 
digital transmission with on-board processing such as 88 TDMA, 
satellite multiple beam antennas and larger high capacity satellites 
launched by the space transportatiud system (ST8) will economically 
accommodate the increase in demand, while avoiding the spectrum and 
orbital congestion problems which now limit systematic expansion of 
the space segment in the lower satellite telecommunication bands. 
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Joel, A. E., Jr., On Perl!l.!!tati01!_~witshi!!8.ll!!twE.!ks, The Bell System 
Technical Journal, Vol. 47, No.5, May-June 1968, pp. 813~822. 
Rearrangeable switching networks are considered as permutation 
generators. Alteration of the permutation being produced by any 
state of the network configuration may be achieved by rearranging or 
changing the state of the switching network. By limiting the 
switches in each stage to binary action devices certain economies 
have been achieved. This paper describes additional savings, 
particularly in the n~ilier of required operating elements. Some 
further savingv are achieved by introducing break contracts into 
switching networks. 
Johnson, P. ~1., An Introduction to Ve<;tor PF ... (!sessing, Computer 
Design, February 1978, pp. 89-98. 
Execution speed of scientific problems can be considerably 
enhanced by hardware and software design that provides for efficient 
execution of program loops. A hirge scale scienr.Hie computer 
incorporates vector processing for high speed execution of loops 
without sacrifice of processing speed in non-loop situations. 
Jordan, K. L., Jr., fhe Performance of Sequential Decoding in 
Conjunction with Efficient Modulatio~, IEEE Transactions on 
Communication Technology, Vol. COM 14, No.3, June 1966, pp. 283-
297. 
The design of a communications system consisting of a 
sequential encoder-decoder, working in conjunction with a modulation 
detection system is considered from the point of view of high 
information transmission efficiency. Emphasis is placed on M 
orthogonal signal modulation and a scheme known as list-of-L 
quantization. The results of a computer study of the computational 
behavior of the sequential decoder are described and used to predict 
buffer memory overflow probability. The described design procedure 
allows prediction of system performance to within a fraction of a 
decibel. A practical sequential decoder and a list-of-1 modulation-
detection system of reasonable complexity, can achieve performance 
on a white Gaussian channel to within 4.5 dB of the Shannon limit 
with coherent reception and to within 7 dB with incoherent 
reception. 
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Kalet, I., and White, B. E., ~}1~)9P~~JlJIaLf_on~~~u~~s,~.l).itt:,!.~y~,~_Jg_S]<) 
p~~~ulati~._.f~ __ !he. RJ.!.~.dy!!J: . I~!l~~elO(>,nl~~"~on _2r 15)~.~~()~.2.t_'!..!~ D~!~. 
Communications, lEE Trans. ou Comm., Vol. CON-25, No.9, September 
1977. .. 
A suboptimal receiver (\f constant envelope, continuous-
frequency NSK-type modulations called continuous shift keying (CSK) 
is proposed that halves demodulator complexity with no more than a 
1. 6 dB loss in detectabili ty in A'~GN. The technique is especially 
applicable to a frequency division multiple access system. 
Katz, J. L., PeEformance--'pfSpreadSpectrum N~~ulation}n ~ 
HulliEath Envir_oIUnen~, Technical Note 1972-28, Lincoln Laboratory, 
H.I.T., 21 July 1972. 
This study determines analytically the degradation experienced 
by two forms of spread spectrum modulation tec-hniques, frequency 
hopped-frequency shift keying, and pseudo noise-phase shift keying, 
due to multipath occuring in airborne communication channels. 
Results are obtained for the cases in which coded and uncoded data 
are used. 
Katz, J. L., and Schneider, K. S., Qn-Boa~d Re~neration Processors 
for Digital COllullunication Satellites, AIM 7th COIlUllunication 
Satellite Systems Conference, April 24-27, 1978. 
The rapid increase in the need for communications has created a 
demand for large-capacity cOIlUllunicat.ions satellites with the 
requirement that the cOIlUllunications systems be used more 
efficiently. This demand, coupled with the need for cheaper 
terminals and a more compelx mix of user types, implies that future 
communications satellites will need technological improvements to 
support a complex system structure. This paper compares the 
performance of a satellite conmmnications system in which the 
satellite element has an on-board processing capability. On-board 
processing consists of a set of generic tecnniques, involving real 
or near-real time processing or switching, that can be used on the 
satellite to provide an improved performance level in the total 
conmmnications system. 
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Three processing methods of differt?fit complexity are discussed 
for improving end-la-end link performance in a satellitf.~ repeat£>r 
\vhen mUltipath is present in the uplink. It is assumed that the 
system already USf'S chdnnel symbol interl<.>uving and pseudo random 
carrier frequency hopping to combat multipath. The complete end-to-
end link performance for each processor is expressed in terms of the 
error bound exponent Rcomp. 
This paper describes an interface between terrestrial interface 
modules (THls) and TDMA common equipment that is simple and 
inexpensive. It allows the use of standard off-the-shelf equipment 
such as TH1s by putting all the complexity into the common 
cr;ldpment. 
Kleinrock, L., Computer Network Resource, AD-A008 422, National 
Technical Information Service, 30 June 1974. 
This semiannual technical report describes some results 
obtained in the author's continuing work in satellite packet 
switching ground radio packet switching, packetized speech 
transmission through the ARPANET. Large network design procedures 
and secure operating systems studies continue to progress and will 
be r~ported upon in the future. 
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This is the final report for APPA. It provides a sophisticated 
network measurement facility adequate for a variety of uses such as 
performance measurement, model validation, and the design of network 
algorithms; conducting experiments on the network to analyze the 
effect of transmitting various data sources; defining and extending 
the tools necessary to analyze and evaluate the performance of 
computer communication systl'msj developing models of mUltiple 
resource systems and computer networks; studying packet 
communication systems that incorporate satellite and/or radio 
communications; and finally designing, and begining implementation 
of a verifiably secure operation system for the PDP 11/45. 
Kleinrock, L., On Communications and Networks, IEEE Transactions in 
Computers, Vol. C-25, No. 12, December-Y97~~ 
Data communications has come of age. In this paper some of the 
principal events that led up to the revolution in communications 
among information processing systems are highlighted. Perhaps the 
most important event was the technological development of packet 
swiching in the form of ARPANET. Most of the presentation is 
devoted to a brief summary of the ARPANET experience emphasizing the 
description functions analysis, design and performance measurement 
of packet-switching networks. Also discussed are some recent 
advances in radio packet switching for long haul (i.e., satellite) 
and terminal-access communications. 
Kleinrock, L., and Lam, S. S., Packet-Switching in a Slotted 
Satellite Channel, AFIPS Conference Proceedings, Vol. 42, 1973, pp. 
703-711. 
Performance of a slotted satellite system for packet switching 
must be effective at all ranges of traffic intensity, in that no 
unnecessary delays or loss of throughput should occur because of 
complicated operational procedures. The slotted satellite system 
analyzed in this paper meets these criteria. 
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Kleinrock, L., and Lam, S. S., Packet Switching in a Multi-Access 
Broadcast Channel: Performance Evaluation, IEEE Transactions on 
Communications, Vol. COM-23, No.4, April 1975. 
$$ .$2 ~ .' • 
In this paper the rationale and some advantages for multi-
access broadcast packet communication using satellite and ground 
radio channels are discussed. A mathematical model is focmulated 
for a "slotted ALOHA" random accp.;s system. Using this model a 
theory is put forth which gives ,i coherent qualitative 
interpretation of the system stability behavior which leads to the 
definition of a stability measure. Quantitative estimates for the 
relative instability of unstable channels are obtained. Numerical 
results are shown illustrating the trading relations among channel 
stability throughput and delay. These results provide tools for the 
performance evaluation and designs of an uncontrolled slotted ALOHA 
system. Adaptive channel control schemes are studied in a companion 
paper. 
Klingman, E. E., Comparisons and Trends in Microprocessor 
Architecture, Computer Design, September 1977, pp. 83-92. 
Concepts of bundled and c~tnogonal structures are developed and 
used to place present micropro:essor multi-operating level 
architectures in perspective, as well as to predict future trends. 
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I\og.l, K., t't .1I., nn-B~),lnl Rt'Sl'IH'l',ltiV(' Rl'Pt'<llt'l'S Al)plit',i to Digital 
~.ltt>llitl' C~'lIull\lnil'.ltitlns. Vol. h~), Nll.~, Nardi ItJTl, pp. 4Dl-41O. 
In pulst' l'odt' mmiul.llion/timt' division l1lultipl(' ,H'l'('SS 
(PCN/TmIA) sa t t' 11 itt' l'Ollunun i ~'.l t inns, l hnugh l ht' IllJl1lhl'r II f n'p,';l t i IlR 
SLlgt' is usually (lilly Oilt', till' n'g('llt'r.ltivt' l't'}W,lt('I'\dlllll' 
worthwhill' l'Ilnugh lo lw inlrolilH't'd llll,'ho.Il'd lilt' saltdlit('. This is 
hl'l',IUS(' tilt' illll'l"OVt'lIwnt llf tilt' ~'ol11l1lunit'ati~lIl l}\lali ty by tlH' incrt'ast' 
~'f tht' t r.lIlslllission IH1Wt'l' is Iii I t il'ull in til<' sat!'1 1 ' I' 1 ink and tilt' 
rt'g('nt'l'alivt' rt'lW.ltt'l' is Vl'l'Y t't1t'\'tivt' for l't'Jll\)vinf> <.I-channl'l 
inlt'l'fl'rt'llCI'S \~hidl wi 11 ht'l'OIUP d pn'l!omiuant LH'llll' "I' Sigthll 
dt'gl'.ldiltilltl in t1H' fulllJ'P, It Il'dl al!'l) l'l'lwidt' gl'l'.lt tacilily tor 
variolls kinds 01 llll-hll.lrd Pl'Ol'('ssing. This papl'1' firsl prt'st'l1ts 
h.1Sil' l'nnt igur.lt ilHl$ llf till' lln-hnanl n'gt'lwral iVt' rl'pt'all'l' .llld 
dis~usst's sin~lifj~iltio11 01 till' rrpl'atl'r. Nt'xt, vari0us kinds of 
oll-bll,lt'd Pl'lH't'Sslng <lrt' discus$('d in rOlhll'ction \\'ith lhl' 
rt'gt'ut'I.'ativt' \'I'lwatinR. TIll'Il.1 COlll'n'tt' l't'gt'lll'rativt' l'l'Iwolt('l' 
ilpp 1 it'd t II s.ll t' 11 itt' swi t l'ilt'd/TI>NA lS~/TnNA) S.ltl' 11 i l t' sys l ('Ill \\'Il i rh 
,lUgnwll l S l Ill' COtnllllltl H'a t ion 1'.lp.H'i t Y by f l'l'qUl'lH'y 1'('USI' is ]n'ps('lll t'd 
and l'lllllpa l'('d \d l h l ht' ('llIlV('1\ t i (1).11 f l'f'qU('lll'y t I'a IlS 1 at i ng l yPt' in 
tt'rms 01 link hudg('t, pll\\'t'r dissipatilHl illld Wt'ight. Lastly, tl\(' 
l'l'sult tlf ttH' Ih'vt'lopllwnl 1)1 .11\ l'xlwl'illl('nt.d }'Pgl'lH'l'ittivt' l'{'pl',ll('l' 
is dt'Sl'l'ilwd. 
Kosaka, K., l'l .Il .• :\dvalll'l'd TDNA SVSlt'lll tIll' EXllt'I'il1\('nt.ll Stud" in 
30/:10 GIl:r. Band, Prt·st'nlt'li at till' 4th Intt'l'Il.ltional DSC CI)ldpl'l';\l't', 
:l:~-25 Ol'toht'l' 11l7B, pp. J:U-J4D. 
Nt'W 'I'mlA ('qlli111llt'nt h.ll'; bt't'll III'\Tt']11Pt'd {t)t' ('XPI'l'lllll'lllal study on 
tilt' multipll' 'H'l'l'SS op{'ration in JOj:?O Gllz h,tnd as \~t>ll as in b/4 
GHz h.md through lht' ,);lpallt'SI' dllllll'stic l'l)mmunil'.llioIlS sat('llitl' 
laundlt'd in Dl'l'pmht'l' 1977. Sl'V{'l'al altl'mpts to (lV('J'COIllt' tlH' 
prohlt'llIs t'lll'~Hlntrrl'd in 1,1ll' Jt)/:20 GIlz h;lnti OP{'l'.ltioll, SUdl as a 
largt' C/N dl'gradalioll tiut' to rainfall, havt' hl'l'l1 trirJ in its 
tit-sign. Amoug tlH'1lI al'{' assumption 01 spacl' divl'n>ity l'onfiguratioIl, 
positivI' utilization of synchrollizt'd suprrfl'aml', adoptioll of 
pn'violls notil't' Illt'thod, ant! val'ions prott'l'tiV(' apPl'oadH's for TDHA 
synchronization. Thl'sl' atlt'mpls \~hidl l'l'l}llin'd ratlll'l' t'omplicut('d 
control \~('l'l' SUl'('('ssfully l'<lJ'ril'd Ollt with additional hanhvan' and 
mil'ro-computt'rs on h.1Sic, simplifit'd, and stanllari7.t'd TnHA 
t'l}uipm('nt. 
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Kratzer, D. L., Codp Division Multiple ~~~rss, Eas~on '75, pp. 185-
18B. 
This pappr dps~ribes the various ~on~ppts vmployed in code 
division multiple ac~pss systems. It also lays out applications to 
whi~h lhis technique is appropriate. Advantagps and disadvantagps 
of l'odt, divisilHl Ilmltip}e !.wtellil<'s on a common fr(>quency or ollH'r 
distributrd users are addressed. Multipath, interfprence lev(>l 
n'dllcLion, privacy and Imv cost an' among till' al t.rjbut(>s of this 
.lpproach. Till' IH'W trends in co<l(' divi&iol.l mllX ar(' d<'s('rilwd. 
Krt'duH'r, K., Intt'gratt'd NediullI.Sp('t'd NO~Pllls Int~) COlllmunica~ions 
Nt'tworks, Computt'r Dt'sign, Fpbruary lQ78, pp. 101-110. 
Mt'd i um sp£>t'd modpms art' lH' i ug dt's i HIit'd i uto cOlllputt'r ll'nni na 1 s , 
communications, front t'!Hls, and data cOlllmunicat ion mull iplt'xprs for 
transmitting sprial-bit ififorlllation oVt'r tt'lt'phont' lines. Hardware, 
intrrfacp and diagnostic protoculs arp t'xamined for effective and 
('ffieft'nl cOllulluuicat ions. 
Kyriakopllulos, N., Control ~Ipthodology for Dema.nd 1)~.sl&nmen.t 
0lH'ratilln of Sall'll ilpNt'ls, AD-A014-117lJ, D('f('llSt' Commullicat ions 
Engint't'ring Cpnler, NTISQ, March lQ75. 
T1H' D('feI18<' Communications SysU'm (DCS) is an intt'graled 
tt'rn'strial and satt'llitp communications system. This rt'porl is 
conc('rned with the DCS salellitt' nets which consisl of several 
collections of earth tprminals each s('rved by ~ singlp spacpcraft. 
Tlwl"f' :lrt, fundanl('ntal differt'lH'es hetwN'Il the ('ontrol of conuuercial 
and military satt'llite npts. Nptwork control attains added 
significance wh<'n demand assignment is introduced into the syst.em. 
As a first step toward the development of a control methodology for 
the Def('nse Satt'llilt' Communications System (DSCS), a brief review 
of current and planned lIlultiple acc{'ss comlll('rcial cOlllmunications 
syslt'llls is pn'sentE'd. It is hopE.'d that subsE'quent studies will 
t'xamine similari tit's and differctIlC'('s b(,t\~een tht' commercial and 
military t'nvironlllents. As a result of such analyses,a control 
mt'thodology can be devis{'d. 
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Kyriakopoulos, N., Dt'sign of il D('mand Assignlllt'lll 8alt'llilt' Nt't\vork, 
AD-A01.1-937, Dt'ft'IlSe COlllmunil'atimls Engillt'l'riug C('ntt'l', NTIS, 
Dt'<"t'mht'r 1975. 
This rt'port prl'st'nts a slt'p-by-stt'p proct'durl' f0r the dt'sigll of 
J singlr-channel pt'r carrirr, dellland assigruupnl, satellitr 
l'OmlllUnil.'ations [wtwork. Tlw input for lilt' d(>sign is tilt' traffi(' 
Ill<llrix to lw handlt'd by lht> nt'tWl)rk and tIlt' outputs art' tilt' 
handwidth and pm~l'r rl'quirt'llIl'nts for tlH' satt'liitl' systt'llI. Although 
tht' lIt'SlgH appn),H'h is gl'[Jt'ral, .1 spt't'ific t'xalllplt' dlOSt'n to 
illustrat(' lIlt' tt'chniqut' is lht, intra-Europl',lIl s\I'ill'ilt'd-lraffil' 
vo i Ct' llt't work. 
Lim, 8.S., Pal'iU'l S\~i.ldlinB in il Nulti-At'l't'sS Broadcast ChalHH' 1 ,dth 
Aplll i~'at ions to Satt'lli tl' Communication in a C()1lI1)ut,'r Nt't\vo1'k, UCLA-
74-7429, ARPA, April 1974. 
This rt'lwrl CllIlSid('l's ,) pat'itt't s'I'Hdling tt't'hniqut' applicahll' 
to pal'kt't I'OIlUllUll1Cation using a satt'llitt' or ground radio ch<llllwl. 
The objectivr of this l't'srarl'h is to devr10p analytic 1lI0deis for the 
('va luat ion and opt imizat ion d" lht' SYHtt'lll p<>rfOl'Ill<lIl('(' in ('rills of 
stability lhroughput and dt'lay. Adv(lntagt's of pack('l S\vitciwd 
salt'llitt' and ground radio systt'lllS over l'ouv('ntional win' 
COllllllllIlil'at ions for largt' l'omput l'r-eolllllluni cat ion lWt\"lU'ks art' 
disl'llSSt'd. 
L.un, S. S.t Satt'llitt' ~1\11ti-Acl't'sS Sdll'lII"s for J)aLl Traffic, 
pn'st'ntt'd ,)t tll,' ICG 177, .lUlU' 12':'15, 1977, pp. 19-24. -. 
Satellitt' systt'llls havt' traditionally bt'('ll designt'd for voil't' 
traffic. In this 1'ap('r, satt'llitt' IIlUlti.H'l'('SS scht'llll's for data 
traffic art' cousid('l't'd. Thn'(' gt'IH'ral l'atpgol'it's of Hcht'lll(,s an' 
idt'utifi<>d and dt'Bcribed; l'hannrl rPBPl'vation sl'hpmes, randolll acct'ss 
SdWIlIt'S, and pal'kt'l l'Pst'rvat ion sdlt'lIlt's. Bounds on adtit'vabl(' 
channt'l throughput are plt'st'ntt'd for tht' tllret' classt's of schelllt's. 
Finally, Illll1lt'rical ('xtllllpit's an' llst'd to cOll1pan' tlw d('lay-throughput 
perforlll<lnct' of St'vt'ral spt'cifil' schelllt's for a varit'ty of data 
traffic (>llvirOllnwnts. 
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Lam, S., and Kl~inro~k, L., nynami~ Control S~h~mps for a Pa~kpl 
f;\dll'ilt'd Nulti-Al'l't'SS Broadcast ChaIUlt' 1 , National ComplItt'r 
l~\ll1ft'n'lll't', 1 t)75. 
This papPI' studit's dYllilmil' dWIllH'l contl'll! algorithms (CONTEST 
,\lglH'ithms) \vhirh implt'lllt'nt tilt' tllt'orptil'al l'ontrol polici('s by 
using ,\ ht'ul't'stil' sl'ht'llH's tn (\l'itimatt' tht' inslantalw()us dl,HlIlt'l 
statt'. A hl'llI't'sti~ rt'trallsmission l't)[)trlll algorithm has also bl'l'n 
stud i t'd wh i ch l'i t'l'llIUVt'nt s tllt' s tat t' t'S t ima t ion p1'o\1 It'lll. oS imul at inn 
l't'sulls indi~att' that lht'st' contl'ol illgoritlUlls an' l'ilpablp or 
ill'hit'ving a dlalllH' 1 throughput dday Pt'l'fOl'lllalll'l' clmH' lo til(' 
tlH'Ol't't i l',d opt illllllll as \V('11 as bl'ing l'apahlt> or Pt'l'vt'nl ing chaIllwl 
sal ural ion unlit'1' tt'lllpt)l'.try ovt'rio,Hi l'nndi t ions. 
Lathi, B, p" A N('\v ~!t'thlld of Signal ~lllll il)lt'xing: Till' Dual of Timl' 
Division i'lllitipll'xing. pn'St'nll'd ilt tht' NTC-74, 2-4 1)t'l'l'mhel' 1<J74, 
pp. l058-10b3, 
Tilll(' divisitHl Illult iplt'xing ('I'm!) and fn'lllH'IH'y division 
multiplt'xing (FDN) an' llS('ti for transmilting S('v('l'al JlI('ssag<'s 
simllllalll'Ollsly on tllt' sallll' l'ilalllH'l. In this papPI' a Iit'\ ... Ilwthod of 
signal lIlultiplt'xing is propos('d. Inst("Hi of sampling til(' signal in 
tht' tilllt'-dolll<lin, it:-; slH'~trulll is s<lmplpd. TIlt' translllittNl 
information consists of salllpit's of lht' slH'l'tnull of (>ach signal 
instt'ad l)f its samplt's in tlll' t illlP-dom,lin, Variolls lIlt'ssagt's are 
1ll111tiplt'xt'd by intl'rll'aving tht' sampll's of tht' spt'ctra of tilt' 
signals. Implt'llH'ntalion of l1111ltiplt'xing and dt'lIIultiplt'xing is 
lips l' ri b('d, 
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Lee, L., On Optill~l Soft-Decision Demodulation, IEEE Transactions on 
Information Theory, Vol. '1'1''::22, No'. 4, july'll)7b. 
Wozencraft and Kennedy have suggested that the appropriate 
demodulator criterion of goodness is the cut-off rate of the 
discrete memoryless channel lDMC) created by the modulation system; 
the critl'rion of goodness adopted in two papers is till' "symmptric" 
cutoff rate which differs from the former criterion only in that the 
signals are assumed equally likely. ~tasseyls nN't>sS~lry condition 
for optimal coherent demodulation of binary signals is generalized 
to M-ary signals. It is shown that the optimal demodulator derision 
regions in 1 ikelihood space are boundNI by hyp£'rplarH's. An 
it£'rative method is formulated for finding these optimal decision 
l"('gions from an initial "good gUt'SS". For additive' white Gaussian 
noise lAWGN), the corresponding optimal d£'cision regions in signal 
spac£' an' bounded by hypersurfaces wi th hyperplane asymptotes; these 
asymptotes themselves bound till' decision regions of a demodulator 
which, in sevl'ral exampit's, is sho\m to be virtually optimal. In 
many cas('s, the necessary condi tions for demodulator optimal i ty is 
also sufficient, but a counter-exampl(> to its general suffici('llCY is 
given. 
Lt'e, H. K., Cross-Polarization Pt'rformanc(' of the RCA Salcom ~y..stel!!' 
RCA Rt'view (UsA),--Vof:':3S;'f~o'. 2,--juIleig-i7, pp'-'-. lif~f80'''--< 
To significantly increase the efficit'ncy of the available 
spectrum and the ust' of the orbital arc, the RCA Satcom system 
t>mploys the technique knl; ~n as IISpec tnull Reuse", wht'rehy tl,'O or more 
separat(> chaI1lH.'ls Ivithin tht' sanlf' frequency hand an' transmitted (or 
received) on two separate orthogonally polarized beams. Some 
polarization isolation betwet'u the orthogonally polarized beams is 
not perfect due to various depolarization mechanisms; the desired 
channel will receive some interference from adjacent cross-polarized 
channels, causing interference to the desir~d channel which may 
result in degraded performance. Sinct' this degradation canllot be 
allolved to comprOl.:ise the system performanct', the amount of 
interference must be determin(>d so that allowances can be made for 
its effect on system design. This paper describes the loss of 
polarization isolation that occurs when a signal travels from 
transmitter to receiver with emphasis on the dt'polarization caused 
by the propagation medium. A statistical l'slimation (availability) 
is made of the overall polarization isolation fo~ various earth 
stations locations throughout the U. S. Some eXl"'mplt's of hOlv this 
isolation is translated into signal interference and then allo~ated 
to the overall interference to the signal are given. 
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Lee, Y. S., s..~1.nula.!:.~C?,'l.A~~l¥~;~J~!_!~~f;e,reE.~}'!.!1.Yf~1!er('I!!:. 
9l!a_~eE!!:!rYJ.l§~ _!,eB('rl~£~1:iy~_RE'j>~!!.~£r, CONSAT Technical Review, Vol. 
7, No.2, Fall 1977, pp. 447-474. 
An on-board regenerative repeater can provide significant 
improvements in error rate performance of digital satellite 
l'onmlllnicat ions. This paper presents simulation analysis results for 
the evaluation of symbol error rate performance with coherent 
quaternary phase shift keying (CQPSK) and differentially coherent 
quaternary phase shift keying (DQPSK)delections. Signal degradation 
mechanisms due to overall illtersymbol interfert'nce and additive 
thermal noise are included. Certain critical design parameters havE.' 
been obtained for the implementation of an uplink DQPSK demodulator. 
Regenerator system considerations for on-board regenerative repeater 
applications are discussed with refer~'nC'e to future SS-TmlA systems 
in whit'll minimum acquisition time is important. 
Leon, B. J., A~ __ ~s!y~~edS,~~ceE~._for~_~heg~~~Q~, TN 18-76, 
Defensf.> Communications Engineering Center, August 1976. 
A digital, time-division-multiplex, multiple access system with 
primary conununications via satellite is proposed for the overseas 
DCS. This proposed system could be built with current technology 
(except for the space shuttle needed for launching), would require 
only four satellites, and would have sufficient capacity for the 
foreseeable future. 
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Levit, A. D., Generalized Design and Optimization Techniques for 
Satellite Co~nunications Net~ork~, paper 74-468, presented at the 
AlAA 5th Communications Satellite System Conference, 22-24 April 
1974. 
The designer of a communication network can consider, among 
other factors, cost, reliability, availability and performance. 
Satellite technology introduces new opportunities to satisfy these 
considerations by taking advantage of characteristics inherent in 
both satellite and terrestrial envirorIDlents. Processes of network 
design and optimization involve consideration of system cost and 
quality of service as a function of distance, traffic distribution 
and geographic pecularities. Techniques employed may be analytic or 
heuristic, depending upon degrees of complexity encountered. The 
procedure, being iterative, requires trade-off decisions along the 
way as to degree of exactness vs. the cost and time of analysis. 
The result is that the network designer combines techniques of 
programming analysis with human interaction and can orient his 
methods to the characteristics of the problem. 
Liao, H., Synchronous Burst Random Access Channels, Systems Research 
Corporation, 1972. 
This note analyzes several modifications of the ALOHA random 
access channel by considering time synchronization among the users, 
the primary goal is to improve the random access channel utilization 
by using a simple clock in the host computer and in each remote 
terminal for synchronization. 
Liccini, R. P., Hardware Trade-offs for a Baseline Spacecraft 
Switched Time Division Nultiple Access (SSTDHA) COlTh:,unication 
System, Eascon 77, 26-28 September 1977, pp.25-3A/18. 
The key hardware components for an advanced spacecraft switched 
time division multiple access (SSTDMA) spacecraft communications 
system are described. Primary emphasis is associated with the 
switched matrix used for the SSTDMA systems. A basi~ dual 
transponder design emerges that meets the desired objectives. An 
extension of the basic transponder for regenerative repeating is 
also discussed. 
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Lindholm, C. R., ~!'!?~!:'!£1..~:.Acce.ss !~chnigues for C9.l!u~~icati£!! 
S_1!~el!.~tesL __ Digg~_11?dl!..1_at~on!i~~_Q~_".~si£!D!~ltiJ?le?:'i~'&"'2nd 
}{t'l':l!:.~~ .. S~lLnal_~Eoc_e.ssing, R~1-l.99!-NASA RAND ~lemorandum, September 
19b6. 
This memorandum examines specific features of digital 
techniques: time division multiplexing, error correction codes, 
analog-to-digital conversion methods and synchronization problems. 
This information is presented in a context which will enable 
satellite communications systems engineers to design digital, or 
time-division, multipl~-access systems. It will also permit system 
analysis and comparison of digital techniques with other possible 
solutions to the multiple-access problem. The memorandum is 
intended as background material for further study of digital 
techniques. 
Long, W. G., Jr., Effect of Hultiplt::-Band/Service Satellites on 
Orbit and Spectrum Utilization, paper 74-433, presented at the AlAA 
5th Communications Satellite Systems Conference, 22-24 April 1974. 
Various possible combinations of bands and services allocated 
for satellite communi(~ations are outlined, and initial analyses of 
the effect of some possible multiple-band configurations on a single 
spacecraft are presented. Relationships among the principal 
parameters of a satellite communications system such as antenna 
characteristics, noise temperature and margins and the information 
transfer per unit of orbital arc and RF bandwidth (orbit and 
sl'ectrum utilization) are developed. Both homogeneous and 
heterogeneous aspects are introduced. Initial results indicate that 
use of multiple-band satellites and intersystem heterogeneity may 
reduce orbit and spectrum utilization. However, additional study is 
necessary before the definitive conclusions may be made. 
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Lundquist, L., Optimizing a TD~-.channel Including Synchronization, 
presented at ICC '74, June 1974, Minneapolis, paper 43A. 
The results of a pulse shaping filter optimization study for a 
4 phase PSK non-linear satellite channel taking into account the 
effects of carrier and clock recovery are presented in this paper. 
The tradeoff between adjacent channel interference and inter-symbol 
interference is shown and a conclusion is drawn that Nyquist filters 
wi th about 50% roll off is optimum and that it is necessary to have 
a filter before the carrier recovery circuits to suppress adjacent 
channel interference. 
Lusignan, B., Single-Sideband Trapsmission for Land Mobile Radio, 
IEEE Spectrum, July 1978, pp. 33-37. 
Existing mobile radio bands could be used more effectively to 
a~ommodate more traffic in the same bandwidth. With available 
technologies, from seven to ten times as many channels could be 
obtained in existing VHF and UHF bands, states a recent study for 
the UHF Task Force of the U.S. Federal Communication Commission. 
Magill, D. T., Investigation of the Use of Frequency Division 
Multiple Access for Application with a Mix of User Terminals - Final 
~ort - Volume 3, SRI, DCA, December 1973. 
The three major multiple-access techniques are compared for a 
mix of user types, i.e., differing data rates and capacity 
quotients. The comparison is made with respect to eight performance 
criteria that are particularly important for the military 
environment. A general comparison indicates that frequency division 
multiple access (FDMA) performs better than originally believed. A 
specific test case of 10 accesses with a variety of data rates and 
capacity quotients is s elected for detailed evaluation. The 
quantitative comparison is based on satellite throughput. The 
performance of the FmlA system is optimized and evaluated using the 
computer program SYSCON developed under the other tasks of this 
study. FD~lA is found to offer very nearly as much satellite 
throughput as the other two multiple-access techniques, 
Furthermore, FDMA offers the advantage of simplicity, low C')st, and 
compatibility with existing equipment. Based on this example, it is 
concluded that FmlA can offer substantial advant.ages as compared to 
the other techniques. Further, more detailed studies are 
recolnmended to fully delineate the region of FD~~ superiority. 
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Massey, J. L., Coding and Modu?}tion in Digital Communications, 
presented at the 1974 Zurich Seminar, 12-15 March 1974. 
The use of coding in digital communications, to be effective, 
requires that the modulation system be designed on an unconventional 
basis. Rather than using "error probability" as the modulation 
criterion, this paper argues that the appropriate modulation 
criterion is the "cut-off rate" Ro of the discrete channel which the 
modulation system creates. It is then shown that the Ro criterion 
leads to a rich "communications theory" of its own in which the 
optimality of the simplex signal set can be proved (rather than 
conjectured) a~d in which soft decision demodulators can be 
systematically designed. At the same time the Ro criterion leads to 
a modulation system compatible with the use of effective coding 
techniques in an overall efficient digital communication system. 
Massey, J. L., Joint Source and Channel Coding, No. 0014-75-C-1183, 
MIT Electronic Systems Laboratory, September 1977. 
The advantages and disadvantages of combining the functions of 
source coding ("data compression") and channeling code ("error 
correction") into a single coding unit are considered. Particular 
attention is given to linear encoders, both for sources and for 
channels, because their ease of implementation makes their use 
desirable in practice. It is shown that, without loss of 
optimality, a joint source/channel linear encoder may be used when 
the goal is relaxed to reproduction of the source within some 
specified non-negligible distortion. 
Matthews, E. W., et al., Advances in Multibeam Satellite Antenna 
Technology, A~ronautics Ford Corporation, Westen! Dhd sian. 
This paper surveys the state of the art in multibeam antenna 
development applicable to communication satellites. It defines 
three basic forms of multibeam antennas: those providing space 
diversity, polarization diversity and variable shaped beams. The 
use of lenses, reflectors and phased arrays in multi-beam 
configurations is described. Finally, hardware developments in the 
field are surveyed, including the LES-7 waveguide lens, more recent 
experimental TEM and waveguide lenses, a dual K-band reflector and 
off the shelf reflectors for INTELSAT IV-A and V satellites. 
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tkDonald, J. c., and ~foed, J. A. R. t Communications AEElications_11.!. 
Memories, presented at the ICC '77, June 12-15, 1977. 
New memories have given communications equipment designers 
broad latitudes in architecture. We are no longer bound by the 
economic necessity to centralize memory. In addition, new memory 
devices have access times which allow old functions to be realized 
with memory and new functions such as digital time division 
switching to be practical. This paper examines the pros and cons of 
various serial and random access memories. Then, a new dual pulse 
register array using semi-conductor memory is described. 
~lcGartYI T. P., and Schneider, K. S., Processing Voice and Data in 
Mobile Satellite Communications, presented at the ICC '77, June 12-
15, 1977, pp. 63-6'. 
The use of low cost terminals in a mobile satellite 
communications environment providing combined voice and data 
capability requires an increased level of signal processing 
capability. The method of processing must be transparent to the 
nature of the source and at the same time matched to the vagaries of 
the channel. Since voice suffers from delays an on-line self-
adaptive scheme is required. This paper discusses a method that is 
proposed to combat specular multipath. The optimum scheme is 
developed and the system performance evaluatE~d. 
MeGarty, T. P. and Singh, K. J., ~ultiEle Access Techniques for Low 
Data Rate Satellite Communication Sy~tems, presented at the NTC '77, 
December 5-7, 1977. 
There are many applications of low data rate satellite 
communications that range from data collection to position 
surveillance. A common characteristic of all these systems is that 
a low cost design is essential and the maximum throughput should be 
achieved. This paper discusses a set of multiple ac~ess techniques 
that can be employed for such applications and provides a detailed 
analysis of a broad set of possibilities for a digital mUltiple 
access scheme ranging from a pure random access scheme to a pure 
spread spectrum. Specific implementation problems are also 
addressed and the techniques proposed in a data collection system 
are discussed. 
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MeGarty, T. P., and Warner, T. H., ~ultiple Beam Satellite Sxstem 
Q~timizatio~1 IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, 
Vol. AES-13, No.5, Sept. 1977. 
An analytical method is developed for determining the bas1c RF 
link parameters that are required in a satellite system design. 
Certain simplifying assumptions are required and specific system 
elements are selected. Two differnt design criteria are considered; 
optimizing the per-beam signal energy to noise spectral density 
ration (Eb/No) and minimizing the per-user costs. These two 
criteria are complements of each other subject to coverage and 
performance constraints. The model can be used to rapidly assess 
tradeoffs in various system elements. A specific example of a 
domestic satellite system is considered. The economic analyses are 
also considered and the ecomony of scale effect is demonstrated for 
the design example considered. 
Mersereau, R. M., and Seay, T. S., The Design of Multiple Access 
~requencx Hopping Patterns, 1974-32, ESD-TR-74-279) Lincoln 
Laboratory, 6 September 197/1. 
A technique is discussed for the design of multiple access 
frequency hopping patterns which will allow a number of users to 
communicate reliably over a limited bandwidth in the presence of 
Doppler and timing asynchronies. The patterns are based on a subset 
of the Reed-Solomon codewords. They possess nearly flat ambiguity 
and cross-ambiguity functions and thus could be useful as discrete 
rad~r signals. In addition, the structure of the patterns permits a 
straightforward implementation. 
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Metz, R. J., An Experiment in Domestic Satellite Utilization, paper 
74-444, presented at the AIAA 5th Communications Satellite Systems 
Conference, 22-24 April 1974. 
This experiment ill utilization of domestic satellite 
communications was designed to evaluate performance of various 
techniques under development to support effici~nt, flexible use of a 
full transponder of a geostationary repeater satellite similar to 
those to be deployed for U.S. domestic service by 1975. The 
techniques under development are in the following areas generic to 
satellite communication technology: (1) multiple-accpss digital 
communication, (2) network and resource assignment control, and (3) 
encoding of traffic for digital transmission. The results of the 
experiment concern the characterization of the equivalent IF channel 
mode available by the vendor services, the operability of various 
algorithms and techniques for utilization of the satellite path 
channel capacity, and per.formance when handling real and simulated 
traffic while interconnected with IBM's private line network. 
h~tzger, L. S., Group 64, On-Board Satellite Signal Processing, 
Technical Note 1978-2, Vol. 1, Lincoln Laboratory, January 31, 1978. 
Conventional communication satellites using transponders can 
provide high efficiency communications in an unstressed (low noise) 
environment between terminals of the same type. However, such 
satellites are not suitable for providing such capabilities as anti-
jam protection or inter-connectivity of messages between terminals 
of different types, both important for military communications 
purposes. On-board satellite signal processing can provide these 
and other capabilities. This report discusses on-board processing's 
advantages and costs, and shows how it can be incorporated into a 
system concept. 
Metzner, J. J., Conservation of Satellite Transmitter Energy with 
Propagation and Demand Variation, Presented at the NTC '78, 3-6 
December 1978, paper 40.6. 
This paper is concerned with the discussion and evaluation of 
strategies which may significantly reduce satellite average power 
requirements for data communication with propagation and demand 
fluctuations. Assumptions of signal- dnd message-processing 
capabilities beyond current practice are made. Also, an 
unconventional downlink modulation format which emphasizes 
transmitted energy usage roughly proportional to amount of data 
transmitted is assumed. 
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Microwave Components Catalog, 1978, Omni Spectra Micruwave Component 
IHvision, Merrimack, New Hampshire. 
Omni Spectra is a leading manufacturer of microwave components 
offering a broad range of products from simple terminations and 
attenuators to complex microwave int.egrated circuit assemblies. 
Microwave Semiconductor Handbook, HB-400B, Microwave Associates, 
Inc., August 1976. 
This is Microwave Associates 1976 catalog for rece~v~ng diodes, 
control diodes, power generation, and amplification devices, and 
other special more complex products. 
Miller, D. L., Military Satellite Communications Systems, presented 
at the NTC '76, 29 November - 1 December 1976, pp. 25.1/1-4. 
This paper is a brief summary of satellite communication 
systems used for military application. The subject is presented as 
a clarification of the numerous military systems and to offer 
insight as to how and why these systems exist in their current form. 
Mittra, R., A Review of Performance Characteristics of Satellite 
Antennas and Some Observations on Future Directions in Satellite 
Antenna Design, Eascon '77. pp. 25-2A/8, 26-28 September 1977. 
A general review of the state-of-the art and new directions in 
research and development of spacecraft antennas is presented. Three 
general classes of antennas are discussed: phased arrarys, lenses 
(dielectric and waveguide), and reflector antennas. Presently, the 
antenna with most applications is the reflector with considerable 
research being performed to improve its scan and multiple beam 
characteristics. Future applications for spacecraft antennas and 
research goals to meet these projected needs also are discussed. 
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~fohanty, N. C" ~~I!:_!P..~~ __ fE!'!.~!-}!~"lliJ)eE,_~Jgn.~}.2_j5?r_tt~1~~i'pl£Ac:~~s.~ 
~y;>~e!11s, IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and EI ectronic Systems, Vol. 
AES-II, No.4, July 1975, pp. 622-628. 
In view of the fact that the Frank-Hiemiller (Fil) signal has 
the property that its periodic autocorrelation is zero, it is 
desirable to generate multiple FH signals for possible use in a 
multiple-signal environment and, 1.11 particular, in multiple-access 
conullunication systems. These mul tiple FH signals are generated by 
tranformation of an FH matrix whose consecutive rows describe an FI[ 
signal. The periodic and nonperiodic autocorrelation and cross 
correlation of the multiple FH signals are derived. It is shown 
that the periodic autocorrelation of mUltiple ml signals preserves 
the ideal properties of FH signals, and nonperiodic cross 
correlation is bounded by 1/sin (n/7T), where n is the number of 
phases. In this context, a formula for nonperiodic autocorrelation 
for FH signals is derived and plots of the autocorrelation of FH 
signals of length 81,100 and 121 are given. The bound derived for 
the pE.'riodic and nonperiodit' cross correlation is applied to find 
the performance of mUltiple-access spread-spectrum sat~llite 
conmlUnications. 
Nohanty, N. C., ~F~~~- Spe('tr_~~_~!.l~hIimE.'~!y!s}~_~!~llu~tip.~_~A~_('{>!ls 
Satell ite Communic3tions, IEEE Transactions on Communications, Vol. 
C~m1':25,No~8;-pp :-lfIo-815, August 1977. 
Al though TmlA satpll i te c.-onillmnications provides the highest 
traffic capacity per satellite and offers efficient tran~mission of 
a wide variety of servicE.'s, it suffers from network timing and 
ranging requirements and mess3ge sec.-urity. On the other hand, 
spread sp!:'C'trum multiple acc.-ess (SSHA) satellite communications is 
suited for reliabl!:' random a~cess and factual transmission systems. 
Orthogonal func.-tions such as RademaC'her, Haar, and Walsh or 
pseudonoise sequent C'oding of amplitude and phase of thE.' analog 
message or code division of baseband signals, frequency and time 
hopping are among the several methods employ!:'d for spread spec.-trum 
communications. A combination of TDHA and SSNA can be used for 
asynchronous and reliable transmission of digital or analog signals. 
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Norrow, W. E., ,Jr., COn\lllU!lications Satt'llit~ Sys~tt.'I~I~in ttl(> 1980's, 
Lincoln Laboratory, pn's£'ntt'd at tllt' NASA 14th Annual Goddard 
Nt"lIorial SymposiUlll, 12. N,H't'h 1976. 
Initially tilt' objt't'tivt' in tht.' Cl)IIII11Uni('ation satt'lliU> f.'fforls 
was that of transoct'anic nmlti-channt.'l voict' Jnd TV translllission 
bt'twt't'n fixt'd locations. Tht'r(' is gt'n('ral agret'lIIt'nt today that this 
objt't'tive has bt'ell Sllt'l'pssfully al'hit'vt'd \dth tht' opt'ration of tht' 
INTELSAT systt'm. In addition initial ('fforts havp begt"l on various 
typt'S of dOI\l('stic lIIulli-chaIllwl l'ommlltlit'ations satt>l1itt' systems. 
~Iort·ow, W. E., Jr., TN'hnology for Futul'l' Satt'llitt' Conullunication 
Systt'ms, Space Applications Board COllllllittt.'t' on Satt'llitt' 
COllullunications, Lincoln Laboratory, 1l)7b. 
This papt'r dist'llSSt'S tpchnology opportunities for advanced 
satpllitt' communications systems. E. Rt't'htin's idt'JS have ht'en 
incorporated in this discussion. 
Huratani, T., Satpllitt' Switched Timt' - Domain Multiple Acl'Pss, 
Eascon 74, pp. 18<)-196. 
Three key elements of the fiB-TDNA systpm are discussed. For 
the microwave switch matrix various lypt>s of redundancp are 
presented and ~valualt'd. The distribution control unit, consisting 
of a slllall number of NOS/LSI chips, \d 11 be able to achif've 
reliability objectivp with slllall weight and power t'onsrnnption. The 
frame synchronization techniques are also categorized and evaluated. 
A capac:ity comparison of SS-TDHA and FmlA/l'mlA satellilf.'s sho\~s an 
increase of over 30 pt'rct'nt in available capacity through the 
adoption of the SS/TDMA systt'm. 
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Nackoney, O. G., CTS 11. 7 GHz Propagation Measurements - First Year 
Data Report, TR 78-471.1, GTE Laboratories, Waltham, MA, September 
1978. 
This report gives the results of a project conducted by GTE 
Laboratories to measure the 11.7 GHz CTS beacon rainfall induced 
attenuation at Waltham, MA. It includes a description of the 
receiver terminal and data collection system. A summary of the 
first year's data is reported and statistics for attenuation and 
rainfall are presented. Prediction techniques which may be useful 
in determining attenuation from rainfall statistics are discussed. 
Also covered are general observations concerning the character of 
fade events, including signal enhancement observed at the GTE Labs 
terminal. 
Nakatani, D. T., and Flateau, S. L., Multiple Beam Antenna Design 
for Satellite Communication Systems, presented at the ICC '77, June 
12-15, 1977, pp. 317-321. 
A lightwe~ght, low loss antenna system that adapts on command 
to changing communication scenarios is described. The heart of the 
antenna system is a low loss, thermally stable beam forming network 
which in conjuncation with a wideband focusing lens provides 
variable average beams. The beam forming network is fully flexible 
in transmitting or receiving or receiving energy from 61 feed horns 
to create narrow spot beams, area coverage beams, on earth coverage 
beam and combinations of area coverage with mUltiple spot beams. 
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NATO, Th~_ IIl1P<l~t '2f Futun' P,f'V('l01)llwn t s _ in C~Il1JllU1~.1 ~_a_~.i9nsL 
I nforma tJOl~_T~~'hnn 1 0gy _ ilnd Nat iona I Poli d .t:'_s. lHl_ .tl!~.~~orl'.0f!l~.e. 
Aeros£a~~.~ II1(ormatioIl Sp{'cia~ist, AGARD Conference Proc{'(>dings, No. 
22Q, September 1977. 
'1'h(' 1'01(> of tilt' in.'·onnatiO[l slwt'ialisl is undoubtt'dly changing 
with tht' advl'nt of thp r.'pid developmt'nt of Ilt"" ('Olllllllmication 
It'chniqut's t'l>ll1billL'd wi th t'rl'at ly n't1uct.'d unit costs of communication 
hanhval'e and it may also Ill' dt'sirahlt' for him to influ:>llce their 
future courst'. Tht' tht'me l r this mppting was to idenlify the main 
trends in communications and .i.!lformation technology, to assess their 
impact on the information specialists, and to consider what other 
developments might be dt'sirable, particula:ly in relation to 
aerospaCt' scientific and tt'chnic<ll information. To this pnd, it 
brought together thost' in lhe forefront of these tpchnologies and 
the information specialists who will have to make use of them, or 
provide complt'mentary servic~s, in order that each may benefit from 
the others knowlt'dgL' and t'xpt'ri t'Ilce. In addi ti on I a number of 
papt'rs out lined national plans for tIll' futurt, of thpir scientific 
and technical information activities. 
Ng, S. F. \Y., and Hark, J. \Y' I A Nuliiacct'ss Nod('l for Packet ~~~_tchi!!.8}V~~h,~'~_~a.~~~]j t./:'1!'.lvi ~~~~~{0I11~~-~""fr~o~c~~~Jr!i~-g~:;ab iX[ti~ IEEE 
Transactions on Communica t ions, Vo 1. Cml-25, No. I, January 1977, 
pp. 128-169. 
A multi-access model for packet switching with a satellite 
having the capability of interrogating thp uplink header and 
creating the downlink header is proposed. The satellite broadcasts 
slot assignments, basel} on lhe ust'rs' reported queue status, to the 
users for transmission in the next frame. With the protocols being 
done at both the earth stations and at the satellitp, the proposed 
nrulti-access model avoids collisions that are prevalent in schemes 
of tilt.' ALOHA type. 
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Ng, S. F. W. and Mark, J. W., A New Multi-Access Model for Packet 
Switching With an Intelligent satel!ite, International Conference on 
Computer Communications, 1976, pp. 117-122. 
A new multi-access model for packet switching with an 
intelligent satellite is proposed. The satellite broadcasts slot 
assignments, based on the users' reported queue status, to the users 
for transmission in the next frame. With the protocols being done 
at both the earth stations and at the satellite, the proposed wulti-
access model avoids collisions that are prevalent in schemes of the 
ALOHA type. The actual model is too complex to handle analytically. 
Analytical equations for a two-group model are derived. Calculated 
and simulated buffer overflow probabilities as a function of traffic 
intensity and buffer size are compared. Also evaluated by means of 
computer simulation is the performance of the actual model in terms 
of average system delay as a function of traffic intensity. 
Nichols, S., et al., Alternative Communication - Satellite 
Configuratins, Volume 1 - System Concepts and Evaluations, Naval 
Research Laboratory, September 13, 1977, Washington, DC. 
A review of potential threats and the vulnerability of 
spacecraft followed by an examinat~on of potential reductions in 
vulnerability obtainable through a departure from orthodox systems 
and orbital parameters is pursued. Alternative configurations are 
presented based on the premise that the space shuttle will provide 
opportunities for a more creative approach to space-system design. 
Relative vulnerabilities of six classes of satellite constellations 
along with the conventional synchronous equatorial orbit are 
compar~d in light of the more likely threats. Establisrunent of 
communication links, complexity of networks and system performance 
are assessed with respect to proliferation and alternative routing 
as means of decreasing system vulnerability. A conceptual 
spacecraft design is developed to illustrate a space subsystem 
meeting the typical communications requirements with decreased 
vulnerability. Conclusions and recommendations are offered to 
suggest a departure from the present evolutionary trends and 
identify new concepts to be pursued for Navy communications 
sa telli tes . 
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Nosaka, K., and Muratani, T., G5_~Ne~Satellite Tran~Eonder with 
R~egener.i!ti'!'£..B£peater _~nd H~ghe:.!'.J?rde.E.J?~SK for TDHAjSDMA S~stem I 
Tl'lec.'oDUllunicutions Num~riques par Satellite, pp. 460-468. 
A new satellite transponder with a regenerative repeater and 
the associated transmission system of double differential encoded 
PSK (2nd order DPSK) signal are proposed and they are <ippUed to the 
TDtlAjSSjSDtlA system. This newly proposed system has many advantages 
in respect to the satellite configuration and earth station 
equipment. 
Noweck, H. E., A Prospectus fos..J:.i!~_~,:olution of~_!:I~CCIS~etwor~, 
Presented at the NTC 178 Conference, 3-6 December 1978, paper 31.4. 
This paper gives the planned evolution of the signaling network 
starting with the existing toll Common Channel Interoffice Signaling 
(eCIS) network and ending with a hierarchical signaling network 
configuration comprising a toll signaling traffic level and a 
metropolitan signal traffic level which are interconnected. 
Conceptually, the configurations for each level are identical. 
Nuspl, P.P., Proposed. Experiments in Regiona} TDMA With Demand 
~ssig!!ment, Conmmnications Research Centre Canada, Les Systemes, (c. 
1974), pp. 18-25. 
The Communications Research Centre is planning to carry out a 
series of experiments to investigate the application of Time-
Division ~lul tiple Access (TDtlA) to satellite cOOUlmnications. These 
experiments will make use of the Communications Technology Satellite 
to be launced into geostationary orbit in 1975. The spacecraft 
development is a joint program between C~nada and the United States 
to explore the application of developments in advanced technology to 
satellite cOOUllunication system~. Recently, ESRO (European Space 
Research Organization) has joined the program to space-test some key 
hardware items. This paper is confined to discussions of the 
proposed TDtlA experiments and relevant spacecraft and ground station 
parameters. 
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Nuspl, P. P., et al., Synchronization Methods for TDMA, Proceedings 
of the IEEE, Vol. 65, No.3, March 1977, pp. 434-444. 
A ~urvey is given covering synchronization techniques for 
large-capacity tim~-division multiple-access (TD~1A) systems using 
geosynchronous satellites. Five important classes are identified 
and compared. Also, several methods of initial acquisition are 
dt::scribed. The fnndamentals of multiple access and TDMA in 
particular are presented. Summary descriptions and comparisons of 
the TDMA systems developed to date are given for experimental, 
prototype and operational systems. Some important related 
technologies are introduced. It is concluded that TDMA is in a 
maturing period. 
Opferman, D. C., and Tsao-Wu, N. T., On a Class of Rearrangeable 
Switching Networks - Part I: Control Algorithm, The Bell System 
Technical Journal, Vol. 50, No.5, May-June 1971. 
An algorithm is developed to control a class of rearrangeable 
switching networks, particularly ~vith the base-2 structure. Various 
methods of implementing this .J 19orit.hm are also described. System 
organization and processing time for rearranging the network are 
studied and showp. to be practical. This paper begins with a brief 
discussion of the general structure of RSNs, followed by the 
development of a method for the control of these networks and its 
practical implementation. The relationship between the network 
structure and the ease (or difficulty) with which it can be 
controlled are also be discussed. 
Payne, J. W., CCIS Network Administration, Presented at the NTC'78, 
3-6 December 1978, Paper 31.5. 
With the introduction of the Common Channel Interoffice 
Signaling (CCIS) Network direct signaling and processing 
implementation, there is an increasing need to allocate more 
resources to the administration of the network and the services it 
provides. The Bell System has given a high priority to this effort 
and is devoting considerable resources toward the development of 
systems and methods which will insure that the administration of 
these services and the CCIS network in general will be performed 
efficiently and effectively. 
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Petschacher, R., and Russer, P., Demu~!.iplex~r Usin.s..Fast Hybrid 
Lnt.e8rated_"~CL-G~~I!'~for:, 1 Gbit/s peN 8i8na~~, 7th European 
mcrowave Conference (~nCROWAVE 177), 5-7 September 1977. 
This paper describes a demultiplexer combined with a clock 
regenerator for 1 Gbps PCM signals. The demultiplexer divides the 
incoming signal into four parallel 250 ~fbps channels using fast 
hybrid integrated ECL-gates with rise time of less than 400 ps. All 
clock signals needed to drive these gates are extracted from the 
input signal by a phase locked loop using two frequency doubler 
stages between the local oscillator and the phase detector. Since 
the logic levels and supply voltages of the hybrid integrated ECL-
gates are fully compatible with those of monolithic integrated ECL 
circuits, such ECL-circuits can be directly connected to the outputs 
of the demultiplexer. 
Philco-Ford Corporation, Computer to Computer SATCOM Link-Final 
Report, WPL-TR 2437, 15 July 1°70. 
This final report describes the work performed on the SATCOM 
Computer-to-Computer Data Link. The system is a high data rate 
(> 50 kbpB) , extremely low error rate communications link accomplishing 
the transmission of large quantltles ot computer data between two 
mutually remote locations via a satellite link. The system was 
designed with four major goals in mind: (1) provide an efficient 
and reliable hardware design, (2) provide a good softwate design, 
both in terms of proper and efficient data handling and in terms of 
providing an efficient and easy man-machine interface, (3) provide a 
high-efficiency, high-speed tape data transmission system, and (4) 
provide a low error rate link to provide almost eLror free data 
transmission. All four goals were achieved in this study. 
Philco-Ford Corporation, Time Division Multiple Access Modem for 
Communication Satellite Links - Final Report, WDL-TR 4361, 25 
November 1970. 
This tinal report summarizes the work performed on an 
experimental TDHA conmJUnications link for use with the Defense 
Satellite Communications System (DSCS). The principal goals in this 
program were to: (1) develop a system to improve the efficiency of 
existing communication satellite links, (2) design, develop, 
fabricate, test and deliver two complete Llodems capable of 
satisfying the first goal, and (3) develop the system to accomodate 
a broad range of users (small and large). All three goals were 
achieved in this study. 
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Pool, S., et al., The Implementa~on for American Foreign Policy of 
Low-Cost Non-Voice Communication,A Report to the Department of 
State, PB-256 064, M.I.T., October 1975 (3 Volumes). 
The paper is about the possible effects on international 
relations of certair. new technologies of communication specifically, 
data conununication via computer networks, packet switching and 
satellites. Technology exists today that would, if used, reduce the 
cost of global teletypewriter communi~etion to levels apprxoimately 
like the present costs of the mails or local telephoning. Such low 
cost, high speed, long distance communication facilities would if 
implemented, profoundly modify patterns of international interaction 
in business, science, and government. The report attempts to 
outline, for the benefit of the State Department some facts 
regarding the technology of low cost transmission of text and their 
implications. It also outlines policy alternatives that the 
Department should consider. 
Ramasastry, J., et al. s Advanced Westar SS/TDMA Syste~, Presented at 
the 4th International DSC Conference, 23-25 October 1978, pp. 36-43. 
This paper presents an overall description of Western Union's 
Sate]lite Switched/Time Division Multiple Access (SS/TDl1A) system. 
This combined CIK band satel11te system is based on a shared mission 
concept with NASA's Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System. This 
paper also presents a system design and equipment description that 
is cost effective and efficient. 
Reber, E. E., et al., On Rainfall and Space Dive~sity for 
Millimeter-Wave Earth-Satellite Communications Syste~~, NTIS AD-757-
506, Aerospace Corporation, 15 March 1973. 
Space diversity, i.e., the use of several widely spaced 
terminals, is examined as a means of reducing the probability of 
simultaneous rainfall in milimeter-wave earth-satellite 
communications systems. The concept of space diveristy, both as a 
function of the distance between terminals and the number of 
terminals is examined on the basis of hourly rainfall data for the 
10 year period from 1 January 1960 through 31 December 1970. The 
probabilities of simultaneous rainfall occuring in a space diversity 
system are shown to be a systematic function of the spacing and 
number of terminals in the system. 
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Reinhard, K. L., Anal¥sis of a Pseudo-Random Network Timin~ Systems 
for Time-Division Multiple Access Communications, RADC-TR-67-364, 
September 1967. 
A technique for establishing time synchronization in a Time-
Division Multiple Access communications system is described and 
analyzed. The technique involves the transmission and correlation 
reception of a network timing signal. The timing signal consists of 
a pulsed envelope carrier bi-phase modulated by a maximum-length 
pseudo-random sequence. Tracking of the pseudo-random timing signal 
is accomplished in an envelope correlation delay-lock receiver. 
Expressions for the rms timing error in the presence of additive 
Gaussian noise are derived. The expressions indicate the dependence 
of timing error on pseudo-ranoom bit duration and code length, 
receiver IF bandwidth, and the ratio of input signal power to noise 
power density. 
Reinhart, E. E., Multiple Access Techniques for Conununicat:.~ 
Satellites: Analog Modulation, Frequenc¥-Division Multipl~xing, and 
Related Signal Processing Methods, RM-5117-NASA, RAND Memorandum, 
December 1966. 
This memorandum provides an elementary comparison-oriented 
description of analog modulation methods and the techniques of 
multiplexing and signal processing normally employed with them. 
Reudink, D. 0., Problems and Challenges in Satellite Communications 
Frequenc¥ Reuse - Antennas and Components, Microwave Symposium, IEEE 
MTT-5 International 1976. 
There are at p~esent three frequency bands allocated for 
communication satell.:.tes in the U. S. The first frequency is at 4/6 
GHz with a 500 MHz bdndwidth available. These satellites are 
basically frequency translators with saturating amp~ifiers using 40 
GHz wide channels. The se~und frequency is from 11.7 - 12.2 GHz 
downlink and 14.0-14.5 GHz uplink.. Although this band is also 500 
GHz wide, it is possible to achieve moderately high capacity systems 
through polarization and spatial frequency reuse. The third and 
highest frequency band allocated for communication satellites has 
2.5 GHz bandwidth with the uplink nominally at 30 GHz and the 
downlink at 18 GHz. This paper shows how highly reliable service 
can be provided without the need for diversity earth stations. 
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Reudink, D. 0., SpotB~ams_Promise Satellite ~~lmica!'J~_~Break 
Through, IEEE Spectrum, September 1978, pp. 36-42. 
In satellite communications, wide-area coverage and high 
antenna gain are generally mutually exclusive. For wide-area 
coverage, the emergency technology of TmlA utilizes a satellite's 
resources very efficiently, but at a cost of straining today's 
satellite technology to improve signal gain. High antenna gain is 
possible using another emerging technology, spot-beam antennas, but 
their coverage is limited to smaller geographic areas. Now a 
technique has been found that uses TD~lA to provide high antenna gain 
over a wide area of coverage. This technique uses scanning spot-
beam antennas. 
Reudink, D. O. and Yeh, Y. S., ~canning Spot-Beam Satellite 
~stem, The Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 56, No.8, October 
1977, pp. 1549-1560. 
Proposed is a satellite with a high gain, movable spot beam to 
communicate with individual earth stations time-sharing a single 
channel in the TD~lA mode. It is estimated that this approach could 
readily save some 20 dB in the link budget whLle still providing 
full U.S. coverage. When this 20 dB is apportioned with the 
objectives of reducing the earth-station antenna size, increasing 
the satellite capacity and reducing transmitter pow~r, the effects 
are dramatic. This technique can be combined with a fixed-spot beam 
serving major traffic areas. This combination can provide both full 
area coverage as well as multiple reuse of the frequency band. A 
TD~ burst organization is proposed and estimates of burst lengths, 
beam switching intervals and buffer storage size are made for a 100 
earth-station networking operating on a 600 Mbps channel. A phased 
array antenna with each element irradiating the entire U.S. is 
employed to form the movable spot-beam. This provides an attractive 
solution even though a closed-loop beam-forming algorithm may be 
required. It appears feasible to construct such an antenna with 
nearly 50 dB gain capable of forming a spot beam toward any position 
within the continental United States with a switching time of a few 
nanoseconds. 
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Reu<.link, D.O., and Yeh, Y. S., ~~B~pid Scan Area-Coverage 
f~o_fI1munic~~i()~§~a.~eUi~.~, Paper no. 78-548, Presented at the AIM 7th 
CSS Conference, 24-27 April 1978. 
A TD~~ burst organization is proposed, and estimates of burst 
lengths, beam switching intervals, and buffer storage size are made 
for a network operating on a 600 Mb/s channel. Antenna 
configurations forming rapidly scanned spot beams are discussed. A 
phased array with each ele~ent radiating over the entire U.S. 
appears to provide an attractive solution. An antenna capable of 
forming 100 spot beams wIth nearly 50 dB gain toward any point on 
the continental U.S. appears feasible. 
Reudiuk, D.O., et al., ~ectral Reuse in 12 GHz Satellite 
fommuni~~tion Systems, presented at the ICC '77, June 12-15, 1977, 
pp. 32-35. 
This paper examines the system implications of multiple spot 
beam frequency - reuse satellite systems. Several problems unique 
to such systems are identified and possible solutions are discussed. 
Reudink, D.O., et al., Methods for Achieving High-Capacitl 
Universal Service Satellites, Presented at the NTC ' 78, 3-6 December 
1978, Paper 8.2. 
A scanning beam which scans the entire country utilizes the 
frequency spectrum only once and is therefore limited in its 
capacity. It is possible to combine fixed spot beams together with 
a scanning spot beam to create a very large capacity satellite 
system. This would be achieved by having the spot beam utilize one 
polarization and the scanning beam the other. Interconnection would 
be accomplished through an on-board satellite switch. Several of 
the details of a hybrid spot beam scanning beam system are examined. 
If one envisions multiple scanning spot beams, then it is possible 
to achieve not only high capacity but also high transponder 
efficiency. Those things required to achieve a satellite system 
which has multiple, fully steerable scanning spot beams are examined 
and the implications and advantages of such a system in serving a 
broad spectrum of temporally and spatially varying traffic are 
discussed. 
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Rhodes, S. A., freamble Requir_~f!1_~!l~;~_~or !3u-E~t:-T~=-_9fsK SateJ.!ite 
CCllununications Under Low Es/No Conditions, COMSAT Laboratories 
presented at the NTC '7-7--;-becember -5--r,~1977. 
Preamble requirements for carrier synchronization are 
investigated for QPSK burst communications via satellite in which 
carrier phase is acquired independently on each received burst. 
Typically, a fourth-power operation is used for modulation removal 
so that the carrier phase may be tracked throughout the modulated 
message burst. When synchronization must be acquired under low 
Es/No conditions which might be the case when FEC coding is 
necessary for reliable communications, use of the fourth-power 
method of mo~ulation removal results in very long preamble 
requirements. A combined modulation removal technique that utilizes 
squaring during a BPSK preamble and squaring plus decision feedback 
during the QPSK message burst allows reliable carrier 
synchronization with preambles of moderate length even with low 
Es/No. 
Roberts, L. G., ~amic Allocation of Satellite Capacity Through 
Packet Reservation, National Computer Conference, 1973, pp.711-716. 
If one projects the growth of computer communication networks 
like the ARPANET to a worldwide situation, satellite communication 
is attractive for intercommunicating between the widespread 
geographic areas. For this variable demand, multi-station, data 
traffic situation, satellites are uniquely qualified in that they 
are theoretically capable of statistically averaging the load in 
total at the satellite, rather than requiring each station or 
station-pair to average the traffic independently. However, very 
little research has been done on techniques which permit direct 
multi-station demand access to a satellite for data traffic. For 
voice traffic statistics, COMSAT Laboratories has developed highly 
efficient techniques: the SPADE system currently installed in the 
Atlantic which permits the pooled use of 64 kb PCM voice channels on 
a demand basis, and the I1AT-1 TDMA (Time Division Multiple-Access) 
experimental system. Both systems permit flexible demand assignment 
of the satellite capacity, but on a circuit-switched basis designed 
to interconnect a full duplex 64 kb channel between two stations for 
minutes, rather than delivering small blocks of data here and there. 
This work forms the technical base for advanced digital satellite 
communication, and provides a very effective means for moving large 
quantities of data between two points. However, for short 
interactive data traffic between many stations, new allocation 
techniques are desirable. 
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Rozec, X., and AssaI, F., Microwave Switch Matrix for Communications 
Satellites, IEEE International Conference on Communications, 1976. 
A lightweight, low-power-consuming, 16x16 microwave switch 
matrix has been designed for communications satellites at 3.95 GHz 
center frequency. The design approach has adopted a cross-bar 
configuration in MIC to provide full interconnect flexibility within 
the 500 MHz communications band. 
Rubin, I., Group Random Access Disciplines for Multi-Access 
Broadcast Channels, UCLA-ENG-7745, University of California, School 
of Engineering and Applied Science, June 1977. 
A Group Random-Access (GRA) access control discipline for a 
multi-access communi.cation channel is presented and studied. A GRA 
scheme uses only certain channel time periods to allow some network 
terminals to transmit their information-bearing packets on a random 
access basis. The channel can thus be utilized at other times to 
grant access to other terminals, or other message types by applying, 
as appropriate, group random-access, reservation or fixed 8ccesa-
control procedures. GRA schemes could also be utilized to provide 
channel access to various network protocol packets. The average 
packet delay under a GRA discipline is evaluated by a Markov ratio 
limit theorem. To stabilize the channel the GRA procedures is 
controlled dynamically by a control policy which repeats any newly 
arriving packets within certain time periods. Studying the 
associated Markov decision problem, the optimal control policy is 
character~zed as yielding a minimal average packet delay under a 
prescribed packet probability of rejection. This policy is shown to 
be a single-threshold scheme for which there exists a tnreshold 
value which attains the minimum probability of rejection. 
Performance curves are presented to demonstrate the excellent delay-
throughput characteristics induced by GRA procedures. 
Rubin, I., Integrated Random-Access Reservation Schemes for Multi-
Access Communication Channels, UCLA-ENG-7752, University of 
California, School of Engineering and Applied Science, July 1977. 
Integrated Random-Access Reservation (IRAR) a~cess-control 
schemes, for multi-access communication channels, are presented and 
studied. Under an lRAR scheme, newly arrived packets can be 
designated for reserved or random-access transmission. In the 
latter case, if a collision occurs, each colliding packet is 
assigned for transmission by reservation, rather than attempt 
another random-access transmission. 
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Rusch, R. J. et a1., J}iTEL~A!_U.p.'!S~SE~J~.~~~~_is~._~t~1H1EY, Ford 
Aerospace & Communications Corporation, 1978. 
This pap~r describes the technical aspects of the Ford 
Aerospac(' & Communications Corporation IS curn'nt design of INTELSAT 
V, the largest commercial <:ommunications satellitf' ever design('d and 
built for the INTELSAT. The spacecraft system design concept is 
d('scribed with emphasis on key technologies utilized to configurt.' 
the t0tal spac~craft. Key systems aspects include a design summary 
with discussion of the communications, controls, telemetry, command 
and ranging, power, propulsion and thermal SUbsystems as well as 
spacecraft-peculiar operational characteristics. Key technologies 
include use of graphite fiber reinforced plastics, contiguouE band 
output multipliers, dual-polarization mUltiple-shaped antennas, 
dual-collector 11 GHz traveling wave tubes and electrothermal 
thrusters. 
Rydbeck, N., and Sundberg, C. E., PCH/TDHA Satellite Communications 
~s.!~ms ~.~~h E;:E.oS£()~:st~~~<L ~!i§r n:-ete£!:_~!!8 ~c.~cies~Sweden:~~­
Ericson Tech, Vol. 32, No.3, pp. 195-247. 
The effects of digital errors are analyzed for both uncoded and 
coded nonlir\ear PCM systems. Simple formulas for the digital noise 
are derived. The formulas are applicable for both block codes and 
conv0lutional codes. The effects of digital errors change with the 
input signal level. This is investigated for both natural binary 
PCN and binary folded PCM. The effects of digital errors in peM 
systems modulated with differentially encoded 4 phase modulation are 
investigated. Both differentially coherent and coherent 
demodulators are considered. 
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Sanborn, P. ~1., USN, )In,~,qut:..J!~r~s fOE .l(!.~!!..~!iicati.,~!.l_,31nd 
Slnchroni~,a ti~_Il.JI)_IPJ~~~_te~~_(t~_~~'!l~Ei<::a!-i_~(1_~+_~~~t;.~!!ls, ~las t.er' s 
TI)(ls is, Naval Pos t-Graduate School, Monterey, California, AD-784-
76'2, June 1974. 
In a TDMA system, many transmitting stations time share the 
samt' RF spectrum. Individual transmissions must be identifiable to 
distant receiving stations and must be synchronized so that no 
interference overlap occurs. A unique word sequepce can serve both 
purposes. The hasic concepts of a satellite communications TmlA 
system are briefly reviewed, with emphasis on functional receiver 
requirements. A correlation detection scheme is hypothesized from 
which false and misdetection probability expressions are derived. 
Criteria are then established for the selection of sequences 
suitable for use as unique words. Representativp unique words of 
length 15 through 20 are included, along with an explanation of tht' 
difficPlties encountered in devising an efficient computer search 
routiIlC' . 
Saruwatari, T., et a1., !J~g.al-1ra!~~misyion ;Expe~iments W~tll the CS 
Satellite I Presented at the 4th International DSC Conference, 23-25-
October'-T978, pp. 283-290. 
The Japanese mediwu-capacity communications satellite for 
experimental purpose eCS) was launched on December 15, 1977 and put 
into the geostationary orbit on 24 December. There are six K-band 
(30/20 GHz) transponders and two C-band (6/5 GHz) transponders on 
the CS equipment platform. An experimental plan has been prepared 
by thE' Radio Research Laboratories (RRL) , Ninistry of Posts and 
Telecommunications of Japan and involves many kinds of digital 
communications experiments. They are PSK fundamental transmission 
tests, POI-PSK (telephone) communication experiments, HO-DPCN-PSK 
(telcl7ision) communication experiments, PCN-PSK-TDHA communications 
experiments involving site diversity switching techniques, N-PSK-
SCPC experiments, and digital SSRA experiments. 
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Schmidt, W. G. and Cooperman, R. S., A Satellite Switched SDNA/TDHA 
~YE!em _(oEc"~~i~~and~l~J.!g~t~,:t..11! ~<:;~l~~e.ltEE'~' ~-pr-eselite(ra r l)rot:-:~-inter. 
Conf. Comm., June 1973. 
Communications traffic studies indicate that the next 
generation of INTELSAT satellites can be expected to utilize 
wideband multibeam communications equipment. This paper outlines a 
completf' satellite switched SDHA/TDMA communications system designed 
to operate with this next generation of satellites. Thr~e major 
topics are discussed: the earth terminals, the spaceborne 
equipment, and the traffic allocation techniques. Th0 
interconnectivity between the various spot beams and between 
different communications bands is provided by a spaceborne 
distribution center. 
As the spectrwn allocations in the L)6 GHz region become less 
available and more precious, there is considerable interest in the 
possibilities afforded by use of the millimeter wave region for 
satellite communications. While the spectrum allocation potentially 
available in this region is significantly greater than that of the 
4-6 GHz region, there are a nlwber of technical problems associated 
with millimeter wave communications systems. However, one bright 
spot is that antennas in this region can be smaller with equivalent 
gain and more amenable to the development of multiple highly 
directive spot beam patterns. A satellite employing such multiple 
spot beam antennas for both receive and transmit functions would be 
capable of effective reuse of portions of the spectrum that would 
not be available if only global coverage antennas wpre utilized by 
the satellites. This paper describes a multiple access technique 
which enables optimal use to be made of the highly directive 
properties of millimeter wave technology to achieve this saving in 
frequency spectrum. 
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Schmidt, W. G., Satellite Time-Division Multiple Access Systems: 
!:ast,,-EEesent ,!nd Future, Telecommunications, Vol. 7, No.8, August 
1973, pp. 21-24. 
As both satellite and earth station technologies associated 
with commercial satellite communications mature, there is a 
noticeable trend toward digital transmission for a variety of 
reasons. For the terminals with medium to heavy traffic loads, the 
use of TmlA promises a maximum utilization of existing satellite 
capacity, minimum uplink power control and a highly flexible means 
for handling any type of traffic (e.g., voice data, facsimile, or 
TV) in any required mode of operation (preassignment, time 
assignment or demand assignment). A brief survey is presented of 
the deveJopment of TDMA technology and a glimpse into the future of 
such work, such as satellite-switched TDMA. 
Schmidt, W. G., Satellite Switched TDMATransponder Switched or Beam 
Switched, Paper No. 74-460, AlAA 5th Communic~tions Satellite 
Systems Conference, Los Angeles, CA, April 1974, pps. 22-24. 
For satellite con~unications in the 1980's there is a strong 
trend toward wideband communications packages utilizing a 
multiplicity of narrow high powered beams. There are numerous 
advantages to this trend; a disadvantage, however, is the burden 
this technology places on the interconnection flexibility of the 
satellite. To restore this interconnection flexibility, an on-board 
real-time time division multiple access (TDMA) conununications system 
linking the stations has been proposed. This approach has been 
broadly termed satellite-switched TDMA (SS-TDMA) and is based upon 
the switching occuring between multiple transponders, each with 
fixed antenna pointing, Another class of SS-TDMA incorporates 
individual transponders with variable antenna pointing (beam-
switched). This paper explores and developG the conceptual 
configuration and technology base for both types, considers the use 
of on-board regeneration, and closes with a treatment of the 
advantages of SS-TD~lA to mobile and military satellite 
communications. 
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Schnieder, K. S., and Katz, J. L., ~. f2!!!Pa!:".~s£n oIfL~teJl.i!:~ 
~~E~~.~~iI!& :r~~:l!gj.~tl~s_f.(~E .. _the~oh~E.~nt .. ~(~~i.li_Y~>. W!!~te .. 9al~l)~i.~'!1~O_~~~. 
~~!l!:lI!.e I, NTC 77. 
With cOIlventional repeater satellites uplink performance is not 
independent of downlink performance. Deleterious effects occurring 
on the uplink are translated to the downlink. By carrying out 
signal processing on-board the satellite the dependence between 
uplink and downlink performance can he reduced. Such processing 
adds to the complexity of tIl{' satellite. It also inherently d<.'nies 
the downlink user statistical information about lhe uplink 
transmission process. However, its net result may possibly be to 
provide an increase in overall communication efficiency. 
Schneider, K. S., Qpi-iml;!lll D_e.!l.lOdulatio .. n.9L_Code}lul~.i£~~~~~:.<1. ~jJ~!!(1~s., 
Presented at the NTC '78, 3-6 December 1978, Paper 20.2.. 
In this work two new receiv~r processors are derived for code 
division mUltiplexed signals. The first addresses the situation in 
which the code division mUltiplexed signals are all synchronized. 
The second addresses the asynchronous case. Both operate by 
demodulating all signals together. The performancp attained in both 
cases is optimum. The processors providt> 1 significant advantage 
over the commonly employed techniqui' of demodulating each signal 
individually. 
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Schreiber, H. H., Communications with Walsh Waves, presented at the 
1976 IEEE Intl'rnational Symposr--umon- Electromagnetic Compatibility, 
Symposium Record, 13-15 July 1976, pp. 258-263. 
The spectra of unmodula.:.ed Walsh waves radiated from a small 
electric dipole are computed for ideal and trapezoidal 
approximations to Walsh function excitation. A link analysis based 
upon matched filter detection of the radiated Walsh waves received 
in thermal noise is presented. 
This paper considers the problem of devising modulation 
techniques that allow a large number of earth stations to use, 
simultaneously, u satellite repeater with the transfer 
characteristics of a wideband hard-limiting amplifier. Four 
distinct classes of modulation techniques and their singular 
properties are described. Three important design can lderations are 
discussed: repeater bandwidth and power sharing, network timing and 
operational considerations. The paper provides a framework for 
further study of the multiple access problem. The hard limiting 
repeater is shown to acconmlodate a wide variety of signal designs. 
No single class of mUltiple access modulation techniques is found to 
be uniformly best in satisfying all needs of the diverse networks 
which can use communications satellites. 
Schwartz, R., et al., Theoretical and Experimental Results of a 
Distributed Serial to Parallel and Parallel to Serial Converter for 
Gisabit!.~~, Presented at the 7th European Nicrowave Conference 
(NICROWAVE 77), 5-8 September 1977, p. 537. 
This paper presents experimental and theoretical results of an 
application of the SSt-principle (Series-gate Sampling tine) to the 
regeneration of fast digital signals. As demonstrated in this 
document, this procedure allows high speed data processing at 
gigabit rates by means of a spatial parallel to serial and serial to 
parallel conversion using Schottky diodes as fast switches between 
pieces of microstrip lines. Some results of a two year intensive 
theoretical and experimental investigation of the sst principle are 
shown including experiences with a laboratory model of a base-band 
rppeater operating at 1.25 Gbit/s. Preliminary experimental results 
demonstrate that the bit rate can be extended to 2.5 Gbit/s. 
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Scott, W. G., et al., Design Tradeof~s for Multibeam Antennas in 
Communications Satellites, Aeronautic Ford Corporation, 1976. 
A TEM lens antenna is described that provides the capability of 
generating 61 low-sidelobe dual-polarized beams over a 17 degree 
field of view, at both 4 and 6 GHz. Isolation between these beams 
is examined and it is concluded that six of the available 61 beams 
may be used simultaneously in many different positions, while 
maintaining at least 27 dB isolation, for a total of 12 times 
frequency reuse. 
Sekimoto, T., et al., A Time Division Multiple Access Experiment, 
ED-17-66, PB 179 201, Computer Sciences Corporation, Washington, DC, 
23 April 1968. 
This report contains the results of an experiment designed to 
determine the feasibility and practicality of TDMA as a solution to 
the problem of multiple access to a communications satellite. 
Although the concept of TmlA as applied to satellites is well known, 
experimental data or equipment was not available. Hence, this 
experiment was necessary in order to judge and compare TmlA to other 
methods of achieving mUltiple access. 
Shaft, P. D., and Roberts, J. A., Optimum Allocation of ~lultibeam 
Communications Satellite Resources, IEEE Transactions on 
Communications, Vol. COM-24, No. 10, October 1976) pp. 1195-12.00. 
FutUre communications satellites can be expected to employ 
multibeam antennas for both receiving (uplink) and transmitting 
(downlink). The use of multibeam satellite transmitting antennas 
raises the question of how to assign the transmitted power and 
antenna gain to each of the N beams so that optimum use is made of 
satellite resources. This problem is referred to as the downlink 
allocation problem. 
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Sherwin, R. P., and Castro, A. A., Functional Requirements for On-
Board Satellite Signal Accessing, Presented at NTC 178, 3-6 December 
1978, Paper 40.1. 
On-board satellite signal processing (demodulation, 
remodulation, demultiplexing, combining, decoding) has been utilized 
on a number of existing and planned military communications 
spacecraft to perform, for the most part, single specific 
communications functions. This paper discusses the general 
functional requirements for satisfying a number of different 
spacecraft communications applications including: (1) interference 
rejection, (2) baseband demodulation, combining and remodulation, 
and (3) on-board switching and rerouting. Each of these 
capabilities can be treated as comm?n functions and utilized to 
perform a wide variety of communications applications, possibly on a 
combined basis. 
Shindo, S., et al., A 4- l 6-, 20- and 30-GHz Band Branching Network 
Using a Multi-Layer Dielectric Filter for a Satellite Communications 
Earth Station, IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Tech., Vol. MTT-24, 
No. 12, December 1976, pp. 953-8. 
This paper describes a four-frequency broad band branching 
network for transferring microwave (4 and 6 GHz) and millimeter wave 
(20 and 30 GHz) band signals between an antenna and transmitter! 
receivers in a satellite communication earth station. A filter for 
separating the microwave band from the millimeter wave band employs 
a multilayer dielectric filter with matching layers and is included 
in the primary antenna feed system. The design method used for the 
multilayer dielectric filter and the construction and experimental 
results of the four-frequency broad band branching network are 
described. Measurements show that its insertion loss, V8WR, and 
axial ratio are less than 1.2, 1.2, and 2.1 dB respectively. 
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Shub, L., et aI., ~stel!! Accf7_s~~fpnt£()!~~l:udy, AD-782-256, National 
Technical Information Service, June 1974. 
This report presents a summary of a study conducted for tilt' 
Transportation Systems Center of promising access control techniques 
which are applicable to an aeronautical satellite system. Several 
FmlA and TmlA configurations are analyzed and compared which are 
capable of providing voice, data, and independent surveillance 
services. One of the FmfA concepts and a burst TmlA system are 
rated highest and are presented in greatest detail. Procedures are 
outlined for different types of entry, beam swi tehing, and handl:i ng 
various ty?es of interconnections. Induded are preliminary designs 
of the avionics instrumentation. 
Sinha, A. K., ~'\ ~!o~~_~or TDNA Burst _ASSignment and Schedul}n.s, 
Comsat Teshnical Review, Vol. 6, No.2, Fall 1976, pp. 219-51. 
This paper presents a simple mathematical formulation of the 
problem of time-division multiple-access (TDHA) burst assignment and 
scheduling for a general communications satellite system includir.g 
an arbitrary earth station network, beam coverage pattern, and 
transponder configuration. Relevant concepts of beam overlap (over 
earth stations) burst overlap (in time) and earth station equipment 
requirements are introduced and precisely defined. In addition, 
useful parameters for evaluating the efficiency of system 
utilization are identified. Finally, a semianalytical al gori thm is 
proposed for scheduling TmlA bursts so that earth segment equipment 
requirements are minimized and achievable scheduling efficiencies 
are optimized for a given traffic data base and system 
configurati0n. An example of a schedule obtained from 3 newly 
prepared computer program based on this approach is presented. 
Smart, F. H., The ANIK C 90 Nb/ s Digi t_~l Service, Present(:'d at the 
4th International DSC Conference, 23-25 October 1978, pp. 30-35. 
This paper describes some of the features of the ANIK C system 
and the design choices which Telesat has made in providing mes~dge 
services for heavy-route interconnection between major Canadian 
cites. 
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Smith, W. R., Saw Filters for CPSN Spread Spectrum Communication, 
77CH 1264-1 SU, presented at the 1977 Ultrasonics Symposium 
Proceedings, 26-28 October 1977, pp. 524-528. 
CPSN spread spectrum wave foeills consists of a sequence of 
contiguous pulses each of which is a short burst at one of two 
different frequencies. They have the advantage of lower specLll 
sidelobes and thus lower cross-channel interference than phase shift 
key (PSK) waveforms. This paper describes the use of SAW filt~rs in 
a simple, cost effective modulator and a matched filter for CPSM 
communications sytems. The modulator converts a basebond binary 
coded pulse train to PSK and then by means of a SAW filter to CPSN. 
In the receiver, another SAW filter is used as a matched filter for 
maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio. It is often desirable to use 
alternate receiver filter design for additional suppression of 
spectral sidelobes in order to enhance rejection of interference and 
jamming signals with only a minimal penalty in signal-to-noise 
ratio. The SAW filter is ideally suited for this purpose because it 
is capable of good stopband rejection while maintaining low 
dispertion in a compact, cost-effective device. 
Soref, R. A., Secure Optical Natrix Switch, RADC-TR-78, CR-78-35, 
July 1978. 
• 
Novel fiber-optic switching arrays have been developed to 
control the network configuration of a secure fiber-optic intercom 
system. A fiber-linked system containing six optical data terminals 
was built and has been matrix-switched by a multimode 3 x 2 array 
constructed in an 80-~m-thick single-crystal LiTaOz plate. 
Commercial multimode 0.15 NA fibers, 85-~-core diameter, have been 
directly and permanently coupled to the plate ends at the matrix 
input and output ports, one strand for each data channel. Using 
oblique incidence, the fiber light cone was collimated by a factor 
of 2.6 in the crystal. The optical data sources consisted of GaAs 
LEDs emitting at the 0.90 ~m wavelength. Electrically controlled 
optical switching has been obtained with unpolarized TE- and TN-mode 
light launched in the crystal. 
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Stevens, G., and Wright, D., 20/30 GHz ~.a_t:~1.1}.te Syst~ms-'I~C'hno!.2.sx 
Needs Assessment, N~tional Aeronautics and Space Adminstration -
Lewis Research Center, pp. 207-216. 
NASA is involved in exploring the potential of the 20/30 GHz 
bands as evidenced by the propagation work in the ATS series by 
NASA-Goddard and, more recently, by the systems and market effort by 
NASA-Lewis. This paper focuses on the system and market work done 
by NASA-Lewis. Included are results of previous contractual and ; '.-
house studies as well as preliminary results of on-going market :md 
system studies. Baseline concepts for evaluating technology needs 
are also included. 
Sullivan, D. P., Future Trends in Militar¥ Communi£atio~~tellites 
ReEeaters, lEE Trans. Aerospace Electron. System, Vol. AES 6, March 
1970, pp. 129-136. 
The future development trends in military communication 
satellite repeaters will be dictated by greater spacecraft 
capability in terms of payload size, weight, power and complexity. 
These attempts are to better satisfy the satellite user's needs and 
desires. This paper presents the basic repeater c0nfigurations that 
have been employed and those that can be expected in the future, 
along with the user and development constraints on advanced repeater 
designs. The discussion points out diverging trends in RF frequency 
to allow easy user pointing and provide greater callacity, the trend 
toward channelizati.on within the repeater and the various methods 
used to reduce susceptibility to interference. Examples are given of 
advanced repeaters which demodulate and process received signals and 
which route RF signals between antennas. Also discussed is the 
possibility of employing a large processing ground station and the 
impact of future repeater configurations on terminal designs. 
Tangonan, G. L., Low Power High Data Rate Modulator, Technical 
Report AFAL-TR-78-74, June 1978, F33615-77-Cl007. 
This program showed that the present approech to the 
development of a low-power high data-rate modulator is promising. 
The critical areas of optical damage, efficient coupling, and 
electro-optic modulator defection efficiency were addressed, and the 
state of the art in these areas was advanced significantly. 
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Taylor, R. C, and Huff, R. J., A Modem/Controller for TDMA 
Communications Sys~emsf RADC-TR:76-362, December 1976. 
•• = 
This report discusses the design operation and capability of 
prototype TD~~ modems developed for RAnC. The applicable acceptance 
test procedures and both bench and link test data which demonstrate 
that the modems operate with a high degree of effectiveness are also 
presented. 
fechnological Priorities for Future Satellite Communications, Office 
of the Director, Goddard Space Flight Center, July 1978. 
This paper reports an intensive study of technological 
priorities for future satellite communications performed by GSFC 
from January through May 1978. A high technology program is 
recommended for areas such as multibeam antennas component 
technology and intersatellite links. 
Teramura, H., et al., Field Trial for the Digital Facsimile Service 
Over The Satellite Circuit, Presented at the 4th International DSC 
Conference, 23-25 October 1978. 
This paper describes the international field trial and test 
results, the features of the Quick-FAX system, and some 
improvements. 
Theis, D. J., Memory Technology UEdate, TOR-0078 (3475-20)-2, 
Contract No. F04701-77-C-0078, Los Angeles, CA: The Aerospace 
Corporation, December 28, 1977. 
Both memory chip devices and magnetic memory storage equipment 
have made significant improvements in the last few years especially 
in the areas of lower cost per bit and higher disk unit capacity. 
RAM's dominate thp computer main memory designs while disk and tape 
units predominate the secondary memory needs. The gap in between is 
characterized by access times of a few milllseconds or less and many 
devices such as CeDs, Bubbles, EBMI and head memory systems which 
all use some form of magnetic tape media are surveyed to complete 
this memory tech1y)logy update for 1978. 
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Threewitt, B., Characteristics o! CCD Memones wi~~b~lications to 
Communications Systems, presented at the ICC '77, June 12-15, 1977. 
The availability of dense, low-cost semiconductor memories has 
aided the development of sophisticated, reliable intelligent 
communications networks. Sev~ral technologies have emerged for use 
in computers tailored to communications system needs. Among the 
lowest in cost is the Charge-Coupled Device (eCD) technique. This 
paper des~ribes the nature of CCD memories, their architectural 
characteristics, and some are~s where the technique might be applied 
to network designs. 
Utlaut, W. F., SEread Spectrum Prin~iples and Possible App1!cation 
to Spectrum Utilization and Allocation, Telecommunication Journal, 
Vol. 45-I/1978. 
Because of the continuing demand for more telecommunication 
capacity, to serve the worlds need for commerce and public safety) 
there is a continuing need for more efficient ways of sharing the 
radio spectrum. The convent.ional way of allocating the spectrum is 
by frequency division; however, for many kinds of services this is 
inefficient. Hence, it seems desirable to re-examine whether 
alternative procedures might not be necessary if the benefits of 
telecommunications are to be assured in the face of increased 
demand. Spread spectrum techniques, which are based on principles 
antithetic to those currently used in spectrum allocation for 
reducing necessary bandwidth, seem to offer benefits for spectrum 
sharing, for some applications, superior to those of frequency 
division. This paper provides a tutorial summary of some of the 
principles upon which spread spectrum systems have developed. 
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Uzunoglu, N. K., et al., Scattering of Electromagnetic Radiation by 
~recipitation Par~icles and Propagation Characteristics of 
Terrestrial a(l{~ .... ~:Ea.:e Communication Systems, Proceedings of lEE, 
Vol. 124, No.5, May 1977, pp. 417-424. 
The result~~ of applying the ~.'l.!:dhol:n integral equation method 
of solution to the scattering of electromagnetic radiation from 
oblate spheroidal raindrops for the communication bands 4, 6, 11, 
14, 20 and 30 GHz are presented in this paper. These scattering 
amplitudes are then used to calculate propagation characteristics 
such as attenuation, phase rotation and cross pol~rization of a rain 
filled medium. The validity of using the Van de Hulst single-
scattering equation is considered and conditions for its use 
presented. A new and more general relationship between horizontal 
and oblique propagation characteristics is presented which uses only 
the horizontal and zenith conditions to derive all others. Using 
Baussard's meteorological model for raindrops a new and more general 
model for the medium containing canted raindrops is presented. 
Attenuation and cross polarization equations are derived for both 
linear and circular polarization for this model, which assumes a 
stochastic model for the counting-angle variations. Finally, the 
specific cases of te~restrial radio relay links and satellite 
communication links are considered and detailed results presented 
for each. A comparison of the theoretical results with experimental 
results for linea~ and circular depolarization at 11 GHz is also 
given. 
Van Tuyl, R., and Liechti, C., Galleum Arsenide Spawns Speed, IEEE 
Spectrum, March 1977, pp. 41-47. 
High-frequency circuit and system designers now have an 
important new tool in their arsenal of technologies. Monolithic 
galleum-arsenide (GaAs) digital lCs have emerged, bringing with them 
the promise of milligigabit and higher data rates beyond the reach 
of present silicon-based integrated circuits. Applied to future 
systems, the new circuits would go a long way toward slashing the 
size, weight and eventually the cost of high-frequency electronic 
equipment, and, in the process, vastly enhancing the capabilities of 
equipment spanning the commercial and military worlds. The subject 
of this article is digital monolithic lCs built with the GaAs 
MESFET, (metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor) a type of 
junction field-effect transistor particularly suited to fabrication 
of GaAs, and one that can function as a microwave amplifier or 
subnanosecond switch. 
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Vt'rma, S. N., and Fralt'y, D., Si.xty-T,v(l Nil/s Transm;ssinn Via Wf's,tar 
~atf'lli_tPs, pn'st'nt(>d at tilt' NTC '78, J-h Dt"ct'lllbpr 1978, papt'r 11.2. 
This pap£'!' d('scribt's tht' tt'sl systl'm l'tHlfigllratioil major 
suhsysU'ms, induding tht' dt'vdopt'd di gi ta I spt'N'h intt'rpolat ions, 
TDHA HlJ/DUX and the CITE simulator. Tt'st l"t'sults art' also hrit'fly 
dt'scribpd. 
Vitt'rbi, A . .1., MotlulatillU Considerations fnr ProC('ssing Satellites, 
pn'st>nU'd at tht' 11)76 IEEE Ppgioll 8ix (\vE'slt'rn lISA) Conft'rt'Ill'( on 
Energv for tht' Future, 7-9 April 1!J7b, p. 210. 
Pn'st'nt day communication sat('llHt's t'mploy lillt'a1" or limiting 
rt'pt'att'rs with virtually no signal proC('ssing capahilities. In 
t:onstrast, tht' tutllfp militilry satt'llite rl'llt'att'l' will gt'Ilt'rally 
contain a signal prot:l'ssor capahlt' of acqlliring signal paramell'rs 
,mil using tht'St' to rt'liuct' tht' l'fft'l'ts of intl'rfert'nl'l'. Demodulation 
and (>Vt'll dt'coding of coded signals in lhl' ~;;ltt'llilt' will improvt' 
pt'rform3nct' and dt'crr3se uplink and downlink transmitter powt'r and 
anlt'nn~ gain requiremt'nts. Tht' choict' of modll1atioll is critical to 
pt'rformanl't' pnh~rl't'mpnt by a prol't'ssing rt'pralt'r, particularly in an 
airbornE' environm'Ill IH'rlurlwti by fading, scintillation and 
international intf'rft'renct'. Multipl~ tr~qupncy shift keying (MFSK) 
with timp and frequency divt'rsity is shown to be a rugged modulation 
tt'chnique for all tllt'St' forms of intt'rfert'llct'. A t'ompal"ison bet\\'Pt'll 
simple binary FSK and diversity HFSK is drm·.'I} \vhi('h ShtH\,S dramatir 
improvt'mt'nts (on the order of 10 lo 15 dB) possible with tht' lallel' 
in a prol'('ssing saU'llite demodulator. Simple coding \vith dt'l'oding 
by tIll' satt'llitt' processor provides furtlwt" imprOVl'lllt'nts of :3 tn If 
dB. This addilional processing also has lht' atlv.lIltage of d~couplil\A 
the uplink and downlink intt'rfE'renct' and tht'ir cumulativt' t'ffE'ct on 
the link, which dt'moduiation prol't'ssing alont' dot's not achieve. 
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Vi terM, A. J., Error Bounds for Convolutional Codesandan 
ASyll1l'tot ~t'a lly 0l)t imul!1' P'~,l:O;~}!:li" AJi§ri l:l!~':' 'Yf~EirTrans'a(~Yron 
Information TheorYt VoL IT-13, No.2, April 1967. 
The probabi 1 ity of ('1'1'01' in d('('odinp; an optimal convolutional 
codp transmitt0d ovpr a Illellloryless chaanel is bounded from above and 
below dB a fUnction of the constraint length of the code. For all 
hut pathological dUltlIH'ls tht> bounds art> asymptotically 
(t'xpont'lltially) tight for rates abovf' Ro, the computational cutoff 
ratp of sequential decoding. As a function of constraint length the 
performann> -:,f ~:,"t.imal convolutional codf>s is shuwu to be superior 
to that \)f block ~'odps <)f lhf> same length, the relative improvement 
imTt'3sing \dth ratt'. The uppt'r bound is obtained for a specific 
probabilislit· non-st'quential decoding algorithm which is shown to be 
asymptotil'illly optimum for rates above Ro and whost' performanct> 
bt'ars ('{'rtain similarities to thnt of sequential «{'coding 
a 1 god thms . 
Vi terbi, A. J. I and Odt'llwalder, J. P., 9}:::-Ilo~,rtLE~8{!<!1:...R,~~£~~~_Lnli 
~"atpllites! presentt'd at the NTC '77, December 5-7, 1977. 
This pap(>r is a summary of It'veral important ways in which. on-
board signal processing increases the utilization capabilities and 
systt'm flexibility of multiple ,H'Ct'SS cOlluuunication satellites. 
Ward I \~. W., t>t a1., }'l!~~g{'sul t~,of t~~,_~.§~5._~!!.~J:.li~6~.~~B?~!iments, 
Tedmit'al Not~ 1970-3, Lincoln Laboratory, 6 February 1970. 
1'h(' RFI t'nvironment near synchronous orbital altitude in thE' 
band 255-280 MHz was measured by subsynchronous Lincoln Experimental 
Satellite #5 (LES 5). Similar measurements covering the band 290-
315 MHz have been made by Station-Kent LES 6. These experiments are 
a joint effort between the MIT Lincoln Lab and/or Aerospace. The 
success of lhe LES 5 and LES 6 RFI exp<'riments shows that it is 
practical lo monitor the level of activity in selected bands of the 
communication spectrum, throughout wide portions of the earth from 
synchronous orbi t. This cupability may be llsf'ful in the management 
of port ions of the e leclromagneti c sp{~ctrum where frequency 
allocatirRs orr at a premimn. 
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Wa:.;er, S., S~?te-of:-:_t he:-~1:"to i!l. HiZhSp.(>ed Ad th:nf'ti l' Int ('gra ted 
~it:~~u_~.tJ~, Computf'r Df.>sign, July 1978, pp. 67-76. .. 
Use of hipolar technology to construct arithnwt l\' Ies has 
resulted in devices with increased switching spf.>ed and gate density 
ltHl low power dissipation. Futun' t~'\.'lUlological advant'l'<; should 
1tdVe an f'ven gn'atf'r impact through larger dlip diam('tE'rs and 
sharper pattf.'rn fabrication. 
\vashburn, C. 1.., ~est,~£_gpt'r.~tio.n~ ... ~.~ ],!rt .~f~l.l(> Wpl>~('rn 11.ni(l~1 
I~!t.~.R~~te.(LJraIl~~11.~ss~on ~y~tl'!n, presf'uted al th(' AIM 7th GOHSAT 
System Conferellcein San Diego, 1978, pp. 86-96. 
Nost of tht' common carri('rs currently offt'ring c~)mmuni('ations 
services specialize in satellite facilities or terrestrial 
fadlitit's but. not both. In selN'ted cases ('OIlUllOtl C'urri('rs havp 
neithor sat~llitt' nor terrestrial facilities, lrase faciliti~s from 
others and provide communication s('rvicf's on an "added valtw" basis. 
It is becoming increasingly clear that the broad spe~trum of 
communication services n'quired by tht, us('r diclaU's that tilt' ComnlOtl 
~arrier have availahle satellite facilities, terrt'strial facilities 
and in addition, local distribution facilities. All thrpp lypes are 
generally required to provide end-te-end user service. In fact, 
mvIH'rship of 'iocal distribution fad 1 i lies is b{'<.'oming increasingly 
important because of the increasing user ('ost to lease these 
facilities. This paper covers Western lhlion's responsf' Lo these 
requirE.'llwnts with a brief description of its satellitt' t('lTt'strial 
and local distribution facilitit's. Also presented is the manopr in 
which these facilities have bef'n developed into an integrated 
transmission and switching system for end-to-end service. Some 
specific t'x,lmples are given of innovative sf'rvic('s \vhich havt' oIlly 
been possible through a full int~~ration of lhes(' facilities. 
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Watanabe, T., et al., ~~£(. Diyers}t~ _.~stem for _TD~1A Sa.tellite 
Lil!~,~, presented at the 4th International DSC Conference, 23-25 
October 1978, pp. 319-326. 
This paper discusses space diversity techniques for overcoming 
dt'ep fades due to precipitation in rmfA satellite links qJerating at 
frequencies above 10 GHz. Diversity operation with error-free 
switching can be realized by using digital delay circuits to 
equalize diversity path lengths without changing the Tm1A terminal. 
Prime and backup logic and the constant number method of BER, which 
has good response to fade variation, are preferrable for diversity 
switchover. A proposed diversity system using a microwave link is 
presented as an example. 
Waylan, C. J., Intermo~ulation D~':!.dation to PSK Signals.J:.~ 
Communication Satellite, presentt'd at the NTC 76, 29 Nov. - 1 Dec. 
1976-; pp. 43.5/1-5. 
Advanced satellite designs employing techniques other than the 
traditional Fm1A/FDH transponder signalling (e.g., Fm1A uplink, 
processing and TDM downlink) offer promise in mitigating 
intermodulation product effects. However, the terminal 
modifications required are likely to be costly and the technology 
for this type of satellite may be a decade or more away. The 
remaining techniques that are effective for UHF tactical military 
satellites are related to satellite construction. 
Webb, P. R. W., Military Satellite Communications Using Small Earth 
Terminals, IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, 
Vol. AES 10, No.3, May 1974, pp. 306-318. 
Satellite communications technology has reached the stage at 
which it is feasible to develop military tactical communications 
systems using small transportable earth terminals. This paper 
discusses the design considerations involved for a mUltiple-access 
system with particular reference to the earth terminals. 
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WebC"r, W. J., III, et al., A Bandwilltho_Compressiv(>.~1odulaq~n Systc>m 
U~j.nfL~1u1ti::Amp1itudE' ~!i.nim.um Shift l(t>ying (~11\NSK), IEEE . 
Transal.'tions on Communications, Vol. Com. 26, No.5, N.lY 1978, pp. 
543-551. 
A ba!1dwidth compn'ssivl' modem making USt' of multi-amplHudp 
minimulll shift kt>ying (NANSK) has l)('(>n lIt'sigtwd and impl<'m{>nted in a 
laboratory rnvirODment at microwave> frequt>ncies. Thi& system 
ilchieves a suhstantial haiHhddth n'du('~ ion oV{'r binary PSK all(: 
ope1'at ('8 \"i lhin 0.5 dB of thel)ret i cal performam't'. A number of 
easily implemented microwave transmitters have b(~n dc>signed to 
generate the required spt of 16 signals. The recrivr[ has been 
dt'signed to ,,,ark at 1 Nhps and contains the nN'essary phas(' 
trJt'king, AGe and symbol synchronization loops as well as a lock 
detector, SNR pstimator and provisions for diffpl'ential dpcotiing. 
This paper describes the entire system and presrnt8 the l'xperimc>ntal 
rpsults. 
Welti, G. R., and Kwan, R, K., C~n]Ear~son of.~Sig~l<l1 Proyes.sjI18 
T('r~niqu~~for.~.~1!eJlg(~ Tt'lt'phony, pres('nted at tilt' NTC '77, 
DN'pmlwr 5-7, 1977. 
This paper presents somv >l[('liminary results of an advanced 
modulation study performed for INTELSAT, This study first 
idpntified various pott'ntial systems based on a syslt'm model 
discussed in the puper. Nt'xt, tht' bandwidth and power ~equiremc>nts 
of these systems are dett'rmined and the rt'sults tabulat~d. Finally, 
several attractive options which could potentially improve the 
present operational sate1lite capacity arp discussed. 
Werth, A. \Y., ~~c:.~t1.t_Dp.ye)ol)ll~t'rl:t~_~I~P~HA ~~~_tl'n~~, prest'nted at tilt' 
NTC 76, 29 November - 1 Decemh<.>r 1976, pp. 21.3/1-5. 
The status of INTELSAT's international system, SPADE, is 
presented and contrasted with currently opt'rating afid proposed 
systems particularly \Vi th regard to implementation of control 
systems and channeling equi~ment. Future trends are then briefly 
reviewed. 
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Wheelon, A. D., The Futur~ Outlook for Communication Satellite 
~pplica~ions, 1975 World Telecommunications Forum. 
The next 10 years will be an extraordinarily active and 
revealing period for satellite communications. Two new satellite 
service - aeronautical and maritime - will receive decisive tests of 
economic viability. Broadcast satellites will come into sharp focus 
and probably be~i~ to proliferate. The greatest expansion will 
occur in domest~~ systems, used for telephone, data and television. 
Their growth w!tl vegi~ tv ~e limited by the orbital arc and 
pressure will d~velop t~ move systems to higher frequencies. 
International service provided by INTELSAT will expand steadily and 
call for both technical and operational developments to keep pace 
with the demand. It will be the second decade of cummunication 
satellite service and probably its most important from a historical 
viewpoint. 
White, B. E., A Digital Spectral Limiter for Asynchronous Multiple-
Accesss Satellite Communications, Technical Note 1974-25, DDC AD-
A000425, Lincoln Laboratory, 8 August 1974. 
A satellite processing concept for automatically power 
balancing the simultaneous accesses of non-cooperative users was 
investigated. Basically, the scheme consists of a forward and 
backward fast Fourier transformation with an intermediate clipping 
operation on spectral magnitudes exceeding an adaptive threshold. 
The clipper is suitable for applications involving many low-cost 
mobile terminals wehre the transmitting terminals need not or cannot 
pre-correct Doppler shifts or fine timing. As a satellite component 
preceding a bandpass hard-limiting transponder, the spectral clipper 
presents an easier alternative to complete in-satellite demodulation 
of the user signals. Computer simulations of ten pseudo randomly 
specified users indicate a significant improvement in the 
peL'formance of the weaker users compared to a hard-limiting 
transponder. Both an orthogonal block code and a convolutional code 
w1th maximum likelihood decoding were simulated. The spectral-
clipping scheme would also be effective with PSK modems and in 
strong narrowband interference. Implementations composed of 100 
integrated circuit packages consuming 10 watts of power are 
feasible. 
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Whitt', B. E., A Worst (~a~.~ Crosstalk CompariS()n~i\nl~on,.& Sev£?,ral 
Modulation Sch~mes, lEE Transaction on Communications, Vol. COM-2S, No. 9, Septpmb~r·i977. 
The effects of worst case crosstalk (from a time-domain point 
of view) on unsynchronized frequency division mUltiplexed (FDM) 
l'onsLlIlt t'llVt'lope modulat ions an' considl'red assuming colwrt'nt hard-
decision receivers and no filtering for bandwidth constraint. 
Continuous-phase frequpncy shift keying (FSK) is found to be 
superior to various forms of phasp shi ft kl'ying lPSK) , 
\yhit£>, B. E., ~i!llllJa~_~on of .<1 ~ag~)\i~}3~}ldl)a~s-L~mi.tt'dSatt'llitl' 
Chann~!, Technical Note 1976-10, Lincoln Laboratory, 28 July 197b. 
The effects of a bandpass limiting sat£>llite channel, such as a 
B = 25 kHz hard-limiting FLEETSAT channel, on several ~odulation 
techniques were simulated. The modulations included BPSK and 
various forms of QPSK, including offSl't QPSK and continuous-phase 
minimum frt'quf'ncy shift keying (MSK). Coherent malch··fil tel' 
rpceivt'rs and both uplink aId dmmlink noise wert' <1ssl..med. For a 
bit error probability of 0.005 and a SNR loss of less than 1 dB 
caused by the non-linearity in the FLEETSAT casp, the maximum 
standard data rate R was 19.2 kbps for BPSK bu 32 kbps for offsel 
QPSK, MSK, QPSK. Rates of 24 khps for BPSK and 48 kphs for offsel 
QPSK and MSV w~re attainable at this same reliability with a SNR 
degradation of about 4 dB and 2.5 dR, respectively. Larger 
degradations are expected at lower prror rates. 
\yhite, W., and Holmes, H., The Futureof COIlUlwrcial Satellite 
Te ~coE1~~uni s:a tj_<?!l, DATAl'lATIbN~-jliiY "1978;~"Pl)---§4-16i:--~" ---
The spectrum is beccming crot,'ded, available orbit slots an' 
being filled, :lnd yet there seems no end to the demand for more 
satellite telecommunications capacity. New transmission techniques 
may ease the prohlem. Some of the proposed new techniques are besl 
adapted to digital communications, which are made possible by lhl' 
rapid advances in microelectronics and are being adopted 
increasingly for other reasons as well. 
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Wi ttrnayer , W. R. I ~r.l:".~y_.Pr<>.£e.s_sor .RE~vid~~_.!iA8.h 'D1.!o.u.B!!£l:!.~.J~a~£;!, 
Computer Design, March 1978, pp. 93-100. 
A low cost I high Spt'l'd array processor coupled to a 
minicomputer matches tlw pro(.'essing throughput and accuracy of 
largl>r more f'xpensive systems for scientifiC' computations. 
Thi s uonlffient is an oVi>rall eXl'cutive summary of work 
accomplished from 1 September 1976 through 30 June 197i on seven 
Advanced Space Programs Studies. The objectives of these studies 
\vt're to provide NASA wi th multidisdplined advanced planning sludies 
that involved space operations and the associated system elements 
(including man), identification of potential low cost system 
approaches, vehicle design, cost synthesis techniques, technology 
forecasting Bod opportunities for DoD technology transfer and the 
development of near-, mid-, and far-term space initiatives Bnd 
development plans with em~hasis on domestic and military use 
commonality. 
Wozencraft, J. M., and Kennedy, R. S., Modulation and Demodulation 
for._Prol~abilistic godi<~, IEEE Transaction on-TnformaUon Theory, 
Vol. 1T-12, No.3, July 1966. 
Research in coding theory has resulted in the determination of 
bounds, as a function of the rate of co~nunication on the 
probability of error, that can be attained over a memoryless 
transmission hcility. Theae results are reviewed, ;md their 
implication with regard to the evaluation of modulation and 
demodulation systems is discussed. The objective is to describe 
some of the interrelations that affect the performance of a 
communication system used with probabilistic coding. 
Yamaguchi, 1'1., et aI., 4 GHz_~ x 8 Switching l'Iatrix for SDMA-
S¥ste~, pp. 170-172. 
An engineering model of an on-board rearrangeable 8 x 8 switch 
matrix has been developed using 168 PIN diodes and NrC technique. 
The matrix show~ 14 +1 dB insertion loss and 40 dB isolation over 
the frequency range of 3.7 to 4.2 GHz. 
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Yar iv ,  A . ,  - Guided - Wave O p t i c s ,  -- S c i e n t i f i c  American, January  1979, 
pp. 64-72, 
P rogress  i s  rcpor t t ld  i n  t h e  d c s i g ~ i  of d e v i c r s  f o r  m:a~iipulating 
l a s e r  beams i n  t h i n  t r a n s p a r e n t  f i l m s .  Thc goal  i s  t o  psolridc t i n y ,  
e f f i c i e n t  components f o r  co~nmwiicntion hy l i g h t  wnvcs . 
I '  # 
4 
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Yasuda, I t . ,  c t  a l . ,  --. 1 544 - - Mbi-ts/s Transmission of TV S j k n a l s  by 
- -  - - -- -- --- 
I n t e r f  r,lme Coding Sy.,t em, IEEE T r a ~ i s # l c t i o n s  on Com~nu~l icat ions ,  
b;r't-dbFi-i975)-I)T). -117~-1180,  
As a  powesf u l  t o o l  f o r  economizing on d i g i  La1 t ran:;aliss: on o f  
v ideo- te l t>phone s i g n a l s  , i r i t c r f  r m e  coding t echn iques  h,jve knowrl 
i n c r e a s i n g  a t t e n t i o n ,  ant1 v , l r ious  i n t c r f  rime rodirig schemes have 
been p r ~ p o s e d  r e c e n t l y .  Iiowever, many probl t~ms rtvnnin t o  h c  s t u d i e d  
i n  e s t a b l i s h i n g  t e c h n i r n l  feasibility f o r  those  t echn iques  anti 
schemes. Th is  paper  r e p o r t s  on f i e l d  t r i a l s  i n  which ,il 1.544 
Mbi t s / s  d i g i t a l  t r a r i sn l i s s io~ i  of v i c i c o - t e l c p h o ~ ~ c  s  i g ~ i a l s  was 
conducted o v e r  Nippon Telegraph atid Telephone 's  P u b l i c  C o r p o r a t i o n ' s  
PCN 100N d i g i t a l  r epea ted  l i n e  between Tokyo and Yoltohoma , Japan .  
keh ,  Y .  S . ,  arid Reudink, D .  0 .  , The - Organiza t ion  + - - and - - Synchron iza t ion  
of a  Switche=t-Reas! S ~ t e m ,  p resen ted  a t  t h e  4 t h  1 n t G a t  Consi -- 
- --- - --- - 
DSC Conference,  23-25 0ctobe>-1978, pp. 191-196. 
I n  an  a t t e m p t  t o  a d d r e s s  t h e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  o f  '1 spot-beam 
system,  a  scann ing  s p o t  beam concept was r e c e n i l y  proposed which 
t o g e t h e r  w i t h  s e v e r d l  f i x e d  s p o t  beams prov ides  t o t a l  d o ~ n e s t i ~  
s e r v i c e ,  whi le  en joy ing  t h e  f u l l  g a i n  advantage o f  a narrow antenno 
beam. I n  t h i s  p a p e r ,  t h e  systems a s p e c t  o f  t h e  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  of  
many s p o t  beams through a  s a t e l l i t e  swi tch  us ing TDPlA concepts  i s  
addressed .  
